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I’m forever blowing bubbles,
Pretty bubbles in the air,
They ﬂy so high,
Nearly reach the sky,
Then like my dreams,
They fade and die.
Fortune’s always hiding,
I’ve looked everywhere,
I’m forever blowing bubbles,
Pretty bubbles in the air.
— James Kendis, James Brockman and Nat Vincent

Abstract
In this thesis, several numerical methods for electronic structure calculations are
presented. The ﬁrst is a quadrature scheme for the accurate and efﬁcient computation of electrostatic potentials. The quadrature is applied to calculations on realspace grids, and to Coulomb integrals over Gaussian-type orbitals. Second, we introduce a real-space representation for three-dimensional scalar functions encountered
in electronic structure calculations. In this representation, functions are partitioned
into numerical atom-centred parts and a remainder, which is represented on a threedimensional Cartesian grid. The algorithms to carry out the required operations are
discussed, along with benchmarks of their computer implementations. The presented
methods are all of a divide-and-conquer nature, breaking the problem into simple
pieces which are suitable for execution in emerging massively parallel computer architectures, such as general-purpose graphics processing units.
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1 Introduction
The universe in numbers
Et ignem regunt numeri.
— Plato (attributed by Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier, as cited in Théorie
Analytique de la Chaleur)
Since the early times of geometry and arithmetics, humankind has been fascinated on how
simple, analytic mathematical expressions can describe the world around us. The predictive
power contained in compact and elegant algebraic expressions, such as Newton’s laws of
dynamics, the laws of thermodynamics, or Maxwell’s equations, just to name a few, have
mesmerized generations of science students.
But the realm of pure and eternal forms described by mathematical formulas is not the
same realm which we perceive with our senses. The need of practical applicability pressed
already in ancient times for the development of approximations to those ideal values (see
Fig. 1.1), and led to the birth of numerical analysis.
As physics developed, it became clear that predictive power could only be obtained
when sufﬁciently complex models were considered. The large amount of parameters and
the difﬁculty of the equations rendered analytical solutions impractical, or even impossible. The 17th and 18th centuries saw the blooming of numerical methods, often aimed at
predicting the motion of astronomical objects.
Today, there is yet one more powerful reason to develop efﬁcient and accurate numerical methods: the most powerful computing tool in our hands, the digital computer, is only
able to work in terms of discrete numbers, ultimately ones and zeros. Numerical analysis is the link to translating the physical equations into the language of digital computers.
Moreover, the collapse of Moore’s law and the emergence of massively parallel computer
architectures presses even more for the production of algorithms that can be broken down
into tasks which can be performed simultaneously.

Quantum chemistry: towards an in silico laboratory
In conclusion, I would like to emphasize strongly my belief that the era of computing chemists, when hundreds if not thousands of chemists will go to the computing
machine instead of the laboratory for increasingly many facets of chemical information, is already at hand.
— Robert Sanderson Mulliken. Nobel Lecture, 1966
Scientists have long hoped for an ab-initio theory of chemical phenomena. In other words,
to have the ability to compute the structure, properties and reactions of aggregates of matter
with the minimal amount of imposed parameters, in the same way as the trajectories of
astronomical objects can be predicted using Newtonian mechanics. Without the knowledge
of the building blocks of matter, and the laws that govern their motion, such a chemical
theory was barred. The advent of the atomic theory and quantum mechanics tore down
these then impassable walls. Nevertheless, the reductionist program of the physicists, to
1
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Figure 1.1

Babylonian tablet, ca. 1800–1600 BC. The symbols along the diagonal represent, in sexagesimal, 1 
+ 24/60 + 51/602 + 10/603 = 1.41421296 . . . , which
is an approximation to 2, accurate to 6 decimal ﬁgures. Yale Babylonian
Collection. Photography: Bill Casselman.

“eat chemistry with a spoon” in the words of Heitler,∗ encountered numerical difﬁculties
that proved to be formidable [2].
The 20th century saw quantum chemistry evolve from a discipline providing qualitative
rules to assist experimental chemists [1], to providing accurate and reliable predictions,
sometimes even surpassing the precision provided by experiments. The reason for this is
twofold: on one hand, more and more accurate and efﬁcient computational methods have
made appearance; on the other, the gigantic leap in the power of computers has transformed
calculations that were once inconceivably expensive into routine tasks.
Despite the advances, the full potential of quantum chemistry is yet to be unleashed:
that of the in silico laboratory, being able to predict with experimental accuracy the properties of molecules and materials, and the reactions between them. The main obstacle is that
the computational cost of tackling those systems with a sufﬁcient precision is prohibitively
expensive. The recent years have seen a spectacular success in lowering the scaling of the
computational cost, and in adapting the available methods for the new generations of parallel machines. The quest for affordable, accurate computational methods is still ongoing.

∗ Letter

from Heitler to London, cited in [1].

2 Electronic structure theory
The aim of this thesis is not to directly solve quantum chemical problems, but to provide
a numerical framework for implementing practical solutions to them. In this section, we
present the electronic structure calculation methods which are most commonly used to
model molecular systems. A general and accessible review can be found in [3].

2.1

The electronic Schrödinger equation for many-atom
systems

The time-independent Schrödinger equation describes the behaviour of non-relativistic
physical systems in potentials that do not change with time:
Ĥ Ψ = EΨ.

(2.1)

Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator of the system. Its eigenfunction Ψ, the wave function, depends on the degrees of freedom of the system. For an ensemble of particles with spin in
three dimensions, Ψ = Ψ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ), where xi denotes both the position ri = (xi , yi , zi )
and spin of the i-th particle. In general, there are inﬁnitely many eigenfunctions Ψ, each
corresponding to a possible state of the system. Being solutions of the time-independent
Schrödinger equation, they are referred to as the stationary states of the system. The wave
function is the coveted philosopher’s stone of quantum mechanics: it encapsulates all the
information that can be possibly extracted from the physical system. For each physical observable A, there is an associated mathematical operator Â, such that the expected value of
a measurement of that observable, 〈A〉, is obtained as∗
〈A〉 =

〈Ψ| Â|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉

.

(2.2)

For a normalized wave function, 〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = 1. The Hamiltonian operator is associated with
the total energy of the system, and hence the E appearing in (2.1) is the total energy of
state Ψ. The eigenfunction with the lowest eigenvalue, or in other words, the state with the
lowest energy E0 , Ψ0 , is referred to as the ground state of the system.
The obvious quantum mechanical approach to chemical problems, akin to solving Newton’s equations of motion for a classical system, is to compute the wave function for a
molecular system. For a molecule consisting of N electrons and K point-like nuclei, the
Hamiltonian, in atomic units,† is given by
∗ (2.2) is only valid in general for time-dependent wave functions, or when Â is time-independent. Some properties whose expectation values can be computed in this way are the linear momentum or the total energy of the
system. Examples of properties which cannot be computed as expectation values of the time-independent wave
function are response properties such as (hyper)polarizabilities. An approach to computing response properties
from ground state wave functions is response-function theory [4].
† e = 1; m = 1; ħh = 1; 1/(4πε ) = 1. The derived units a = 4π ħh 2 m −1 e −2 and E = m e 4 (4πε ħh )−2 are
e
0
0
0
h
e
0
e
also 1.
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Ĥ = −

1
i

2

∇2i −

 1
A

2mA

∇2A +



1

i>j

|r j − ri |

−



ZA

A,i

|ri − RA|

+



ZAZB

A>B

|RB − RA|

,

(2.3)

where the indices i and j run over electrons, and A and B over nuclei.
For more than two particles, (2.1) cannot be solved analytically. As a ﬁrst approximation, we can assume that the electrons perceive the nuclei, much heavier than electrons and
hence much slower, as frozen in space. This assumption, known as the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation [5], allows the separation of the Hamiltonian and the wave function into
nuclear and electronic parts,
Ĥ = Ĥnuc + Ĥel

(2.4)

Ψ = ψnuc ψel .

(2.5)

and

The electronic Hamiltonian contains the terms corresponding to the electronic kinetic
energy, electron-electron repulsion and electron-nuclear attraction:
Ĥel = −

1
2

i

∇2i +



1

i> j

|r j − ri |

−



ZA

A,i

|ri − RA|

.

(2.6)

A given molecular electronic Hamiltonian is thus completely deﬁned by the number of
electrons, and the positions and atomic numbers of the atomic nuclei. The electronic wave
function ψel is the eigenfunction of the electronic Hamiltonian Ĥel . We are left to solve the
Schrödinger equation for the electrons:
Ĥel ψel = Eel ψel .

(2.7)

We will concern ourselves exclusively with the calculation of electronic wave functions,
and thus the el subscript will henceforth be dropped.
Electrons are fermions, that is, they are particles with half-integer spin, S = 1/2 in this
case. This imposes the condition that the electronic wave function must be antisymmetric
with respect to particle exchange. E.g., for swapping electrons 1 and 2,
ψ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) = −ψ(x2 , x1 , . . . , xN ).

(2.8)

This is known as Pauli’s exclusion principle, as one of its most important consequences is
that a quantum state can be occupied by only one fermion.
For many systems of interest, the ﬁrst excited state lies a few eV (1 eV ≈ 27.1 Eh ) above
the ground state. Hence, most chemical phenomena can be explained in terms of the properties of the electronic ground state. For this purpose, we can exploit the variational principle, which establishes that for a given Hamiltonian Ĥ with ground state Ψ0 , and an arbitrary trial wave function Ψ̃
       
Ψ0 Ĥ Ψ0
Ψ̃Ĥ Ψ̃
   ≥    .
Ψ0 Ψ0
Ψ̃Ψ̃

(2.9)

The problem of ﬁnding the ground state wave function can then be regarded as a minimization problem. In other words, when the wave function is described in terms of a set of
parameters, whose optimal values are those that provide a minimal energy.

2.2. THE CURSE OF DIMENSIONALITY

2.2

5

The curse of dimensionality

Many computational problems found throughout all sorts of scientiﬁc disciplines are affected by the same type of blight: the computational cost grows exponentially with the
number of dimensions. Most often, this increase of the workload is due to the amount of
data that must be analysed. An illustrative example is the uniform sampling of a hypercube
of side l in D dimensions. The amount of sampling points will be proportional to the
volume, l D . This problem is similar to constructing all possible sentences with D words
with a vocabulary consisting of l entries. Even for very small vocabularies, as the number
of words in the sentence grows, the amount of possible combinations becomes enormous.
This phenomenon has been dubbed the curse of dimensionality.
Electronic structure calculations are indeed afﬂicted by this phenomenon. For a system
consisting of N electrons, the electronic wave function, ψ, is a 3N -dimensional scalar function. Consider a uniform sampling, where the function is represented on a 3N -dimensional
Cartesian grid using M points per side. The total amount of points is M 3N . For a system
containing 10 electrons (such as H2 O), using a coarse grid of 100 points per dimension, just
storing the ground state wave function requires 1060 coefﬁcients. This exceeds by many
orders of magnitude the world’s total storage capacity in 2007, estimated to be about 3·1020
bytes [6]. Of course, many systems of chemical interest have hundreds or thousands of
electrons, and ﬁner grids would be needed to provide a reliable description, rendering any
such general approach unattainable.
In order to reduce the dimensionality of the problem, we write the wave function in
terms of products of functions of lower dimension. Typically, these are one-particle functions, which depend on the coordinates of a single electron:
ψ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) =


m

c m φ1m (x1 )φ2m (x2 ) . . . φNm (xN ).

(2.10)

The most common quantum chemical methods, which will occupy our attention for the
remaining sections of this chapter, are based on (antisymmetrized) one-particle expansions
like (2.10).
Despite the success of one-particle expansions, chemical accuracy (the error in energy
typical of laboratory experiments, usually deﬁned as 1 kcal/mol) requires a very large
amount of terms in the expansion. As it was shown as early as in 1928 by Hylleraas [7, 8],
including terms which depend on the coordinates of two electrons greatly reduces the number of terms needed to obtain a very high accuracy. Hylleraas proved that for the He atom
(formed by a nucleus with charge Z = 2 and two electrons), the ground state can be faithfully represented by an expansion of the type
ψ(r1 , r2 ) =


m

m
c m φ1m (r1 )φ2m (r2 )γ12
(r1 , r2 ).

(2.11)

The total ground state energy is reproduced to mEh (ca. 0.6 kcal mol−1 ) accuracy with
only three terms [9]. The Hylleraas expansion can be generalized to model more complex systems to yield very accurate results [10–12]. Unfortunately, these approaches are
prohibitively expensive, except for atoms and ions containing just a few electrons. Other
approaches, referred to as explicitly correlated methods [13, 14], use simpler forms for the
m
(r1 , r2 ) factors, such as r12 or e−σ r12 , to yield faster-converging versions of the one-particle
γ12
expansion methods, which are discussed later in this section.

2.3

Self-consistent ﬁeld methods

The simplest wave function of the form of (2.10) that fulﬁls the antisymmetry requirement
(2.8) is the Slater determinant [15]:

6
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 φ1 (x1 )

1  φ2 (x1 )
ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ) = |φ1 φ2 . . . φN 〉 =  
..
.
N ! 
 φ (x )
N 1

φ1 (x2 )
φ2 (x2 )
..
.

φN (x2 )

···
···
..
.
···






.


φN (xN ) 
φ1 (xN )
φ2 (xN )
..
.

(2.12)

The orthonormal one-particle functions φi (x), the spin-orbitals, can be expressed as a
product of a three-dimensional spatial part and a spin part. A Slater determinant can be
also written in the notation of (2.10) as
|φ1 φ2 . . . φN 〉 =

N! 

ai 1 ai 2 ...ai N
φai1 (x1 )φai 2 (x2 ) . . . φaiN (xN ),

N!
m=1

(2.13)

where the coefﬁcients c m are given in terms of the N -dimensional Levi–Civita symbol
i j ...N , and a mn is the n-th element of the m-th permutation of the set {1, 2, . . . , N }.
The energy of a Slater determinant is given by

〈φ1 φ2 . . . φN | Ĥ |φ1 φ2 . . . φN 〉 =
=

N


〈i | ĥ |i〉 +

N 
N 
1

i=1

2

N


N 
N
1

〈i| ĥ |i〉 +

i =1

2

i=1 j =1

−1
−1
|i j 〉 − 〈i j | r12
| j i〉
〈i j | r12



〈i| Jˆj − K̂ j |i 〉 ,

i=1 j =1

(2.14)
where the 1- and 2- electron integrals are

〈i | ô | j 〉 =

φ∗i (x) ô φ j (x) dx

(2.15)

and
 
〈i j | ô |k l 〉 =

φ∗i (x1 )φ∗j (x2 ) ô φk (x1 )φ l (x2 ) dx1 dx2 .

(2.16)

The operators appearing in (2.14) are the one-electron operator ĥ, which consists of the
electron kinetic energy and the electron-nuclear interaction:
ĥφi (x) =

 ZA
1
− ∇2 −
2
A |r − RA|

φi (x)

(2.17)

and the Coulomb and exchange operators, deﬁned as
−1
| j 〉 φi (x)
Jˆj φi (x) = 〈 j | r12

(2.18)

−1
|i〉 φ j (x),
K̂ j φi (x) = 〈 j | r12

(2.19)

and

−1
respectively. r12
is shorthand notation for
−1
=
r12

1
|r2 − r1 |

.

(2.20)

The set of orbitals that minimize the energy of the Slater determinant can be obtained
by means of Lagrange multipliers under the constraint that the spin-orbitals remain orthogonal, 〈i | j 〉 = δi j , which yields the Hartree–Fock equations:

2.3. SELF-CONSISTENT FIELD METHODS
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F̂ φi (x) = i φi (x),

(2.21)

where the Fock operator is
F̂ = ĥ +

N 



Jˆi − K̂i .

(2.22)

i =1

Because the Fock operator depends on the set of occupied orbitals, the equations deﬁned by (2.21) must be solved iteratively, until some convergence criterion is met. In other
words, the ﬁeld caused by the electronic distribution eventually yields that same electron
distribution. For this reason, the Hartree–Fock method is said to be a self-consistent ﬁeld
(SCF) method.
The Hartree–Fock method typically provides a reasonable qualitative description of
molecules close to their equilibrium structures, recovering 95–99% of the total energy of
the system. Nevertheless, typical molecular systems have total energies of a few tens Eh per
electron, which means that a relative error of 1% supposes typically an absolute error of
tens or hundreds of kcal/mol per electron. This immediately excludes the Hartree–Fock to
many chemical problems.
The most important defﬁciency of Hartree–Fock theory is its mean-ﬁeld character: in
this model, electrons do not interact instantaneously with each other, but only with the
average ﬁeld created by the other electrons. This is due to the ansatz imposed: when the
wave function has the form of a Slater determinant, the probability of ﬁnding an electron
in a certain region of space is independent of the location of the other electrons. In other
words, the motion of the electrons is not correlated.

Density functional theory
Based on the theorems of Hohenberg and Kohn [16], Kohn and Sham proved that the exact
ground state density of an N -electron system in an external potential vext (r) (typically the
nuclear potential) is identical to the density ρ(r) of a system formed by N non-interacting
particles moving in an effective potential given by [17]

veff (r) = vext (r) +

ρ(r )
|r − r |

d3 r + vxc (r),

(2.23)

where the exchange–correlation potential vxc (r) is given in terms of the exchange–correlation
energy functional Exc [ρ]
vxc =

δ Exc [ρ]
δρ(r)

.

(2.24)

The exact wave function for such a non-interacting system is given exactly by a Slater
determinant. The approach is indeed very similar to the Hartree–Fock method, the difference being that, instead of N electrons moving in the average electrostatic ﬁeld caused by
the rest of the electrons, N ﬁctitious fermionic particles move in some effective potential
veff (r), which accounts also for correlation and exchange. The Kohn–Sham equations can
be solved in an identical manner as the Hartree–Fock equations, where the Fock operator
is given by
F̂ = ĥ +

N


Jˆi + vxc .

(2.25)

i=1

vxc (r) is a non-linear function of ρ(r), therefore these integrals require sophisticated integration techniques [18–20]. This methodology is density functional theory (DFT).
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The exact form of the exchange–correlation energy functional is not known, and needs
to be approximated based on empirical data, other high accuracy electronic structure calculations, and knowledge of the properties that the exact functional must fulﬁl. A plethora
of density functionals can be found in the literature, with different costs, accuracies, and
ranges of applicability [21].
The main shortcoming of DFT is that, in its current form, it is not possible to predict
when a given functional will fail, requiring extensive and careful benchmarking in each
particular case. In practice, DFT provides a fairly good accuracy (comparable to some of
the methods discussed later in this section) at a cost similar to Hartree–Fock calculations.
Indeed, DFT calculations have been the bread-and-butter of quantum chemistry during the
last decade.

2.4

Post-Hartree–Fock methods

We denote the Slater determinant constructed with the lowest N spin orbitals as the Hartree–
Fock reference:
Φ0 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) = |φ1 φ2 . . . φN 〉

(2.26)

We can construct excited determinants by moving electrons from the occupied orbitals
in the Hartree–Fock reference into unoccupied orbitals. This can be expressed in terms of
single excitation operators




(2.27)
êia Φ0 = êia φ1 φ2 . . . φ h φi φ j . . . φN = φ1 φ2 . . . φ h φ j . . . φN φa ,
double excitation operators


êiabj Φ0 = êia ê jb Φ0 = êia ê jb φ1 φ2 . . . φ h φi φ j φk . . . φN = |φ1 φ2 . . . φ h φk . . . φN φa φ b 〉 ,
(2.28)
etc. The full, inﬁnitely large set of all the eigenfunctions of the Fock operator form a
complete space. Therefore, the wave function can be written exactly as a linear combination
of all possible Slater determinants that can be constructed:



ψ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) =
(2.29)
Ai j ...r s φi φ j . . . φ r φ s .
i j ...r s

This is the full conﬁguration interaction (CI) ansatz. The expectation value for a such a wave
function is
 
i j ...r s
〈ψ| Ĥ |ψ〉 =
Ai j ...r s Hi j ...r s Ai j ...r s
(2.30)
i j ...r s i j ...r s

where the Hamiltonian matrix elements are
i j ...r s

Hi j ...r s

 
 
= φi φ j . . . φ r φ s  Ĥ φi φ j . . . φ r φ s

.

The CI coefﬁcients Ai j ...r s can be computed by solving the secular CI equations:

i j ...r s
Hi j ...r s Ai j ...r s = EAi j ...r s .

(2.31)

(2.32)

i j ...r s

The dimensionality of the full conﬁguration interaction tensor is asymptotically proportional to N !, or (N !) ∼ (eN ). The CI approach reintroduces the curse of dimensionality that was removed by representing the wave function as a Slater determinant. This
renders the approach intractable except for the smallest systems. However, the vast majority of the elements of the full conﬁguration interaction tensor are actually negligible. This
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is because, for large N , most determinants represent high order excitations with respect to
the Hartree–Fock reference state, and will contribute very little to the ground state wave
function. Fortunately, there are approaches that allow including only the conﬁgurations
that noticeably contribute to the description of the ground state, and neglect (or include in
an approximate fashion) those which do not.
Generally speaking, the importance of the contributions, in terms of the size of the
conﬁguration interaction tensor element |Ai j ...r s |, decrease with the excitation order beyond doubles. We can reorder the terms in the conﬁguration interaction wave function
as
ψ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) =Φ0

+
Cia êia Φ0
ia

+



Ciajb êiajb Φ0

(2.33)

i jab



+

Ciajbkc êiajbkc Φ0 + . . .

i j ka b c

The elements of the conﬁguration interaction tensor are now reorganized into more
compact single, double, etc. excitation tensors, e.g.:
A2...N a = C1a

(2.34)

ab
A34...N ab = C12

(2.35)

ab c
.
A456...N ab c = C123

(2.36)

By neglecting all excited determinants above a certain order, different truncated conﬁguration interaction methods are obtained. For instance, in the CISD (conﬁguration interaction including single and double excitations) method, the elements of triple and higher
order excitations tensors are set to zero. Notice that truncating the conﬁguration interaction expansion to include only single excitations yields the same ground state energy as
Hartree–Fock itself. This is due to Brillouin’s theorem, which states that singly excited
determinants do not interact with the Hartree–Fock ground state. In other words,
〈Φ0 | Ĥ êia |Φ0 〉 = 0.

(2.37)

Singly excited determinants are however crucial for a correct description of the wave function, as they can interact with higher order excited determinants.
An alternative and equivalent way of writing the full CI wave function in (2.29) is the
exponential coupled cluster ansatz [22]:
ψ(x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ) = eT Φ0 (x1 , x2 , . . . , xN )

(2.38)

where the cluster operator T is deﬁned as:
T=



Ti =



i

ia

tia êia +





tiajb êiajb +

i jab

tiajbkc êiajbkc + . . .

(2.39)

i j ka b c

The exponential eT is
eT =

∞ Tn

n=0

n!

=1+T+

T2
2

+

T3
6

+ ...

(2.40)

a...
, known as the cluster amplitudes, can be determined from a set of nonThe coefﬁcients ti...
linear equations. Because the Hamiltonian contains only one and two-electron operators,
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these equations contain the amplitudes to at most fourth order. The CI tensor can be then
again expressed in terms of lower dimensionality tensors, for instance
A2...N a = t1a
ab
+
A34...N a b = t12

(2.41)
1
2

ab c
A456...N a b c = t123
+

t1a t2b + t1b t2a

1
2



(2.42)

 1

bc
ac
ab
t1a t23
t a t b t c + t1a t2c t3b + t1b t2a t3c + . . . .
+ t1b t23
+ t1c t23
+ ... +
6 1 2 3
(2.43)

Similarly as in conﬁguration interaction, excitations can be truncated to a certain order.
The crucial difference between truncated conﬁguration interaction and coupled cluster approaches becomes clear by comparing (2.34)–(2.36) to (2.41)–(2.43): in truncated coupled
cluster methods, the full CI tensor is implicitly constructed. For instance, even if the cluster operator includes only single and double excitations (which yields the CCSD method),
triply excited determinants will enter the wave function, as seen from (2.43). One of the
most important consequences is that, unlike truncated conﬁguration interaction methods,
truncated coupled cluster methods are size consistent. In other words, as the system grows,
larger order excitations become more and more important, because the probability of e.g.
multiple pairs of electrons being excited simultaneously increases. Because of this reason,
coupled cluster methods usually provide better accuracy (more so as the size of the system
increases) for a similar cost, as compared to truncated conﬁguration interaction approaches.
The computational cost of these truncated schemes scales polynomially with the system size, (N a ), with a ≥ 6. This is clearly a major improvement with respect to the
exponential growth of the cost of full conﬁguration interaction. Nevertheless, the scaling
is steep, limiting the applicability of such approaches to small and mid-sized molecules.
Another limitation is that very high order excitations must be included for a correct description of systems where the Hartree–Fock reference is not dominant. For these systems,
multi-reference methods, which will be discussed below, are a more sensible alternative.

Other methods
Perturbative methods
Corrections to a reference wave function can be computed in a non-iterative manner using perturbation theory. Møller–Plesset perturbation theory [23], and most representatively its second order form (MP2), is a common way to add correlation to a reference
Hartree–Fock wave function. Another remarkable example is the CCSD(T) method [24],
which provides corrections arising from triple excitations to the CCSD wave function. The
CCSD(T) method has been dubbed the golden standard of quantum chemistry, as it is considered the state of the art in terms of accuracy and reliability for energies and structures.
Multi-reference methods
The methods described above perform well when the Hartree–Fock state is the dominant
one or, in other words, when the system is well described by a single Slater determinant.
However, in the presence of low-lying excited states that interact strongly with the ground
state this assumption breaks down [3]. Such systems include those in far-from-equilibrium
geometric conﬁgurations and near-degenerate ground states. In multi-reference methods,
each of those states is represented by a determinant constructed with a corresponding set
of orbitals. Some representative multi-reference methods are the complete active space selfconsistent ﬁeld method (CAS-SCF), multi-reference conﬁguration interaction (MRCI) and
multi-conﬁgurational second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2) [25].

3 Electrostatic potentials
Electrostatic phenomena have been known for many centuries: the classic example is how
amber (ήλτρων, elektron, in Greek), when rubbed against wool, attracts small pieces of
materials such as hair or paper. But it would not be until the late 18th and early 19th century
when Charles-Augustin de Coulomb, Michael Faraday and others discovered the equations
governing the interactions between charged particles. These efforts would culminate in the
late 19th century, when James Clerk Maxwell explained –and predicted– a large variety of
physical phenomena under the umbrella of his four laws of electromagnetism [26].
Ordinary matter consists of charged particles: positively charged nuclei and negatively
charged electrons. In this chapter, electrostatic potentials will be introduced in the context
of electronic structure theory. We will also present one of the main results of this thesis,
ﬁrst introduced in Publication I: a universal method for calculating electrostatic potentials
by direct integration of the Coulomb potential. Finally, we will show how the method
can be easily extended to deal with screened Coulomb potentials, i.e., to solve Helmholtz’s
equation.

3.1

Electrostatics

The force experienced by a point charge q located at a position r is given by
F = −q∇V (r)

(3.1)

where V (r) is the electrostatic potential. The corresponding potential energy is given by
E = qV (r).

(3.2)

The electrostatic potential caused by a continuous charge distribution is determined by
Poisson’s equation:
∇2V (r) = −4πρ(r).

(3.3)

The solution of Poisson’s equation for a unit point charge (ρ(r) = δ (r − r )), subject to
the boundary condition lim|r−r |→∞ V (r) = 0, can be computed analytically as:
3

V (r) =

1
|r − r |

.

(3.4)

Equation (3.4) is also referred to as the Coulomb potential. Using (3.1), we obtain Coulomb’s
law, which gives the force Fi j experienced by a point charge q j at position r j in the presence
of another point charge qi at position ri :
Fi j =

qi q j
ri2j

r̂i j

where ri j = r j − ri , ri j = |ri j | and r̂i j = ri j /ri j .
The Coulomb potential is the Green’s function for solving Poisson’s equation:
11
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V (r) =


3

G(r; r )ρ(r )d3 r =

ρ(r )
3

|r − r |

d3 r .

(3.6)

The interaction energy between two charge densities, ρ1 (r) and ρ2 (r), can be likewise written as
 
E=

3

ρ1 (r )ρ2 (r)
3

|r − r |


d3 r d3 r =


3

ρ1 (r)V2 (r)d3 r =

3

V1 (r)ρ2 (r)d3 r.

(3.7)

As discussed in Chapter 2, matter is formed by positively charged nuclei and negatively
charged electrons. Electrostatics thus plays a fundamental role in the electronic structure of
molecules. Several of the quantities discussed earlier have classical analogues. For instance,
the integrals of the type
−1
|j〉 =
〈i| r12



φ∗i (r1 )φ j (r1 )
3

|r1 − r2 |

d3 r1

(3.8)

appearing in the expressions of the Coulomb and exchange operators (2.18) and (2.19) can
be interpreted as the electrostatic potentials caused by the charge distribution given by
φ∗i (r1 )φ j (r1 ). Likewise, the Hartree potential which appears in the DFT effective potential
in (2.23), is the electrostatic potential created by the ensemble of electrons, with a factor of
1/2 to avoid double-counting. Similarly, the integrals
−1
|k l 〉 =
〈i j | r12


3

φ∗i (r1 )φk (r1 )



φ∗j (r2 )φ l (r2 )
3

|r1 − r2 |

d3 r2 d3 r1

(3.9)

are the electrostatic interaction energy between the charge distributions φ∗i (r1 )φk (r1 ) and
φ∗j (r2 )φ l (r2 ).

3.2

The Laplace expansion of the Coulomb potential

The r −1 operator can be rewritten in terms of spherical harmonics [27]:
1
|r − r |

=

∞

4π
l =0

l


2l + 1 m=−l

Y l∗m (θ, φ)Y l m (θ , φ )

r<l
r>l +1

.

(3.10)

The spherical coordinates r , θ and φ are relative to the arbitrarily chosen origin. r< and
r> are, respectively, the smaller and larger of |r| and |r |. The expression in (3.10) is referred
to as the Laplace expansion of the Coulomb potential. The angular functions Y l m (θ, φ) are
the spherical harmonics.
In molecular electronic structure calculations, it is common to encounter charge densities which can be separated in the form

ρ l m (r )Y l m (θ, φ).
(3.11)
ρ(r) =
lm

Using the orthogonality property of the spherical harmonics
〈Y l m |Y l

〉=

2l + 1

δ l l δ mm
(3.12)
4π
and inserting (3.10) and (3.11) into (3.6), the electrostatic potential is obtained also in a form
separated into radial and angular parts,

V l m (r )Y l m (θ, φ),
(3.13)
V (r) =
m

lm
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where the radial function V (r ) is given by
V l m (r ) =

4π
2l + 1

r −(l +1)



r

ρ l m (s)s l +2 ds + r l



∞


ρ l m (s )s 1−l ds .

(3.14)

r

0

The multipole expansion
Using (3.10), an electrostatic potential can be computed in the form of a multipole expansion:
V (r) ≈

∞

1
l =0

r

l +1

l


q l m Y l m (θ, φ)

(3.15)

m=−l

where the multipole moments q l m are deﬁned as

ρ(r)Y l m (θ, φ)r l d3 r.
ql m =

(3.16)

3

If the density is completely contained inside a sphere of radius R, i.e. ρ(r) = 0 ∀ r : |r| ≥ R,
the multipole expansion (3.15) holds exactly outside that sphere.
The advantage of the multipole expansion can be seen as data compression: the structure of ρ(r) is encoded into a mere collection of (L + 1)2 coefﬁcients and the coordinates of
the expansion center, where L is the truncation value for l . By means of the spherical harmonics addition theorem, it is also possible to combine several multipole expansions with
different centers into one [28]. The interaction between two charge densities contained in
non-overlapping spheres can be efﬁciently computed with an expression of the form [28]:
E=



q l m T llmm q l

m

.

(3.17)

lm l m

where T llmm denote the elements of the so-called interaction matrix.
Multipole expansions are the basis for the well-known fast multipole method [29].
Computing the electrostatic interaction between N charge densities would naively cost
(N 2 ) operations. The fast multipole method reduces the cost to (N ). Owing to this,
the multipole expansion has been successfully applied in quantum chemical calculations on
large systems [30–32].

3.3

Numerical calculation of electrostatic potentials

The calculation of electrostatic potentials is ubiquitous in the modelling of matter. It is not
surprising that a variety of different approaches for the efﬁcient calculation of electrostatic
potentials have been developed over the years [33–43]. Likewise, there has been a lot of
effort on the related problem of solving the Poisson–Boltzmann equation to compute the
electrostatic potential caused by a charge distribution embedded in a ionic solution, of great
importance in biological simulations [44–46].
Equations (3.3) and (3.6) offer two alternative roads for computing electrostatic potentials from a known charge density: either solving Poisson’s equation –a linear partial
differential equation– or directly integrating the Coulomb potential.
The direct integration of the Coulomb potential is, at ﬁrst sight, the most simple and
straightforward approach. For many analytic charge distributions, analytic integration can
be carried out in a more or less straightforward manner. The multipole expansion of the
Coulomb potential, discussed below, greatly simpliﬁes the calculation of spherically symmetric charge distributions. But for general charge distributions, the integral is not solvable.
We must therefore resort to some numerical integration scheme.
Let us consider discretizations of the type
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ρ(r) ≈



ρ(ri )δ 3 (r − ri )

(3.18)

i

in which the charge density ρ(r) is approximated as a collection of point charges located at
N selected positions {ri }, the grid points.
The most straightforward approach is the direct summation of the Coulomb potential,
that is
V (ri ) ≈

 ρ(ri )
|ri − ri |

i

.

(3.19)

This approach is beset by two major obstacles. The ﬁrst one is of numerical nature: how to
deal with the singularity at ri = ri . Typically, some numerical approximation is required
to circumvent this problem [33]. The second issue is a matter of computational cost: to
directly compute the potential at point ri involves the calculation of N 2 contributions.
An approach with a cost that scaled linearly with the size of the system would be clearly
desirable.
For this reason, solutions of the Poisson equation (3.3) are commonly preferred. One
popular and efﬁcient way to solve it is the ﬁnite difference method. In this approach, the
grid points are set on a Cartesian grid as ri j k = (xi , y j , zk ). The Laplacian of a function is
approximated as
∇2 f (xi , y j , zk ) ≈
n
n
n



Cnx f (xi+nx , y j , zk ) +
Cny f (xi , y j +ny , zk ) +
Cnz f (xi , y j , zk+nz )
n x =−N

ny =−N

(3.20)

n z =−N

  

 
in terms of the real coefﬁcients Cnx , Cny and Cnz . Poisson’s equation (3.3) can then
be recast in a matrix form:
Lv = −4πd.

(3.21)

In (3.21), d and v contain the values of the density and potential at the grid points, respectively. The L matrix is constructed with the Cn coefﬁcients in (3.20). The problem
is therefore reduced to a system of linear equations. As for any differential equation, the
boundary conditions have to be ﬁxed in some way. Typically, this is done by explicitly computing the values of the potential at the grid boundaries via direct summation, multipole
expansion, etc.
Poisson’s equation can be solved by noting that the Fourier transform of the Laplacian
of a function f (r) is


(3.22)
 ∇2 f (r) = −4π|k|2  ( f (r)) .
Therefore, the potential can be computed as

V (r) =  −1

 (ρ(r))
|k|2


.

(3.23)

Due to the availability of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms to carry out very efﬁcient direct and inverse Fourier transforms, with an (N log N ) cost, (3.23) is a very
attractive approach to compute electrostatic potentials. Unfortunately, there are certain
shortcomings that make this approach unsuitable for all-electron molecular calculations.
First, FFT algorithms require as input the values of the charge density in an evenly spaced
Cartesian grid. The charge densities spanned by all the electrons in a molecule have sharp
cusps, which would require points very close to each other. A Cartesian grid enveloping
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the whole molecular electron density with such a small grid interval would contain a very
large amount of points. Second, FFT algorithms assume that the charge density is periodic.
A typical way to circumvent this issue and tackle isolated (non-periodic) systems using
FFT-based Poisson solvers is encasing the density in a larger box to reduce the interference
from the periodic images. This approach, however, cannot provide very accurate results,
because the Coulomb potential decays slowly with the distance, and the elimination of the
interferences would require huge boxes.
In the following, we will show that using numerical approximations, it is possible to
compute electrostatic potentials in an accurate and efﬁcient manner by directly integrating
the Coulomb potential.

The Gaussian integral identity for the Coulomb potential
The singularity in the Coulomb operator can be circumvented by using the integral identity
introduced by Singer [47]:
∞
1
2
2
2
e−t (r−r ) dt .
(3.24)
=
|r − r |
π 0
Another convenient property of the integral identity, is that in this form the Coulomb
operator is separable in the three Cartesian dimensions:
e−t

2

(r−r )2

= e−t

2

(x−x )2 −t 2 (y−y )2 −t 2 (z−z )2

e

e

,

(3.25)

Eq. (3.24) has been extensively used by the electronic structure community, most notably
to derive analytical [48–50] and numerical [51] schemes to compute Coulomb integrals
involving Gaussian-type orbitals.
Inserting (3.24) into (3.6), we obtain the following expression for the electrostatic potential:
 ∞
2
2
2
e−t (r−r ) ρ(r )d3 r dt
(3.26)
V (r) = 
π 0 3
In this way, the direct integration of the singularity is avoided, at the cost of integrating in
one additional dimension.
We now wish to devise an efﬁcient and accurate strategy to evaluate the integral in t
space. The ﬁrst step is to analyse the properties of the integrand, which we shall denote as
W (r, t ):

2
2
e−t (r−r ) ρ(r )d3 r .
(3.27)
W (r, t ) =
3

Note that the value of t will determine how spread or tight the Gaussian operator is. Large
values of t represent short range contributions to the electrostatic interaction, while small
values of t will introduce contributions from the whole density, however far.
For sufﬁciently small t , we can approximate the Gaussian operator as a power series
around t = 0:
e−t

2 2

r

=

∞ (−1)k

k=0

k!

(r t )2k ≈ 1 − (r t )2 +

(r t )4
2

−

(r t )6
6

+ ...

(3.28)

Inserting (3.28) into (3.27), we obtain
W (r, t ) ≈

∞ Q (r)(−1)k

k
k=0

where

k!

t 2k ≈ Q0 (r) − Q1 (r)t 2 +

Q2 (r)t 4
2

+ (t 6 )

(3.29)
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Qk (r) =

3

(r − r )2k ρ(r )d3 r

(3.30)

For t sufﬁciently small, W (r, t ) is therefore an even polynomial
in t . At the origin,

W (r, 0) is equal to the total charge of the system Q0 (r) = Q = 3 ρ(r )d3 r .
For very large t , we expand ρ(r ) in a three-dimensional Taylor series. For a function
f (r ) expanded around point r = r, the expansion is given by


∞
∂rα f (r )


r =r
(r − r)α .
(3.31)
f (r ) =
α!
k=0 {α:|α|=k}
In (3.31) the multi-index α is
α = (α1 , α2 , α3 )

(3.32)

with {α1 , α2 , α3 } ∈ ∗ . The following notation is used:
|α| = α1 + α2 + α3

(3.33)

nα = (nα1 , nα2 , nα3 ), for n ∈ 
α! = α1 !α2 !α3 !
∂rα f (r ) = ∂

α1 α2 α3
∂ ∂
x
y
z
α1

∗

(3.34)
(3.35)

f (r )

(3.36)

(r − r)α = (x − x) (y − y)α2 (z − z)α3 .

(3.37)

We proceed by inserting the expansion of ρ(r ) around r into (3.27):



∞
∂rα ρ(r )


2
2
r =r
e−t (r−r ) (r − r)α d3 r
W (r, t ) =
3
α!

k=0 {α:|α|=k}

(3.38)

Using the result [52]


∞
−∞


e−x

2 2

t

x n dx =


πn! −1−n
t
2n (n/2)!

if n is even

0

if n is odd

(3.39)

and, noting that all terms where any of the components of the multi-index α is odd will
integrate to 0, we obtain


∞ π3/2
∂r2α ρ(r )


r =r
.
(3.40)
t −(3+2k)
W (r, t ) =
2k
α!
k=0 2
{α:|α|=k}
By identifying that successive applications of the Laplacian operator can be written as
Δk ≡ (∇2 )k ≡ (∂ x2 + ∂y2 + ∂ z2 )k =



k!

α!
{α:|α|=k}

∂r2α ,

(3.41)

we can further simplify (3.40) into

W (r, t ) = π3/2

∞ Δk ρ(r)

k=0

22k k!


t −(3+2k) ≈ π3/2

ρ(r)
t3

+

Δρ(r)
4t 5


+ (t −7 ) .

(3.42)

For sufﬁciently large t , the leading term, proportional to t −3 , becomes the dominant one.
We have then characterized the function to be integrated in t space in the following
manner: for sufﬁciently small t , the integrand is an even polynomial of t as given by (3.29).
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Figure 3.1 W (0, t ) for ρ(r) = G2 (r) (Q = 1, blue) and ρ(r) = G10 (r) − G2 (r) (Q = 0, red)
in (a) linear and (b) logarithmic coordinates. The leading terms of the small
and large t approximations, as given by (3.29) and (3.42), are represented in
dotted lines in the right ﬁgure.
For large t , it decays proportionally to t −3 , as in (3.42). In the region of transition between
these two regimes, W (r, t ) is a smooth, slowly decaying function. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3.1 for a Gaussian charge densities given by
Gα (r) =

 α 3/2
π

e−αr .
2

(3.43)

For these, W (r, t ) can be computed analytically as

W (r, t ) =

α

3/2

α + t2

e−[αt

2

/(α+t 2 )]r 2

.

(3.44)

In general, we cannot assume any closed form for ρ(r), and the integration in t space
must therefore be carried out numerically. For that purpose, we resort to one of the most
powerful and efﬁcient numerical integration techniques: Gaussian quadrature.

Gaussian quadrature
The word quadrature was originally used to denote methods to approximate the areas of
geometric ﬁgures. In its modern acceptation, a quadrature is a technique where a set of
n pairs of points and weights {(xi , ωi )|1 ≤ i ≤ n}, i.e. the quadrature rule, is used to
approximate a deﬁnite integral as


b

f (x)dx ≈
a

n


ω p f (x p )

(3.45)

p=1

Simple quadratures such as the rectangle, trapezoid or Simpson’s rule are probably familiar
to the reader.
Gaussian quadrature applies to more general integrals of the type


b

w(x) f (x)dx ≈
a

n


ω p f (x p )

(3.46)

p=1

where w(x) ≤ 0 ∀ x ∈ [a, b ] is a weight function. The quadrature rule depends on w(x) and
the interval limits a and b , and is such that (3.46) holds exactly when f (x) is a polynomial
of order ≤ 2n − 1.
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The points for the n-point rule are the roots of an orthogonal polynomial Pn (x) of degree
n, which has the following properties:
• It is orthogonal to every polynomial of order < n with respect to w(x) in the interval
[a, b ], in other words


b
a

w(x)Pn (x)x k dx = 0 ∀ k < n.

(3.47)

• Its n roots {xi } are distinct and lie in the real interval [a, b ], that is, they can be
ordered as a < x1 < · · · < xn < b .
The orthogonal polynomial Pn (x) depends on w(x), the integration interval [a, b ] and
the order n. In the most general case, when the integration interval is [−1, 1] and w(x) = 1,
Pn (x) is the Legendre polynomial of order n, given by the Rodrigues’ formula
1

dn

(x 2 − 1)n .
(3.48)
2 n! dx n
Other classes of polynomials for which tabulated points and weights are commonly found
2
are Chebyshev (w(x) = (1 − x 2 )−1/2 , [−1, 1]) and Hermite (w(x) = e−x , (−∞, ∞)) polynomials.
For the Gauss-Legendre quadrature, the tabulated points and weights {(xi , ωi )} are
commonly given in the interval [−1, 1]. The integration range can be shifted using a change
of variable,

1 
b
2
(b − a)x + (b + a)
dx .
f (x)dx =
f
(3.49)
b − a −1
2
a
Pn (x) =

n

The tabulated points and weights can be accordingly transformed as

xi =

(b − a)xi + (b + a)
ωi =

2
2ωi

(3.50)
(3.51)

b −a

The formula for the weights can be obtained by constructing an interpolating basis
{ξi (x)} using the roots of Pn (x),
ξi (x) =

 (x − x j )
1≤ j ≤n
j =i

(xi − x j )

(3.52)

which has the following property:
ξi (x j ) = δi j .

(3.53)

We proceed by approximating the function to be integrated, f (x), by means of an interpolating polynomial:

f (xi )ξi (x).
(3.54)
f (x) ≈
i

Integrating the interpolating polynomial over the [a, b ] interval yields


b

w(x) f (x)dx ≈
a


i

f (xi )ωi

(3.55)
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where we deﬁne the weights ωi as

ωi =

b

w(x)ξi (x)dx.

a

(3.56)

In the following, we will prove that using the roots of Pn (x) as points and the values
from (3.56) as weights yields a quadrature rule that provides exact results for polynomials
of degree degree ≤ 2n − 1.
Let f (x) be a polynomial of degree ≤ 2n − 1, then it can be factorized as
f (x) = Pn (x)Q(x) + R(x)

(3.57)

where both Q(x) and R(x) are of degree ≤ n − 1. Therefore, because of (3.47), we have that
b
w(x)Pn (x)Q(x)dx = 0 and therefore
a




b

b

w(x) f (x)dx =
a

w(x)R(x)dx

(3.58)

a

R(x) is of order ≤ n − 1, and thus it can be exactly represented in terms of the interpolating functions ξi (x), so
⎡
⎤
b
b

w(x)R(x)dx =
w(x) ⎣
R(xi )ξi (x)⎦ dx
a

=



a


R(xi )

i

i

b
a

w(x)ξi (x)dx =



(3.59)
R(xi )ωi .

i

where we have used (3.56).
Because Pn (x) is 0 at its roots, it follows from (3.57) that
f (xi ) = R(xi )

(3.60)

Combining (3.58), (3.59) and (3.60), we conclude that
b

w(x) f (x)dx =
ωi f (xi ).
a

(3.61)

i

Quadrature for the Coulomb potential
As shown earlier, the integrand W (r, t ) can be subdivided into three distinct regions, which
can be accurately integrated using different strategies:
• In the interval [0, tlin ], with tlin > 0, W (r, t ) can be well approximated with a polynomial, as in (3.29). Therefore, the integral over this interval can be accurately approximated using Gauss-Legendre quadrature:


tlin

W (r, t )dt ≈

0

Nlin


ω p W (r, t p ).

(3.62)

p=1

• The interval [tlin , tlog ], with tlog > tlin , is the transition between the regimes of (3.29)
and (3.42). In this interval, W (r, t ) is a slowly decaying function. Hence, the same integration technique as in the interval [0, tlin ] cannot be applied, because the integrand
cannot be approximated with a polynomial over a long range. A better approach is
integrating the function in logarithmic coordinates, using the identity:




b

f (x)dx =
a

log(b )
log(a)

f (e s )e s ds.

(3.63)
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(a) (1 + x 2 )−3/2

Figure 3.2

(b) e x [1 + (e x )2 ]−3/2

 40

Pictorial representation of 1 (1 + x 2 )−3/2 dx, in (a) linear and (b) logarithmic
coordinates. The areas in blue have identical size, if the different lengths of
the x axes are considered.

∞
The adequacy of (3.63) is shown in Fig. 3.2 for the integral 1 (1 + x 2 )−3/2 dx. Although the areas in both ﬁgures are the same, in logarithmic coordinates the curve
is much smoother, and therefore easier to ﬁt with a polynomial. In this range, the
integral is approximated as


tlog

W (r, t )dt ≈

tlin

Nlog


β p eν p W (r, eν p )

(3.64)

p=1

where {(ν p , β p )} are the points and weights for a regular Gauss-Legendre quadrature
rule in the interval [log(tlin ), log(tlog )]. Notice that integration in logarithmic coordinates yields another quadrature rule, where the points and weights are given by
{(t p = eν p , ω p = eνp β p )}.
• In the interval [tlog , ∞), for a sufﬁciently large tlog , W (r, t ) can be accurately represented by the ﬁrst term in the series in (3.42). Hence we can approximate the integral
as
2

π



∞

2
W (r, t )dt ≈ 
π
tlog



∞

π3/2

tlog

ρ(r)
t

3

dt =

π
2
tlog

ρ(r).

(3.65)

The error in this interval is given to ﬁrst order by
ε(r) ≈

π
4
8tlog

−6
Δρ(r) + (tlog
)

(3.66)

In total we have R = Nlin + Nlog quadrature points, we can summarize the integration as
R
2 
V (r) ≈ 
ωp
π p=1



−t p2 (r−r )2

e


3

ρ(r )d3 r +

π
2
tlog

ρ(r).

(3.67)

The expression for the potential in (3.67) can be obtained also by approximating the
Coulomb potential as
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F (t ) for different Gaussian charge distributions. Normalization constants
have been omitted from the legend.

R
1
2 
π
ωp
≈
+ 2 δ 3 (r − r ).
|r − r |
|r − r | tlog
π p=1

1

(3.68)

In other words, by computing the integral up to t → ∞, the singularity of the Coulomb
potential has been included explicitly.
The quadrature has four parameters to be chosen: Nlin , Nlog , tlin and tlog . In general
lines, the accuracy of the quadrature can be improved by increasing tlog , Nlin and Nlog . tlog
is the ultimately limiting factor, and should be chosen so that the error caused by truncating the tail given by (3.66) is smaller than the desired maximum error. If the charge
density presents very steep regions where ∇2 ρ(r) is large, tlog will likewise need to be large.
However, tlog should be kept as small as possible, as a larger integration range will require
a larger Nlog to yield the same accuracy. An adequate choice of tlin minimizes the total
number of quadrature points needed. (3.42) suggests that if long range interactions are important, due to large accumulations of charge far apart from each other, W (r, t ) can have a
very complicated structure close to t = 0.
The choice of tlin and tlog must be adequate for every point in space. One tool to inspect
the “average” form of the integrand W (r, t ), is the function

F (t ) =

3

ρ(r)W (r, t )d3 r

(3.69)

which is the expansion of the self-interaction energy in t -space, i.e.

E=

2
ρ(r)V (r)d3 r = 
π
3



∞

F (t )dt .

(3.70)

0

For a Gaussian charge distribution with exponent α given in (3.43), F (t ) is given by

F (t ) =

α
α + 2t 2

3/2
.

(3.71)
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 ∞
3/2
α
2
Error in the evaluation of 
dt as a function of the numπ 0
α + t2
ber of quadrature points, for different values of tlog . tlin is ﬁxed in all cases to 2.
The amount of quadrature points in each interval is set such that Nlin = R/2
and Nlog = R/2.

In Fig. 3.3, F (t ) is illustrated for different charge distributions. As discussed earlier, for
small t , F (t ) is either constant of proportional to t 2 , and F (t = 0) is the total charge (0 or 1
in this case). For large t , F (t ) is proportional to t −3 for all systems, although the transition
from the polynomial to the decaying regime occurs at different values of t . The quadrature
parameters tlin and tlog should be chosen accordingly.
The accuracy of the quadrature is demonstrated in Fig. 3.4, where the function F (t )
given in (3.71) is integrated for two different exponents of 1 and 20. The value of tlin is ﬁxed
to 2, and two values of tlog , 500 and 104 , are tested. The total amount of quadrature points
is evenly split between the linear and logarithmic intervals, such that Nlin = R/2 and
Nlog = R/2. As it can be seen, the maximum accuracy is limited by tlog , but ultimately,
sufﬁciently large values of tlog and R are able to provide any desired accuracy. A larger tlog ,
however, requires a larger amount of quadrature points, as is clearly visible for α = 20.

3.4

The Helmholtz kernel

Another partial differential equation of importance in physics is the inhomogeneous Helmholtz
equation:
(∇2 + 2 ) f (r) = −4π g (r)

(3.72)

where  is a constant. Notice that Poisson’s equation (3.3) is a particular case of (3.72) for
 = 0. The Green’s function for (3.72) is
G(r; r ) =

e−|r−r |
|r − r |

.

(3.73)

This function is referred to as the screened Coulomb potential, the Debye-Hückel potential
[53] or the Yukawa potential [54] in different contexts.
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Let us compare (3.72) with the time-independent Schrödinger equation for a single particle moving in an external potential V (r)
1
− ∇2 ψ(r) + V (r)ψ(r) = εψ(r).
2
Equation (3.74) can be rewritten in an integral form [55, 56]:
ψ(r) =

−1



2π

e−|r−r |


3

|r − r |

(3.74)

V (r )ψ(r )d3 r .

(3.75)

with


=

−2ε

(3.76)

In the rest of this discussion, we assume bound states for which ε < 0 and correspondingly
 > 0. SCF algorithms based on this approach have been successfully implemented [57–60].
Similarly to the Laplace expansion of the Coulomb potential in (3.10), the Helmholtz
kernel can be expressed in terms of the spherical harmonics as [53]
e−|r−r |
|r − r |

= 8

∞

4π
l =0

l


2l + 1 m=−l

Y l∗m (θ, φ)Y l m (θ , φ )Iˆl + 1 (r< )K̂ l + 1 (r> )
2

(3.77)

2

Iˆi (x) and K̂i (x) are respectively the modiﬁed spherical Bessel functions of the ﬁrst and
second kind.∗
$
For a function g (r) in the form l m g l m (r )Y l m (θ, φ), its convolution with the Helmholtz
kernel f (r) can be expanded in the same manner, and the corresponding radial functions
are given by
f l m (r ) =

32π
2l + 1


K̂ l + 1 (r )
2

r
0

g l m (s )Iˆl + 1 (s)s 2 ds + Iˆl + 1 (r )
2



2

∞
r


g l m (s)K̂ l + 1 (s)s 2 ds
2

(3.78)
It is also possible to rewrite the Helmholtz kernel using a Cartesian-separable integral
identity akin to (3.24)
e−|r−r |

2
=
|r − r |
π



∞

e−t

2

(r−r )2 −2 /4t 2

dt .

(3.79)

0

In this form, it is also possible to compute the integral in (3.75) using a quadrature scheme
similar to one presented in Section 3.3. Let us write
∞
2
2
2
e− /4t Q(r, t )dt
(3.80)
ψ(r) = 
π 0
where Q(r, t ) is

Q(r, t ) =

e−t


3

2

(r−r )2

V (r )ψ(r )d3 r dt

(3.81)

similarly to the W (r, t ) deﬁned in (3.26),
2
2
For sufﬁciently large t , the factor e− /4t is practically 1, and Q(r, t ) becomes identical to W (r, t ). Hence, the large-t behaviour will be as given by (3.42), changing ρ(r) by
V (r)ψ(r). For small values of t , the picture changes though, because at t = 0 the factor
2
2
e− /4t is ﬂat, i.e., all its derivatives are 0. Therefore, the function is not analytic and cannot be represented by a Taylor series. On the other hand, precisely because very close to
∗ In

[52] K̂i (x) is referred to as modiﬁed Bessel function of the third kind.
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Absolute error in the numerical integration of (3.82).

the origin t = 0 e− /4t is almost 0, there exists some tmin > 0 such that the integral in the
interval [0, tmin ] can be neglected.
In Fig. 3.5, the error in the numerical integration of

∞

−3/2
k π 2 /4
2
2
e erfc(k/2)
e− /4x 1 + x 2
dx = 1 −
(3.82)
2
0
2

2

is shown. The quadrature parameters are
tmin =

k

%

− log(10−12 )
2

which is chosen so that e− /4t ≤ 10−12 for t ∈ [0, tmin ], and
& ⎛
,
⎞
'
'
2 + 24 ⎟
' ⎜
(
tlin =  ⎝ +
⎠
12
2

(3.83)

2

(3.84)

which is the point where the integrand in (3.82) has its maximum. The end point tlog is ﬁxed
at 104 . The scheme shows that it is possible to obtain an accurate result for all values of 
in the range [10−1 , 102 ]. However, smaller values of , corresponding to smaller energies in
absolute value, require a larger amount of quadrature points to be treated accurately. More
consistent and affordable integration schemes, obtained by e.g. some change of variable,
would be desired for actual calculations.

4 Representation of
three-dimensional scalar
functions
In the previous sections, we reviewed the equations needed to solve, in an approximate
fashion, the electronic time-independent Schrödinger equation for molecular systems. Let
us suppose that we have settled for one of the methods that should be adequate to model a
certain chemical problem. As the equations are in general very complicated, we would want
to set up a computer program to solve them. Modern digital computers work in terms of
ﬁnite amounts of digits and arithmetic operations. Hence, the ﬁrst step is the discretisation
of our problem. In other words, we need to translate our equations into a collection of
ﬂoating-point numbers.
The ﬁrst point to be addressed is how to represent the wave function. In most of
the methods presented in the previous section, wave functions were expressed in terms of
molecular orbitals. Hence, in general terms, the question to be answered is “how do we represent three-dimensional scalar functions using just a list of numbers?”. Whatever our choice,
it must be done judiciously, as it will ultimately determine the efﬁciency and accuracy of
the solutions.
In this chapter, we will focus on two different discretisation strategies, and the fundamental operations required to implement algorithms for electronic structure calculations,
as presented in Chapter 2. First, we will discuss atom-centred basis sets, with a particular focus on Gaussian-type orbitals, which are, by far, the most common type of basis set
found in electronic structure calculations. Second, we will present the bubbles representation, which was introduced in Publication II and is one of the main points addressed in this
thesis.

4.1

The basis set approximation

In general, a function can be discretised as a linear combination of certain known basis
functions:
f (r) =

N


c p χ p (r).

(4.1)

p=1

The set of functions {χi (r)} is the basis set. The basis set is said to be complete in a given
set (such as e.g. L2 , the set of all square-integrable functions) if (4.1) holds exactly for all
functions belonging to that set. Although many such basis sets exist for L2 , they are inﬁnite. In practical calculations, ﬁnite, incomplete basis sets must be used and hence (4.1) is
approximate.
Once the basis set is ﬁxed, the representation of the function is fully determined by the
expansion coefﬁcients {c p }. The solutions of the time-independent Schrödinger equation
25
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can be chosen to be real for real scalar potentials [61], and thus we will concern ourselves
exclusively with real basis sets and expansion coefﬁcients.
Ideally, we wish the following properties from a basis set:
• Accuracy
The basis must be able to represent the target functions faithfully, and provide results
that are sufﬁciently accurate for a given purpose.
• Compactness
For a given accuracy, the size of the basis set should be as small as possible.
• Efﬁciency
The operations involving the basis functions should be performed as fast as possible.
• Systematicity
The basis set should depend on a set of parameters that can be modiﬁed such that the
accuracy of a given calculation will improve.
• Universality
The performance, in terms of accuracy and efﬁciency, should be adequate to model a
large variety of properties and systems.
To devise a basis set that will satisfy as many of the requested features at possible, we
shall ﬁrst examine the analytical properties of the exact wave function.

Properties of the exact ground state wave function
The exact ground state wave function is continuous, and its ﬁrst derivatives are continuous
except at the points where the Coulomb potential is singular. At the nuclear positions, the
wave function fulﬁls the following condition [62]:


∂ψ

= −ZAψ|r =R .
(4.2)

i
A
∂ |ri − RA| r =R
i

A

This means that, when electron 1 is in the vicinity of nucleus A (r1 ≈ RA), the wave function
presents a cusp of the form
ψ(r1 , r2 , . . . , rN ) ∼ e−ζ |r1 −RA| ψ(RA, r2 , . . . , rN )

(4.3)

for some constant ζ . The ﬁrst derivatives of the wave function are discontinuous at the
nuclear positions. The electron density presents similar nuclear cusps,
ρ(r) ∼ e−2Zk |r−Rk | .

(4.4)

At long distances, i.e., r  Rk ∀k, the density decays exponentially as [63, 64]


ρ(r) ∼ e−2

2I |r−Rk |

,

(4.5)

where I is the ionisation potential.
Let us consider now a wave function of the form of a Slater determinant. From the
above properties, the molecular orbitals φi (r) can be characterized as three-dimensional
functions, smooth at every point in space except at the nuclear positions, where their ﬁrst
derivatives are discontinuous. This leads to very sharp cusps at some of the nuclear positions.
At long distances, the molecular orbitals decay exponentially, with an exponent of

2I or faster. Similar properties can be ascribed to products of two molecular orbitals.
Other three-dimensional scalar functions which will be required in some cases are electrostatic potentials. From Poisson’s equation (3.3), the charge density is the Laplacian of
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l

m

0

1



3x̂ ŷ

3ŷ ẑ

-2
ŷ

-1
0

1
(2ẑ 2
2

ẑ

1

x̂

1

2



− x̂ 2 − ŷ 2 )

3x̂ ẑ

3 2
(x̂
2

2
Table 4.1

− ŷ 2 )

Real-valued spherical harmonics Y l m (θ, φ) up to order l = 2.

the potential. Hence, for a charge distribution continuously differentiable to order k, the
potential is continuously differentiable up to order k + 2. For charge distributions given by
products of molecular orbitals, the potential is continuously differentiable to at least second
order. At long distances, the potential decays as r −k for some k > 0, as in the multipole
expansion in (3.15).
An analytic test case: the hydrogen-like atom
The hydrogen-like atom consists of one electron and a nucleus of charge Z. It is the
simplest system consisting of two particles which interact electrostatically, for which the
Schrödinger equation can be solved analytically. The hydrogen-like atom can be used as
a starting point to construct a basis set as, quite obviously, the hydrogen-like functions
must be accurately represented in any basis set in which we intend to expand the more
complicated molecular orbitals. The bounded eigenfunctions of the hydrogen-like atom in
spherical coordinates are given by [28]
ψnl m (r) = Rnl (r )Y l m (θ, φ).

(4.6)

The radial functions Rnl (r ) are
0
0
1l
1
+1
2an r e−an r ,
Rnl (r ) = Nnl 2an r L2l
n−l −1

(4.7)

where an = Z/n, Nnl is a normalization constant, and the Lkj (x) functions are the associated
Laguerre polynomials. The angular functions Y l m (θ, φ) are the aforementioned spherical
harmonics∗ , which can be written in terms of the components of the unit vector r̂ = r/r =
(x/r, y/r, z/r ) = (x̂, ŷ, ẑ):
Y l m (θ, φ) =


uvw

C ul vmw x̂ u ŷ v ẑ w

(4.8)

The values of the coefﬁcients C ul vmw can be obtained from recursive formulas [28]. The
explicit expressions for the real-valued spherical harmonics of order up to l = 2 are given
in Table 4.1.
The 1s orbital is
,
ψ(r) =

Z3
π

e−Z r ,

(4.9)

which fulﬁls (4.2). Likewise, the electron density,
∗ In this work, we will refer exclusively to the real-valued spherical harmonics, which are linear combinations
of the spherical harmonics proper.
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Wave function, electron density and electrostatic potential for the ground
state of the hydrogen atom along the x axis. The functions have been normalized to 1 at x=0. The nuclear potential (with the sign changed) has been
superimposed in discontinuous lines.

ρ(r) = |ψ(r)|2 =

Z3
π

e−2Z r ,

(4.10)

decays as given by (4.5), as the ionization potential is I = Z 2 /2. The electrostatic potential
caused by the electron distribution of a hydrogen atom can be solved analytically by means
of (3.14):
V (r) =

1 − (1 + Z r ) e−2Z r
r

,

(4.11)

which, for sufﬁciently large distances, becomes the potential of a unit point charge 1/r .
The three functions ψ, ρ and V are depicted in Fig. 4.1 along the x axis. As it can
be seen, the singularity of nuclear potential causes the electronic wave function to become
steep. This is reﬂected as well in the electron density and the electrostatic potential.

4.2

Atom-centred basis functions

In a molecule, the presence of various nuclei breaks the angular symmetry of the hydrogenlike atomic eigenfunctions. However, the nuclear potential is so steep that, in the vicinity of each nucleus, the spherical symmetry is retained to a large extent. In other words,
molecules can be regarded to a good approximation as a combination of atoms. This idea
agrees well with the traditional chemical doctrine, where molecules are seen as collections
of atoms linked by bonds. Serious attempts to reconcile this chemical notion with quantum
mechanics have been attempted [65].
A reasonable approach is then to construct the molecular orbitals as linear combinations of atomic orbitals, that is, functions which have the same symmetry as the hydrogenlike eigenfunctions in (4.6)
χ p (r) = RAO
(r )Y l p m p (θ, φ).
p

(4.12)
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For a molecule with K atoms, each atom A, located at RA = (XA, YA, ZA), is assigned a set
of atomic orbitals, BA = {χ p }. Molecular orbitals are then expanded as
φi (r) =

K



ci p χ p (rA)

(4.13)

A=1 p| χ p ∈BA

The relative coordinates with respect to nucleus A are denoted rA = r − RA.
A minimal basis set contains only the basis functions corresponding to the shells which
are occupied in the isolated gas-phase atom. The basis set can be made more complete in
two ways: by increasing the maximum allowed angular momentum number of the basis
set, L, and by adding more functions with different radial parts. The new radial functions
are often obtained by some optimization procedure. For SCF calculations, the energy
converges fast with L, as e−L , so a very large L is typically not needed. On the contrary,
for correlated calculations, it is critical to use a basis set with sufﬁciently large L, as the
correlation energy converges much more slowly, as (L + 1)−3 [66–68].
There are several possible choices for the actual form of the radial functions, each spanning a different type of basis sets. A natural choice for the atomic orbitals are the eigenstates
of the hydrogen-like atom (composed of one electron and one nucleus of charge Z), as given
in (4.7). Although the hydrogen-like orbitals provide a qualitatively reasonable description
for small systems, in practice they are a poor choice for many-electron calculations. The
reason is the limited choice of functions with the same l for a given element. Moreover, the
unbounded continuum states must be also added to have a complete basis set.
Slater-type orbitals (STOs) [69] constitute a more efﬁcient approach. Instead of being
few functions with complicated nodal structures, as is the case of the hydrogen-like atom
eigenfunctions, Slater-type orbital basis sets are composed of simpler, nodeless radial functions with a larger variety of exponents:
(r ) = N p r n p e−ζ p r
RSTO
p

(4.14)

The set of exponents {ζ p } is obtained by some optimization procedure, with respect to e.g.
the atomic ground state energy. Slater-type orbitals often provide accurate approximations
to the wave function. Nevertheless, multi-centre integrals of the type of (2.15) and (2.16)
are difﬁcult to compute. An efﬁcient alternative are Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs) [70]:
(r ) = N p r n p e−ζ p r
RGTO
p

2

Typically, GTOs are given in a contracted form

2
RcGTO
(r ) = r n p
a p j e−ζ p j r
p

(4.15)

(4.16)

j

where the coefﬁcients a p j are ﬁxed. A molecular orbital represented in terms of GTOs
cannot possibly fulﬁl the properties of the exact wave function described earlier. However,
the tremendous ease to compute integrals over GTOs permits using large basis sets. Because
of this, GTOs often yield more accurate results than a calculation with a similar cost using
STOs. The efﬁciency of GTOs in the calculation of two-electron Coulomb integrals will
be discussed later.
(r ) is tabIt is also possible to use more general numerical radial functions, where RAO
p
ulated at different values of r [71–73]. Typically, these basis sets provide even superior
accuracy, although integrals are likewise expensive.

The Roothaan–Hall equations
The Hartree–Fock equations (2.21) can be rewritten in terms of the AO basis, by expanding
the molecular orbitals in (4.13). For a closed-shell system, this yields the Roothaan–Hall
equations [74, 75], which in matrix form can be written as:
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Fc = Scε,

(4.17)

where c is the matrix containing the molecular orbital coefﬁcients, the diagonal matrix ε
contains the real eigenvalues
ε pq = δ pq ε p .

(4.18)

S is the overlap matrix

S pq =

χ p∗ (r1 )χq (r1 ) d3 r1 .

(4.19)

The Fock matrix F,
F pq = h pq +

N
N 

r

Dr s

s

1
gpq r s − gp rq s
2



is given in terms of the one-electron integrals
⎤
⎡


ZA
1
⎦ χq (r1 ) d3 r1
h pq = χ p∗ (r1 ) ⎣− ∇21 −
2
A |r1 − RA|
and the two-electron integrals
 
1
χ p (r1 )χq (r1 ) χ r (r2 )χ s (r2 ) d3 r1 d3 r2 .
g pq r s =
r12

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

Note that the Kohn–Sham equations can be also rewritten as (4.17), by using the form of
the Fock operator given in (2.25). The density matrix is given in terms of the molecular
orbital coefﬁcients:
D pq =

N


ηi c pi cq i .

(4.23)

i=1

In (4.23), ηi is the occupation number of the i-th orbital, e.g. ηi = 2 for every occupied
orbital in a closed-shell system. The electron density depends on the density matrix as
ρ(r) =

N

i=1

|φi (r)|2 =



D p q χ p (r p )χq (rq ).

(4.24)

pq

Despite having the appearance of a generalized eigenvalue problem, the Roothaan–
Hall equations are non-linear, as the Fock matrix depends on the molecular orbital coefﬁcients. Hence, it must be solved iteratively. In general, converge cannot be expected from
the straightforward iteration of (4.17). More sophisticated convergence acceleration techniques, such as the direct inversion of the iterative subspace (DIIS) [76], are commonplace
in nowadays standard SCF implementations. Some complicated cases might require more
robust optimization techniques [77, 78].
The ﬁrst bottleneck in terms of computing effort is the calculation of an enormous
amount of two-electron integrals. For a basis set consisting of N basis functions, there are
approximately N 4 integrals. The number can be reduced by about a factor of 8 by realizing
that
g pq r s = gq p r s = g pq s r = gq p s r = g r s pq = g s r p q = g r s q p = g s r q p .

(4.25)

However, this does not reduce the scaling of the number of integrals with the basis set
size. Similar considerations can be applied if the symmetry of the system is exploited. Although the integrals can be stored on disk and reused at every iteration, for a few hundreds
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of basis functions the amount of storage required makes this approach impractical. In the
alternative on-the-ﬂy approach, the integrals are computed anew every iteration, and then
discarded after they have been contracted with the density matrix. This is known as the
direct SCF method [79]. Furthermore, the use of pre-screenings to avoid computing negligible integrals can drastically reduce the amount of integrals needed [80, 81].
The second major bottleneck is the diagonalization of the Fock matrix. The computational cost of this operation grows as (N 3 ), which becomes unfeasible for large systems.
A number of methods exist that directly optimize the density matrix, completely avoiding
the diagonalization step [82, 83].

Coulomb integrals over Gaussian-type orbitals
Being one of the most pressing bottlenecks in electronic structure calculations, more so
since the dawn of direct SCF methods, the development of efﬁcient two-electron integral
codes has been an active area of research in quantum chemistry. As mentioned above,
the main reason to use Gaussian-type orbitals is the ease of computation of multi-centre
integrals. The ﬁrst critical advantage of Gaussian-type orbitals is that using (4.8) the spherical forms given by (4.12) and (4.15) can be written as linear combinations of Cartesianseparable functions, usually referred to as Cartesian Gaussian-type orbitals:
lx

y

lz

lx

y

lz

χ p (r) = N p r l p e−ζ p r x̂ p ŷ l p ẑ p = N p (x p e−ζ p x ) (y l p e−ζ p y ) (z p e−ζ p z )
2

2

2

2

(4.26)

y

with l p = l px + l p + l pz . The normalization constant is given by N p = N p0 γ (l px )γ (l px )γ (l px )
(2l p +3)/4

N p0 = π−3/4 2 l p +3/4 ζ p
and
γ (i) = 2

1
(2i − 1)!!

(4.27)

.

(4.28)

The second property is that the product of two Gaussian functions is another Gaussian
function. This is known as the Gaussian product rule. For a pair of Cartesian Gaussiantype orbitals, we can write


lx

l

y

l z −ζ r 2
p p

x pp y pp z pp e

  lx ly lz

−ζ r 2
· xqq yqq zqq e q q

⎤⎡
⎡x x
⎤⎡ y y
⎤
l p +lq
l pz +lqz
l p +lq



⎥
⎢
⎢
⎢
P,y
i ⎥⎢
i ⎥ −αP rP2
= K pq ⎣
T lP,x
T l y l y i yPi ⎥
T lP,z
.
x x xP ⎦ ⎣
z z zP ⎦ e
⎦⎣
l i
l i
i=0

p q

i =0

p q

i =0

(4.29)

p q

The coordinates of the new expansion centre are RP = (ζ p R p + ζq Rq )/(ζ p + ζq ), and the
can be computed from (4.29) using
new exponent is αP = ζ p + ζq . The coefﬁcients T P,ξ
ξ ξ
l p lq i

the binomial theorem. The pre-exponential factor K p q is
K pq = e−ζ p ζq /(ζ p +ζq )|Rq −R p | .
2

(4.30)

For example, a four-centre two-electron integral over s (l = 0) GTOs is given by

%
UP Q RP Q
π3 K p q K r s erf
g pq r s = N p Nq N r N s 
(4.31)
3/2
RP Q
α P αQ
where

UP Q = αP αQ /(αP + αQ )

(4.32)
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and RP Q = |RQ − RP |, αQ and RQ being deﬁned for the pair r s as αP and RP for the pair
pq.
For integrals over function of larger l , there are a number of different schemes available.
The integrals over high angular momentum function are obtained by means of recursive
relations, such as in the McMurchie–Davidson [48] and the Obara–Saika [49, 50] schemes.
Both of these are based on evaluation of the Boys function [70]:

Fn (x) =

1

e−x t t 2n dt .
2

(4.33)

0

The evaluation of the Boys function can be bypassed by means of the Rys-Gauss quadrature
[51]. For heavily contracted basis functions, more efﬁcient schemes are available [84, 85].
Variations of the methods above [86, 87] are the basis for some of the most efﬁcient implementations available.
Numerical calculation of two-electron integrals: the sivari method
Inserting the integral identity for the Coulomb operator (3.24) in the expression for the
two electron integrals (4.22), the following expression is obtained:
2
0
g pq r s =  K pq K r s N pq
rs
π



∞

y

M P Q (t )Θ xlp l q l r l s (t )Θ l p l q l r l s (t )Θ zl p l q l r l s (t )dt .
x x x x

0

(4.34)

z z z z

y y y y

The function M P Q (t ) is
M P Q (t ) =

π3 e

−Λ(UP Q ,t )R2P Q

(4.35)

[(UP Q + t 2 )(αP + αQ )]3/2

where Λ(α, t ) is given by
Λ(α, t ) =

αt 2
α + t2

.

(4.36)

The four-index tensors Θξ in (4.34) are computed using the contraction
Θξ p q r s (t ) =
lξ lξ lξ lξ

l pξ +lqξ l ξ +l ξ
r
s

 
i =0

T̃ P,ξ
Φi j (t ; ΞP Q )T̃
ξ ξ
l p lq i

j =0

Q,ξ
l rξ l sξ j

,

(4.37)

for ξ one of x, y or z and correspondingly Ξ being X , Y or Z. The coefﬁcients T̃ l p l q i are
ξ ξ

the coefﬁcients T l p l q i from (4.29) multiplied with the γ factors (4.28) of the normalization
ξ ξ
constants:
p

q

P,ξ
T̃ P,ξ
p q = γ (l )γ (l )T p q .
ξ
ξ
lξ lξ i

(4.38)

lξ lξ i

The functions Φi j (t ; ΞP Q ) are polynomials in ΞP Q , containing either even or odd powers
of ΞP Q . The ﬁrst polynomial is given by Φ00 = 1 and the higher order Φi j can be obtained
with the following recursive expressions:

Φi +1, j =
Φi , j +1 =

1
2αP
1
2αQ

⎡
⎣
⎡
⎣−

∂
∂ ΞP Q
∂
∂ ΞP Q

⎤
Φi j − 2Λ(UP Q , t )ΞP Q Φi j + iΦi−1, j ⎦

(4.39)

⎤
Φi j + 2Λ(UP Q , t )ΞP Q Φi j + j Φi, j −1 ⎦.

(4.40)
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The integration in t in (4.34) can be carried out using the quadrature described in Section 3.3, such that

ωk g̃ p q r s (tk ),
(4.41)
g pq r s ≈
2
g̃ pq r s (t ) = 
π

 

k

χ p (r1 )χq (r1 )e−t

2 2
r12

χ r (r2 )χ s (r2 ) d3 r1 d3 r2 .

(4.42)

The integrals are actually performed along the modiﬁed dimension t
5
6
−1/2
t = UP Q + RP Q t .

(4.43)

This enables computing the integrals over all basis functions with practically the same accuracy, regardless of the exponents and the centres of the basis functions. The advantage of
this is that the two-electron contribution to the Fock matrix can be written as

ωk G p q (tk ),
(4.44)
F pq = h p q +
k

where G pq (t ) is
G pq (t ) =

N 
N

r

Dr s

s


1
g̃ p q r s − g̃ p r q s .
2

(4.45)

This approach is attractive from a computational point of view because it breaks the two
electron integrals into simpler parts. The only information that needs to be communicated
are the G(tk ) matrices, which have a much smaller size than the full set of two-electron
integrals.
An overall accuracy of 12 digits or more in the elements of the two-electron component
of the Fock matrix can be obtained using a quadrature with the parameters tlin = 4, tlog =
105 , Nlin = 25 and Nlog = 25, for a total R = 51 (including the tail point). This illustrated in
Fig. 4.2 for some small systems, using the cc-pVDZ basis set [88].
The most expensive operation is the ﬁnal multiplication of the Θ tensors. The computational cost of this operation is proportional to the number of two electron integrals,
[(L + 1)(L + 2)/2]4 ∼ (L8 ). This is the lowest possible scaling with respect of L, so for
large basis sets this is potentially the most efﬁcient algorithm developed so far.
Numerical calculation of three-electron integrals
The scheme presented in the previous section can also be used to compute more complicated integrals, such as a type of three-electron integrals of interest in explicitly correlated
methods:

Gab c d e f =

−1 −1
χa∗ (r1 )χ b∗ (r2 )χc∗ (r3 )r12
r13 χd (r1 )χe (r2 )χ f (r3 )d3 r1 d3 r2 d3 r3

(4.46)

Analytic integration of (4.46) over GTOs has only been possible for the one-centre case
[89].
−1
−1
and r13
in the t and s
By introducing the integral identity (3.24) for the operators r12
dimensions, respectively, we obtain an expressions which resembles (4.34):
4
0
Gab c d e f = Kad K b e Kc f Nab
cde f
π
 ∞ ∞
y
×
M P Q S (t , s )Θ xlx l x l x l x l x l x (t , s )Θ y
0

0

a b c d e

f

y

y

y

la l b lcy ld ley l f

(t , s)Θ zlz l z l z l z l z l z (t , s)dt ds
a b c d e

f

(4.47)
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Error in the Fock matrix (in Eh ) for some small closed-shell systems as obtained using the cc-pVDZ basis set. Each “pixel” represents the error in one
matrix element. In the white areas, both the numerical and the analytical
approaches yield identical elements of the Fock matrix.
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with
M P Q S (t , s) = 

π9/2 exp[−Λ(αQ , t )R2P Q − Λ(αS , s)R2P S ]
(αP + Λ(αQ , t ) + Λ(αS , s))(αQ + t 2 )(αS + s 2 )

3/2

(4.48)

and
f

Θ

lξa +lξd lξb +lξe lξc +lξ

ξ
f

lξa lξb lξc lξd lξe lξ

(t , s) =

  
i =0

j =0

T̃ P,ξ
T̃
a d
lξ lξ i

k=0

Q,ξ
lξb lξe j

Φi j k (t , s ; ΞP Q , ΞP S ).
T̃ S,ξ
c f
lξ l ξ k

(4.49)

The two-dimensional polynomials Φi j k (ΞP Q , ΞP S ) can be obtained using recursive rules
Φi +1, j k =

Φi , j +1,k =
Φi j ,k+1 =

1 75
2αP
1 7
2αQ

1 

2αS

6
8


−∂ΞP Q − ∂ΞP S Φi j k + 2 Λ(αQ , t )ΞP Q + Λ(αS , s)ΞP S Φi j k + i Φi −1, j k

∂ΞP Q Φi j k − 2Λ(αQ , t )ΞP Q Φi j k + j Φi , j −1,k

8


∂ΞP S Φi j k − 2Λ(αS , s)ΞP S Φi j k + k Φi j ,k−1 ,

(4.50)
(4.51)
(4.52)

starting from Φ000 = 1, using the shorthand notation ∂ x ≡ ∂ /∂ x.
The integration over each coordinate is performed using the same quadrature as for the
two-electron integrals. Similarly to the case of the two-electron integrals, in order to use
the same quadrature for all integrals, numerical integration in the additional dimension is
carried out in linearly transformed coordinates, namely
,
t =

1
αP

+

1
αQ

+ RP Q

t

(4.53)

and
⎛,
⎞
1
⎜ 1
⎟
+
+ RP S ⎠ s.
s =⎝
αP αS

4.3

(4.54)

Numerical real-space representations

The atom-centred basis sets introduced in the previous section, in particular the Gaussiantype orbitals, are by far the most common type of basis set used in quantum chemical calculations. Of the characteristics of the ideal basis set discussed in Section 4.1, atom-centred
basis sets stand out because of their efﬁciency, as was earlier demonstrated, but also because
of their compactness: the most complicated feature of the molecular orbitals, the cusps at
the nuclear positions, can be rather faithfully represented with just a few Gaussian-type orbitals. A good example of this is how the tiny STO-3G basis set [84], consisting of three and
ﬁfteen Gaussian functions for ﬁrst and second-row elements respectively, can qualitatively
reproduce structures and energies of simple molecules at the Hartree–Fock level of theory.
This is justiﬁed by the convergence with the maximum angular momentum number in the
basis set L: the largest contribution is due to functions of low angular momentum number,
with higher angular momentum number shells contributing less and less.
Concerning accuracy, GTOs typically perform adequately. Chemical accuracy, usually
deﬁned as errors of 1 kcal/mol ∼ 1.6 · 10−3 Eh or less, can be obtained with not too large
Gaussian basis sets. Furthermore, Gaussian basis sets largely beneﬁt from cancellation of
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errors. This is because Gaussian basis sets often yield similar errors for different systems,
which are cancelled out when energy differences are computed.
The weakest point of atom-centred basis sets is that they are not systematic. In other
words, there are no procedures to generate basis sets in which a variation of some parameters will certainly and indeﬁnitely decrease the error of the calculation. For small basis
sets, increasing the amount of functions will almost surely improve the results. However,
as the amount of basis functions grows, basis sets become overcomplete. In other words,
linear dependencies appear as some basis function can be faithfully represented as a linear
combination of other basis functions. This causes numerical instabilities that in practice
limit the minimum error attainable with atom-centred basis sets.
The second weak point of atom-centred bases is that they are not universal. This is
due to the optimization required for their generation. They will work adequately for those
circumstances for which they were ﬁtted, but probably work poorly in others. The use of
specialized basis sets, particularly for computing certain molecular properties, is necessary
to obtain properly converged results.
There is one underlying reason for both the advantages and disadvantages of atomcentred basis functions: they have global support. The support of a function is the closure
of the set of points in which they are non-zero. For atom-centred basis functions, the support is 3† . This means that when the coefﬁcient of one basis function changes, all the
other coefﬁcients must change as well. This makes very difﬁcult to indeﬁnitely improve
the quality of the representation.
The alternative is to use basis functions with compact support, that is, functions which
are non-zero only inside a compact region of space. In such case, by using more basis
functions with smaller support, it is possible to systematically improve the accuracy of the
representation. Methods based on compact-support representations are commonly referred
as grid-based methods and real-space methods. The reason is that the expansion coefﬁcients
are very often the values of the function at selected points of space: the grid points.
Grid-space methods can be considered orthogonal to atom-centred basis sets methods
with respect to their advantages and disadvantages. First, they are systematic. Because
they are not biased towards any system in particular, they are universal. However, the
lack of bias implies that they do not beneﬁt from cancellation of errors. Moreover, realspace methods require a large amount of grid points to provide an accuracy comparable
to atom-centred basis sets. For the same reason, real-space methods are often much more
computationally demanding than atom-centred basis set calculations.
In Fig. 4.3, the difference between Gaussian basis sets 0and real-space
numerical represen1
tations is illustrated. Consider a Gaussian function exp −x 2 in the interval x ∈ [−2, 2].
The function is approximated, on one hand, by ﬁtting‡ to an even-tempered basis [92],
which is a GTO basis which can be made systematically more complete by means of some
simple mathematical relations. On the other hand, it is approximated using a ﬁnite-element
basis representation using an equidistant grid, as described later on p. 37. As it can be seen,
the Gaussian basis does an excellent job for a small amount of coefﬁcients, but then it is
incapable of reducing the error further than 10−6 . Quite the opposite, the ﬁnite-element
basis representation needs a fairly large amount of coefﬁcients to yield the same accuracy,
but then increasing the number of grid points systematically lowers the error. Note that
in a more realistic three-dimensional calculation over a larger domain the amount of coefﬁcients would be even larger.
Due to the large costs of real-space methods, applications for electronic structure calculations are uncommon. There are two special cases where they have seen application.
The ﬁrst is for systems where special coordinates can be used to treat the problem in one
or two dimensions, such as atoms [93–100] and diatomic molecules [95–99, 101]. The second type of calculations where real-space methods have been successful comprises models
† While this is not true for numerical atomic orbitals, the cut-offs are large enough so that in practice they
suffer from the same problems as is they had global support.
‡ By minimizing the average quadratic error in the interval [−2, 2] using a Simplex algorithm [90] as implemented in SciPy [91].
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Figure 4.3 Average quadratic error for the representation of e−x in the interval [−2, 2]
using even-tempered Gaussian basis sets and ﬁnite-element bases on equidistant grids.
2

where the core electrons are taken care of in some implicit manner, such as pseudopotentials [102–104] or projector-augmented waves [105]. For all electron systems with arbitrary geometries applications have been fewer and restricted to systems containing a small
amount of electrons [58, 59, 106], although remarkably large calculations can also be found
in the literature [107].

The tensorial ﬁnite-element basis
A ﬁnite-element basis set consists of a set of functions {χi }, each associated with a grid
point {ri }, such that the function χi has support in a small region around ri . In this way,
the overlap between most basis functions is 0.
A tensorial basis set is constructed as a tensor product of one-dimensional basis sets.
For instance, a three-dimensional tensorial ﬁnite-element basis can be written as:


 
 
 

y
y
χi j k (x, y, z) = χix (x)χ j (y)χkz (z) = χix (x) ⊗ χ j (y) ⊗ χkz (z)

(4.55)

The corresponding grid is a Cartesian product of the one-dimensional grids:
{ri j k = (xi , y j , zk )} = X × Y × Z.

(4.56)

Three-dimensional functions are therefore expressed in the numerical basis as
f (x, y, z) =

Ny N z
Nx 


i =1 j =1 k=1

y

fi j k χix (x)χ j (y)χkz (z).

(4.57)

The actual form of the ﬁnite-element basis can vary from one implementation to another. Piece-wise polynomials are a common choice. In the present work, the one-dimensional
ﬁnite-element bases are constructed as follows.
The calculation domain [xmin , xmax ) ⊂  is divided into M right-open intervals, or cells,
{Ai |1 ≤ i ≤ M }. Each cell contains P + 1 equidistant grid points, such that the last point of
one cell is the ﬁrst point of the next cell. The distance between the grid points of the i-th cell
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f (x) = 1/(1 + x 2 ) represented in the ﬁnite-element basis for M = 2 cells in the
intervals [−1.5, 0] and [0, 1.5] using a LIP order of P = 2. The total number
of basis functions is N = 5.

is called the step, and is denoted by hi . The steps of all cells form the set H = {hi |1 ≤ i ≤ M }.
The intervals occupied by the cells can then be written as {Ai = [si , si + P hi )}, where
i−1

h j is the starting point of the i-th cell. The grid is fully parametrized
si = xmin + P
j =1

by xmin , M , P and H . The total number of grid points is N = M P + 1.
For the construction of the basis set, we will use the indicator function 1A(x):

1 if x ∈ A
1A(x) =
0 if x ∈
/ A.

(4.58)

In other words, 1A(x) is 1 for all points belonging to the interval A, and 0 outside. In each
cell, we construct a P -th order Lagrange interpolation polynomial basis (LIP), with the grid
points of the cell as interpolation nodes. This is expressed as
bi j (x) = 1Ai (x)

 (x − si )/hi − k
0≤k≤P
k= j

(4.59)

j −k

for 1 ≤ i ≤ M and 0 ≤ j ≤ P . The basis set {χi (x)} is constructed from the functions bi j (x),
with the functions at the junction points spanning two cells to ensure continuity:
χ1 (x)
χ(i −1)P + j +1 (x)

=b10 (x) ;

χ(i −1)P +1 (x)

=bi −1,P (x) + bi 1 (x) ;

χN (x)

=bM P (x).

=bi j (x) ;

1 ≤ i ≤ M;1 ≤ j ≤ P − 1
2≤i ≤M

(4.60)

It should be noted that continuity in the derivatives is not enforced in any way. However, if
the grids are sufﬁciently ﬁne, the discontinuities can be made vanishingly small. The basis
set can be trivially modiﬁed to include also the end point xmax , by setting the point of the
last basis function as χN (xmax ) = 1.
An example basis set, for M = 2 and P = 3 is
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y

y

(a) χ2x (x)χ2 (y)

(b) χ3x (x)χ4 (y)

Figure 4.5 Two two-dimensional basis functions. The one-dimensional grid in both dimensions is the same as in Fig. 4.4.

{χ1 (x) = b10 (x),
χ2 (x) = b11 (x),
χ3 (x) = b12 (x) + b20 (x),
χ4 (x) = b21 (x),

(4.61)

χ5 (x) = b22 (x)}.
Since χi (x j ) = δi j , the expansion coefﬁcients are the values of the interpolated function at
the grid points,
fi = f (xi )

(4.62)

fi j k = f (xi , y j , zk ).

(4.63)

or, for a three-dimensional basis,

A basis set in the range of [−1.5, 1.5] with M = 2, P = 2 and steps H = {0.5, 1} is
illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The tensorial construction of the basis is illustrated in Fig. 4.5 in two
dimensions. The one-dimensional grid in Fig. 4.4 is used in the x and y dimensions.
In the one-dimensional case, the function can be directly represented as a piece-wise
sum of polynomials
f (x) =

P
M 

i =0 j =0


ai, j

x − si
hi

j
.

(4.64)

Nevertheless, the fi values are stored instead. This simpliﬁes
$ the calculation of the expansion
coefﬁcients
of
new
functions,
such
as
g
(
f
(x))
=
i g ( fi )χi (x) or g (x) f (x) =
$
i fi gi χi (x) by using inner projection. In the rest of this work, LIPs of order P = 6 are
used.
One could argue that it would be more adequate to use more optimal interpolation
points, such as the nodes of Chebyshev or Legendre polynomials. Although this would
be true if one single polynomial were to be used for the whole range, it is not the case for
the piece-wise polynomial basis employed here. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.6, where the
differences in the errors are negligible for interpolating some representative function.
The main advantage of this numerical representation is the simplicity of the basis. The
tensorial form of the basis allows a very efﬁcient parallel implementation of several costly
operations. However, due to the tensorial nature of the basis, unnecessary points must
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Error in the representation of a function&using different interpola' x+D/2
1'
(
tion nodes. The error is measured as
| f (x ) − P (x )|2 dx ,
D
x−D/2
P (x) being the 6-th degree interpolating polynomial in the interval
[x − D/2, x + D/2], for D = 0.3. The interpolated function, f (x) =
8[(x + 2)e−6|x+2| − (x − 2)e−6|x−2| ] − 4[(x + 2)2 e−3|x+2| + (x − 2)2 e−3|x−2| ], is
represented in the inset.

be unavoidably stored, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.7. The problem with the amount of
superﬂuous grid points can to some extent be mitigated by partitioning the domain into
regions with similar grid requirements. However, a too ﬁne subdivision complicates the
basis and hampers an efﬁcient parallelization of the methods described below.

The bubbles representation
As atom-centred basis sets excel where numerical grid representations fail, and vice versa,
the question of designing a basis set containing the best of both worlds naturally arises. In
other words, can the complicated nuclear cusps be described with atom-centred functions,
while the smooth remainder is represented in some other way? Already the pseudopotential and projector-augmented wave methods described earlier realize these ideas, although
in those cases the core orbitals are represented in an approximate manner. All-electron calculations have been performed using mixed basis sets such as combinations of Gaussians
with plane waves [108] or ﬁnite elements [109]. Some early, fully numerical attempts for
diatomic molecules were already carried out in the 1980s [110].
In the bubbles representation, a three-dimensional scalar function for a system with K
atomic centres is partitioned as
f (r) =

K


f A(rA, θA, φA) + f Δ (r),

(4.65)

A=1

where the atom-centred functions f A(rA, θA, φA) are the bubbles and the remainder f Δ (r)
is the cube. The bubbles consist of radial and angular parts:
f A(rA, θA, φA) =

l
L 

l =0 m=−l

f Al m (rA)Y l m (θA, φA).

(4.66)
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Figure 4.7 A two-dimensional cross-section of a non-equidistant grid with a ﬁne inner
region and a coarse outer region. An idealized function of a molecular system
composed of 5 atoms (white circles), with a sharp, large-valued region (dark
blue) and a smooth, small-value region (light blue) is represented. The red
grid points are in practice superﬂuous, because these values must be stored,
although they do not improve the overall accuracy of the calculation.
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L is typically small, such as 1 or 2. The angular part of the bubbles are real spherical
harmonics, Y l m (θ, φ), as in (4.8). The spherical coordinates rA, θA and φA are relative to a
nuclear position (RA).
The radial functions f Al m (rA) and the cube f Δ (r) are represented on one and threedimensional tensorial ﬁnite-element bases respectively, that is
f Al m (rA) =


i

fiAl m χiA(rA)

(4.67)

and
f Δ (r) =



fiΔj k χix (x)χ j (y)χkz (z).
y

(4.68)

i jk

Throughout (4.65)–(4.68), the following notation has been used: for a function designated
by a symbol f , the different functions that constitute it are denoted by superscripts ( f A,
f Δ , f Al m ), and the expansion coefﬁcients into which those functions are expanded are
given by subscripts ( fi Δj k , fiAl m ).
The radial grid
The grid points in the radial interval [0, rmax ] are obtained using an ad-hoc scheme that
provides a fairly compact and accurate representation. However, the number of grid points
can be increased without signiﬁcantly affecting the overall performance, as most of the
computational time is determined by the cube size. The coordinate of the beginning of cell
i is obtained with the mapping
si =

cA rmax (i − 1)/MA
cA + rmax [1 − (i − 1)/MA]

,

(4.69)

where cA = 8ZA−1.5 , and ZA is the charge of the nucleus where the A-th bubble is centred.
To approximately preserve the same accuracy regardless of ZA, the number of cells (MA) is
1/4
increased proportionally to ZA . In the present calculations, MZ=1 = 200 and rmax = 20 a0
have been used.
To $
assess the accuracy of the radial grids, we construct radial electron densities of the
form 2 i ζi3 /πe−2ζi r , mimicking noble gas atoms from He to Xe. The exponents are chosen from the largest exponents for each shell of the double-zeta all-electron STO basis of
Van Lenthe and Baerends [111], summarized in Table 4.2. The relative errors in the electrostatic potentials computed using (3.14) are shown in Fig. 4.8. The radial grid provides
at least 13 digit precision for elements in the ﬁrst to third periods. The error worsens
signiﬁcantly for fourth and ﬁfth row elements. For third row elements, the error is still tolerable, as at least 9 correct digits are obtained. However, for calculations involving heavier
elements different procedures to generate radial grids should be explored.
The bubbles are represented by (L + 1)2 (MA P + 1) coefﬁcients per atomic centre. For
the parameters used here to build the radial grids and L = 2 the number of coefﬁcients per
atom ranges between 5 and 15 thousand corresponding to 100 kB when using 64-bit ﬂoating
numbers. As it will be shown below, this is moderate compared to the total storage costs
for one function.
The radial functions can also include an analytical radial factor:
f Al m (rA) = g (r )

M

i=1

fi Al m χi (rA).

(4.70)

For instance, g (r ) = r −1 or g (r ) = r −2 can be used to circumvent singularities at the origin
of the bubbles when representing functions like nuclear potentials or Laplacians, akin to
atomic structure calculations, [93, 100].
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Figure 4.8 Relative$error in the electrostatic potential for radial charge densities of the
form 2 i ζi3 /πe−2ζi r , where ζi are given in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Exponents used to generate the radial densities 2
1s

2s

2p

3s

3p

3.25

2.80

7.35

8.15

3d

He

1.25

Ne

12.45 3.65

4.00

Ar

21.90

9.30

Kr

43.60 14.35 19.85

Xe

397.00 62.70 99.30 12.55 13.45 22.35

6.65

9.05

4s

$

3
−2ζi r
i ζi /πe

4p

3.40

2.90

8.95

7.25

used in Fig. 4.8.

4d

5s

5p

6.05

3.60

2.950
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Average quadratic error in the representation of e−|x| x l in the interval [−5, 5],
as a function of the total number of grid points N . The LIP order is P = 6.

The three-dimensional grid
The Cartesian grid for the cube must be constructed according to two criteria. First, its
extent must be sufﬁcient to contain most of the electron density. Second, the grid must be
ﬁne enough so that the considered functions can be accurately represented.
So far, a simple equidistant grid has been used. The cube grid ranges are chosen such that
the domain boundaries are at least 8 a0 apart from all atomic centres. The employed grid
steps range from 0.05 to 0.4 a0 . For a typical grid step of 0.1 a0 , the total number of cube grid
points per dimension is 100–200, for a total Ncub = N x Ny N z of 106 –107 coefﬁcients (10–100
MB using 64-bit ﬂoating-point numbers). This is several orders of magnitude larger than
the memory requirements for the bubbles.
Non-equidistant grids, as the one depicted in Fig. 4.7, can be used to reduce the amount
of grid points. However, the savings become less signiﬁcant as the size of the system grows.
Accuracy
As it was discussed earlier, increasing the number of grid points, both in the radial grids
of the bubbles and in the cube, is expected to systematically lower the error in the representation. There is one caveat: as mentioned in Section 4.1, the derivatives of some of the
represented functions are discontinuous at the nuclear position. For the charge density,
this is the case already for the ﬁrst derivatives. Unless the atomic centres are located exactly at the junction of eight cells, accurately representing such features with polynomials
is very difﬁcult. Fortunately, the bubbles-cube partition can be done in such a way that
for a bubbles expansion with angular momentum number L, the derivatives of the cube at
the nuclear positions are continuous up to order L + 1. The higher the order of the ﬁrst
discontinuous derivative, the easier it becomes.
This is illustrated in Fig. 4.9 for a one-dimensional Slater function e−|x| x l (with a l + 1th discontinuous derivative) in the interval [−5, 5], using equidistant elements with P = 6.
For an odd number of cells, the error converges very slowly, as the interpolating polynomial is not able to accurately represent the cusp. For an even number of cells, the cusp
is located exactly at a cell junction, and the error becomes much smaller. This is the reason for the observed oscillations. However, as l increases the errors and the oscillations
signiﬁcantly decrease.
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Figure 4.10 Error in the number of electrons (Ne = ρ(r)d3 r ) with respect to the grid
step. The trends for each individual molecule are represented with dashed
lines. The wider lines represent the largest and smallest errors for each grid
step. The molecule yielding the largest and smallest errors is also given for
each grid step.
The accuracy of the representation is shown in Fig. 4.10, where the error in the number
of electrons (i.e., the integral of the electron density over all space) is plotted as a function
of the cube grid step for a variety of molecular systems. The details of the grid, the partitioning algorithm and the electronic structure used to compute the electron densities are
discussed in Publication II. Although the accuracy varies largely for different molecules,
the general trend is that the error decreases exponentially with the grid step, such that it is
possible to obtain an error of less than 10−4 electrons for all systems.
Memory requirements
The memory requirements for the bubbles representation is largely dominated by the size
of the cube. As the volume of the cube grows approximately linearly with the number of
atoms as aK + b , so does the storage cost. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.11 for grids with a step
of 0.1 a0 , for some molecular test systems (see Publication V). An “empty box” of roughly
16 × 16 × 16 a03 would require b = 4.40 · 106 coefﬁcients (ca. 40 MB for 64 bit ﬂoats), and
each atom added requires a = 6.25 · 105 coefﬁcients more (approximately 5 MB per atom).
Halving the grid step increases the number of coefﬁcients approximately by a factor of 8.
Addition and subtraction
The addition and subtraction of functions can be easily computed by calculating the values
of the resulting function at the grid points. This procedure implies an inner projection
of the resulting function into the basis set of the input function. Computing the sum or
difference between two functions h(r) = f (r) + g (r) can be done in a piecewise manner:
hiΔj k = fiΔj k + giΔj k

(4.71)

hiAl m

(4.72)

= fi

Al m

+

giAl m .
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Integration
Integrations can be carried out efﬁciently and accurately in a piecewise manner. When
integrating the bubbles, only the s contributions needs to be taken into account, because
due to the symmetry of the spherical harmonics,
2π  π



0

0

Y l m (θA, φA) sin(θA)dθAdφA = 4πδ l 0 .

(4.73)

Hence,

3

f (r)d3 r = 4π


A

∞
0


f A00 (rA)rA2 drA +

3

f Δ (r)d3 r.

(4.74)

The integrals for the three-dimensional and one-dimensional parts are then given by


∞
0

f A00 (rA)rA2 drA =


i


fiA00 ri2

∞
−∞


χi (r )dr

(4.75)

and

3

f Δ (r)d3 r =


i jk

fi Δj k



∞
−∞

 
χix (x)dx

∞
−∞

y

χ j (y)dy

 

∞
−∞


χkz (z)dz .

(4.76)

Equations (4.75) and (4.76) can be regarded as a dot product and a series of tensor-vector
contractions, respectively.
Two-function products
Let us examine how to multiply two functions f (r) g (r) = h(r). In principle, because both
f (r) and g (r) are accurately known at every point of space, they can be multiplied in a
point-wise manner. However, a more desirable approach is to obtain the resulting function h(r) directly in the bubbles representation. This cannot be done in a straightforward
manner, as complicated cross-terms appear:
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h(r) = f (r) g (r) =
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f A(rA, θA, φA) g A(rA, θA, φA)+

A



f A(rA, θA, φA) g B (rB , θB , φB )+

B=A



f A(rA, θA, φA) g Δ (r)+

A



f Δ (r) g A(rA, θA, φA)+

A
Δ

f (r) g Δ (r).

(4.77)

Only the ﬁrst and last term preserve the properties of the bubbles and cube, respectively.
The product in (4.77) can be expanded as
7

f A(rA, θA, φA) + f Δ (r)

87 

A

8 
g A(rA, θA, φA) + g Δ (r) =
h A(rA, θA, φA) + h Δ (r).

A

A

(4.78)
The following expression can be used to directly compute the radial parts of of h(r):
h Al m (rA) =
7
8

Y l m |Y l1 m1 Y l2 m2
f Al1 m1 (rA) g̃ Al2 m2 (rA)μ(rA) + f˜Al1 m1 (rA) g Al2 m2 (rA)ν(rA)
l1 m1 l2 m2

(4.79)
where Y l m |Y l1 m1 Y l2 m2 is a Clebsch–Gordan coefﬁcient. The functions μ(r ) and ν(r )
ensure the correct long range behavior, and depend on the properties of f (r) and g (r). For
a function f (r), the radial functions f˜Al m (r ) are given by
f˜Al m (rA) = f Al m (rA) +

T

t =0

rAt


{α:|α|=t }

D lαm

(∂rα f =A)(RA)
α!

.

(4.80)

The function f =A(r appearing in (4.80), which denotes all parts of f (r) except for the bubble centred at atom A,

f B (r) + f Δ (r),
(4.81)
f =A(r) = f (r) − f A(r) =
B=A

is expanded in a truncated Taylor series of order T . D lαm is the projection of Y l m on the
α α α
Cartesian basis vector rαA = xA1 yA2 zA3 :
D lαm =



2π  π

0

0

r̂αAY l m (θA, φA) sin(θA)dφAdθA.

(4.82)

Obtaining f˜lAm (rA) is relatively simple, requiring the evaluation of Cartesian derivatives of
f Δ (r) and all f A(r) at the centre of every bubble.
The rationale behind (4.80) is that f˜lAm (rA) are good approximations to f (r) in the vicinity of RA, using only the bubbles expansion. As the order of the Taylor series, T , grows

f˜Al m Y l m (θA, φA) = f (r)
(4.83)
lim
T →∞

Δ

lm

and hence the remainder h (r) decreases.
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to

rAT ,

$

f˜Al m Y lAm is at long distances proportional
5$
6
˜Al m Y A g A(r), unless
and hence diverges. Therefore, so will the product
lm f
lm

For a truncated Taylor series of order T ,

lm

g A(r) decays faster. For instance, for a product of two orbitals, which decay like e−r , this is
not a problem, but for a product or an orbital and a potential decaying like r −1 it is. The
functions μ(r ) and ν(r ) impose the correct long-range behaviour. For instance, for the case
of multiplying two orbitals, μ(r ) = ν(r ) = 1 works ﬁne. For a product of an exponentially
decaying function and a potential caused by a continuous charge distribution, which is
more or less smooth, the second term can be neglected by setting ν(r ) to 0.
The result of the bubbles multiplication procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4.12, for the
product U (r) = ρ(r)V (r), where the charge density ρ(r) is the superposition of two hydrogen 1s charge densities (Eq. (4.10)) centred at (1, 0, 0) and (−1, 0, 0), and V (r) is the potential
caused by ρ(r).
Once the radial functions h Al m (r ) have been computed, h Δ (r) can be then calculated as
a remainder:

h A(ri j k ).
(4.84)
hiΔj k = f (ri j k ) g (ri j k ) −
A

Computing the cube of the resulting function is the costliest operation, because all radial
functions and spherical harmonics must be evaluated at every cube grid point. The algorithm can be written down as follows:
for all A bubbles do
• Precompute interpolating polynomials
for all l = 0, . . . , L do
for all m = −l , . . . , l do
for all i = 1, . . . , MA do
Compute aiAlj m such that
$
$
wi (x) j aiAlj m ((x − si )/hi ) j = j fi Al m bi j (x)
• Interpolate the bubbles
for all rαβγ = (xα , yβ , zγ ) grid points do
• Compute relative coordinates, distance, unit vector
rA ← rαβγ − RA
rA ← |rA|
r̂A ← rA/rA
• Find cell
Find i such that si ≤ rA ≤ si + P hi
• Compute local coordinate
q ← (rA − si )/hi
for all 1 ≤ l ≤ L, −l ≤ m ≤ l do
• Evaluate
$ interpolating polynomial
f ← 0≤ j ≤P aiAlj m q j
• Evaluate spherical harmonic
for all (u, v, w) such that C ul vmw = 0 do
Y ← Y + C ul vmw x̂Au ŷAv ẑAw
• Accumulate result
fαβγ ← fαβγ + f Y
First, the coefﬁcients of the interpolating polynomials are computed, as of (4.64). The
computational cost for this is negligible. Then, for every grid point, the bubble is interpolated. This consists of a series of steps, namely computing the relative coordinates of the
grid point with respect to the bubble centre, ﬁnd the cell in the radial grid, transform to cell
coordinates, and, for every l and m, the radial function is interpolated and the spherical
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U Δ along the x axis for a superposition of two 1s charge densities of
hydrogen-like atoms with Z = 1 at x = ±1 a0 , after subtracting bubbles
generated with different Taylor
$ series orders T . The result of subtracting
the “diagonal elements”, U − i ρi Vi , is shown for comparidon. The right
hand side of the graph is magniﬁed to show U Δ (T = 2).

harmonic evaluated. The computational cost is the approximately N K[a + b (l ma x + 1)2 ],
where a is the cost of computing the relative coordinates and ﬁnding the cell in the radial grid, and b is the cost of evaluating one interpolating polynomial and one spherical
harmonic.
Linear transformations
Linear transformations g (r) = Ô f (r) are conveniently dealt with, as they can be applied in
a piece-wise manner:
Ô f (r) =

K


Ô f A(rA, θA, φA) + Ô f Δ (r).

(4.85)

A

Many relevant operators encountered in electronic structure calculations are linear.
Some examples are the Laplacian operator ∇2 = ∂ x2 + ∂y2 + ∂ z2 and the convolution with
the Poisson and Helmholtz kernel discussed earlier.
If the operator can be written in a simple way in spherical coordinates, its effect on the
bubbles can be computed fast and accurately. The effect on the cube can be computed in an
efﬁcient manner if the operator can be rewritten in a Cartesian-separated form, in order to
exploit the tensorial nature of the basis:
Ô ≈


p

ω p Ô xp Ôyp Ô zp .

(4.86)

In such case, the coefﬁcients of the resulting function can be obtained as
(Ô f Δ (r))i j k ≈

R


ωp

p

The elements of the O p matrices are

Nz

k

O

z, p
kk

Ny

j

O

y, p
jj

Nx

i

O

x, p Δ
fi j k
ii

+ C fiΔj k

(4.87)
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O

ξ ,p
ii



= Ô ξ , p χi (ξ )

(4.88)

ξ =ξi

The number R of O matrices, the explicit form of their elements, and the values of the
coefﬁcients {ω p } and C depend on the operator in question.
The expression in (4.87) can be recast as a tandem of matrix multiplications. Here, we
follow the tensor notation of Kolda et al. [112]. The three-index tensor containing the
elements of the cube of the input function fi Δj k is denoted as F. Similarly, V denotes the
cube tensor of the output function. G and H are two- and three-dimensional intermediate
tensors. Two-index slices are expressed as e.g. F:i: , which is a matrix whose elements are
(F:i: ) j k = (F) j i k . The operator matrices are stored as three-dimensional tensors O x , Oy and
O z , with (Oξ )i i p = O

ξ ,p
.
ii

The algorithm is outlined as

for all 1 ≤ p ≤ R do
for all k slices along the z axis do
G ← O::x p F::k
y

H::k ← G(O:: p )T
for all j slices along the y axis do
V: j : ← V: j : + ω p H: j : (O::z p )T
V ← V+CF
The matrix multiplications are carried out in the order x, y then z, because the elements
of the cube and the operator matrices are stored in column-major order. All in all, R(N x +
Ny + N z ) matrix multiplications are performed, with a total ﬂoating-point operation count
of 2RN x Ny N z (N x + Ny + N z ). For a cubic grid with N = N x = Ny = N z this amounts to
approximately 6RN 4 . Because of the linear increase of Ncub with the number of atoms K,
the computational cost is expected to grow proportionally to R(aK + b )4/3 .
Identity/projection operator

The identity operator,
f (r) = Iˆf (r)

(4.89)

is the most simple form of linear operator to be considered. It can be actually used to
project a function onto a different grid. The operation on the bubbles would be simply a
copy, and the cube operator would have rank R = 1, with matrix elements given by
O ξ ,1 = χ ξ (ξi )
ii

(4.90)

i

The Laplacian operator The spherical harmonics are the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian
operator. Hence, it is only necessary to compute the resulting radial functions, given by

∇2 f Al m (r )Y l m (θ, φ) =

1
r2



d
dr


r2

d
dr





f Al m (r ) − l (l + 1) f Al m (r ) Y l m (θ, φ) (4.91)

The r −2 factor can be stored implicitly, instead of explicitly on a radial grid, to avoid numerical problems.
For the cube, the Laplacian can be exactly represented as an operator of rank R = 3,
with the coefﬁcients appearing in (4.87) set to ω1 = ω2 = ω3 = 1, C = 0, and the operator
matrix elements given by:
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Table 4.3 Some examples of periodic systems that can be constructed using (4.96).
Kx

Ky

Kz

System







Crystal







∗

Surface





{0}

Inﬁnite slab



{0}

{0}

Wire

∗

{0}

{0}

Semi-inﬁnite wire

{−1, 0, 1}

{−1, 0, 1}

{−1, 0, 1}∗

Cube of 3 × 3 × 3 cells

O x,1 = ∂ x2 χix (xi );

O

ii

O x,2
ii

= χix (xi );

y,1
jj

y,2
O
jj

O x,3 = χix (xi );
ii

O

y
j

= χ (y j );

y
= ∂y2 χ (y j );
j

y,3
jj

y
j

= χ (y j );

O z,1 = χkz (zk )

(4.92)

O z,2
kk

(4.93)

kk

= χkz (zk )

O z,3 = ∂ z2 χkz (zk )
kk

(4.94)

Note again that, because the basis has discontinuous derivatives at the cell edges, the
accuracy of this approach depends on the smoothness of the cube.
Convolution with the Coulomb and Poisson kernels One of the main purposes of
the bubbles representation is to accurately and efﬁciently calculate electrostatic potentials.
For the bubbles, the radial functions of the potential can be computed using (3.14). The
integrals can be very easily computed in the one-dimensional ﬁnite-element basis.
For the cube, the tensorial basis set is particularly suitable for the quadrature derived
in Section 3.3, leading to an accurate, efﬁcient and easily parallelizable method [42, 113].
For molecular systems, in Publication II it is shown how a precision of 6 to 8 digits in the
electrostatic potential can be obtained using an operator rank of R = 20. The elements of
the operator matrices are given by
∞
ξ ,p
−t 2 (ξ −ξi )2
e p
χi (ξ )dξ
(4.95)
O =
ii

−∞

As it is shown in Publication I, this approach is convenient for the treatment of a certain
class of periodic systems. Given the lattice vector A = (a x , ay , a z ), and the translational
indices Kξ ⊂  for ξ = x, y, z, consider periodic systems that can be constructed as
  
ρΔ
(x − k x a x , y − ky ay , z − k z a z )
(4.96)
ρΔ (x, y, z) =
0
k x ∈K x ky ∈Ky k z ∈K z

The system consists of charge densities ρΔ
(r) laid out in an array given by the Cartesian
0
product of the translational indices, K x × Ky × K z . Depending on the translational indices,
different types of periodic systems can be constructed, as shown in Table 4.3.
The operator matrix elements for the convolution with the Poisson kernel are then
obtained as
  ∞ −t 2 (ξ −ξ −k a )2
ξ ,p
i
ξ ξ
e p
χi (ξ )dξ
(4.97)
O =
ii

kξ ∈Kξ

−∞

2

Because the absolute value of the terms decays roughly as e−|kξ | , the series is convergent. It is nevertheless convenient to carry out the summation in increasing order of |kξ |,
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i.e. 0, 1, -1, 2, -2, etc. For small values of t p , converge is slower and the integral can require a large number of terms to converge accurately. In fully periodic three-dimensional
systems, computing the electrostatic potential via direct summation is conditionally convergent. This problem emerges in the present approach as a difﬁculty to obtain accurately
the tiny contributions from small t p values. Therefore, this issue can be circumvented by
starting the integration in t at some ti > 0. This is discussed in detail in Publication I.
Implementation on GPGPUs
Traditionally, computing has been performed on central processing units (CPU). The increase of the speed of computers during the last decades has relied on Moore’s law: roughly,
the speed of processors is expected to double every two years. However, due to limits in
the miniaturization of transistors, the trend is expected to eventually break down. The
alternative route is parallelization, that is, running several tasks simultaneously in several
computing cores.
The obvious approach is running the program on several CPUs running in parallel.
Indeed, nowadays it is difﬁcult to ﬁnd a CPU which does not contain at least two or four
computing cores. Besides CPUs, other parallel computer architectures exist. In the last
years, general-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs) have emerged as an attractive
platform for high performance computing. GPGPUs are single-instruction multiple-data
(SIMD) devices, that is, they execute the same program instruction on different sets of data.
In contrast to CPUs, GPGPUs comprise hundreds of computing cores of lower speed, with
only a small part of the chip being used for other functions such as caching. GPGPUs have
therefore higher theoretical peak performances than CPUs, often by one or two orders of
magnitude. Also, GPGPUs have a much lower cost per FLOP, both in terms of electrical
power and money.
However, in order to implement a given method in a parallel architecture, it ﬁrst needs
to be broken down into operations that can be run in parallel. Not every algorithm can
be parallelized equally easily. Often, parallelization of an efﬁcient serial algorithm leads
to more expensive individual steps. In this case, only when the overheads derived from
parallelization are sufﬁciently small is the parallel version faster.
There are two main things to consider when devising an algorithm for GPGPUs. The
ﬁrst is considering the SIMD nature of the device: ideally, all operations performed should
be identical, for instance the algorithm should contain no branching, such as if–else blocks.
The second is that the transfer of information between main memory to the graphics card
memory is slow, and should therefore be minimized.
GPGPUs are very appealing for quantum chemical calculations. Unfortunately, although remarkable advances have been made in the recent years [81, 114], the most common algorithms are difﬁcult to port to GPGPUs. As it has been shown in this chapter, the
nature of the bubbles basis leads to algorithms that can be trivially parallelized. The operations are broken down into identical instruction blocks performed on different sets of
input data. The most expensive operations using the bubbles basis are the transformations
and multiplications of two functions, due to the bubbles injection step. In Publication V,
the performance of these two steps has been benchmarked on GPGPUs. Both operations
show remarkable speed. Despite the considerable cost of the presented methods, their accuracy and their suitability for massively parallel computer architectures makes the bubbles
basis an attractive candidate for performing quantum chemical calculations.

5 Results and conclusions
In this thesis, a number of numerical methods applicable to calculations of electronic structure have been presented. A special focus has been devoted on producing highly parallelizable algorithms, suitable for the new generations of computers. Another point shared by
the presented methods is the rigorous control of the numerical accuracy by some simple
parameters.
The presented methods have been published in ﬁve articles, which are summarized in
the following.

5.1

Summary of the papers

Paper I
In this work, the Direct Approach to Gravitation and Electrostatics (DAGE) [42, 113] was
extended to treat a variety of periodic systems, such as surfaces and wires. The quadrature
used in those previous articles proved to be insufﬁcient, as it did not converge adequately
for extended systems in three dimensions. This led to the development of the quadrature
for the Coulomb potential presented in Section 3.3, used throughout the rest of the papers
included in this thesis.
Sergio Losilla developed the numerical quadrature. He wrote the computer implementation, planned and ran the test calculations, and wrote the ﬁrst draft of the manuscript.

Paper II
The bubbles framework for representing molecular scalar functions was developed. It was
shown that an accurate and economic representation could be achieved by using a mixture
of atom-centred bases and three-dimensional ﬁnite elements.
The numerical representation was originally conceived by Dage Sundholm, using functions of s and p symmetry to represent the nuclear cusps. Sergio Losilla extended it to
spherical harmonics of arbitrary order. Sergio Losilla also developed the algorithm for
computing products of two functions, implemented the computer library, devised the density partitioning method, and wrote the ﬁrst version of the manuscript.

Paper III
In this paper, the quadrature for the Coulomb potential was applied to computing twoelectron integrals over Gaussian-type orbitals. Recursive expressions for computing integrals over functions with arbitrary angular momentum number were derived. The obtained expressions were similar to those in the Obara–Saika method, but the algorithm
has lower asymptotic scaling. The numerical quadrature breaks the problem into smaller
pieces, opening new parallelization possibilities.
The mathematical formulation was derived by Mooses Mehine. Sergio Losilla assisted
in deriving the equations, adapted the numerical quadrature for the purpose, wrote the
computer program, computed the results and prepared the ﬁgures and tables, and wrote
parts of the manuscript.
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Paper IV
Analogously to Paper III, the quadrature developed in Paper I was applied to a class of threeelectron integrals appearing in explicitly correlated calculations, which in general cannot be
computed analytically.
Mooses Mehine derived the equations. Sergio Losilla extended the quadrature scheme
to compute the two-dimensional integrals, implemented the computer program, carried
out the calculations and wrote parts of the manuscript.

Paper V
The algorithms presented in Paper II were ported to run on GPGPUs. The algorithms
showed excellent performance and suitability for these emerging many-core architectures.
Sergio Losilla implemented the programs, performed the calculations, and wrote the bulk
of the manuscript.
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The direct approach to gravitation and electrostatics 共DAGE兲 algorithm is an accurate, efﬁcient, and
ﬂexible method for calculating electrostatic potentials. In this paper, we show that the algorithm can
be easily extended to consider systems with many different kinds of periodicities, such as crystal
lattices, surfaces, or wires. The accuracy and performance are nearly the same for periodic and
aperiodic systems. The electrostatic potential for semiperiodic systems, namely defects in crystal
lattices, can be obtained by combining periodic and aperiodic calculations. The method has been
applied to an ionic model system mimicking NaCl, and to a corresponding covalent model
system. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. 关doi:10.1063/1.3291027兴
I. INTRODUCTION

The charge density of periodic systems can be expressed
as an inﬁnite sum of the density of repeated unit cells. This
view provides a possibility to extend direct integration approaches to studies of surfaces, two-dimensional 共2D兲 slabs,
and one-dimensional 共1D兲 wires. The periodic bulk material
has an inﬁnite number of unit cells, each associated with a
vector k, whose integer components in three dimensions kx,
ky, and kz formally run from −⬁ to ⬁. For slabs, the summation of the unit cells in the z direction consists of only one
term, whereas the two remaining dimensions are formally
inﬁnite. Analogously, a wire is inﬁnite in only one dimension
and ﬁnite in the two others. A completely aperiodic object or
a general molecule is considered in only one unit cell.
The periodicity can also be truncated in one direction of
a periodic dimension giving raise to semiperiodic objects
such as surfaces, edges, or corners of the aforementioned
systems. For surfaces, one dimension 共e.g., z兲 is truncated
with kz taking integer values in the interval 关0 , ⬁关. For more
realistic cases, the density for such systems will not be truly
periodic, as the density at the edges is different from the
density in the bulk. However, the system can still be considered as a combination of two or more systems, each one of
them with their own periodicity. For instance, a surface can
be considered as one or more 2D inﬁnite slabs forming the
upper layers, on top of a truncated three-dimensional 共3D兲
crystal lattice. This view also allows for introducing aperiodic perturbations in a periodic structure, which can be
found in systems such as defects in the solid state or clusters
embedded in a periodic matrix.
Calculation of electrostatic interactions for periodic systems is of great importance for many applications. A variety
of well-established methods are available for this purpose.
For 3D periodic systems, the Ewald summation method is the
classical approach for calculating electrostatic interactions
between point charges in periodic systems.1 For periodic sysa兲
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tems with smooth electron densities the fast Fourier transformation method is a powerful approach, because the Laplacian is diagonal in the momentum representation, and the
Fourier transform to the reciprocal space scales well with the
size of the system. For large ﬁnite aperiodic systems, an
efﬁcient method to solve electrostatic interaction problems is
the fast multipole method.2–5
For aperiodic perturbations in periodic systems, the solution of the electrostatic problem is more complicated because the method should be able to consider the periodic
structure of the bulk material and the aperiodicty due to defects or sparsely embedded molecules and clusters. Two
main approaches have been employed to tackle such systems. The straightforward approach is to assume that the
system is periodic even though it contains defects interrupting the periodicity. The main disadvantage with such an approach is that the impurities are too dense, giving rise to an
overestimation of the interactions between them. The spurious defect-defect interactions can be reduced by using larger
supercells rendering the calculations computationally more
expensive.6 Alternatively, embedding schemes can be employed. Then, the quantum mechanical calculation is performed without periodic boundary conditions and the interactions of the surrounding are simulated by using point
charges or more realistic charge densities.7,8 The embedded
scheme at the point-charge level has very recently been extended to treat molecules embedded in a periodic
environment.9
Here, we present an extension of the DAGE method10,11 to
periodic systems. We show that the original algorithm can be
generalized in a very straightforward manner, allowing calculations of electrostatic potentials for many types of periodic systems. The method can be extended to semiperiodic
systems. The main features, such as sub-ppm accuracy,
nearly linear computational scaling and the possibility to
achieve linear scaling,5 and good parallel scaling are retained.
By dividing the charge density into a periodic and a
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defect density, the present approach can be used to calculate
the electrostatic potential for a single defect or for a molecule
embedded by a periodic matrix. Natan et al.12 and Genovese
and co-workers13–15 recently developed similar methods to
calculate the electrostatic potential for surfaces and aperiodic
systems. They use local basis functions to describe the functions in the aperiodic direction, whereas in the two periodic
dimensions the density is expanded in plane waves.14 They
employ wavelets as local basis functions as also Fann et al.16
Harrison and co-workers17–19 do in their MADNESS program
for numerical electronic structure calculations.
This article is structured as follows. The basic theory and
a presentation of the general algorithm, including the treatment of periodic systems, are given in Sec. II. Section III
discusses some important numerical aspects on the treatment
of the r−1
12 operator. Calculations of the electrostatic potential
for two model densities are presented in Sec. IV. The methods and main results are summarized in Sec. V.

II. THEORY

The electrostatic potential corresponding to a given
charge density can be obtained by calculating the Coulomb
integral

冕

1
共r2兲 d3r2
V共r1兲 =
r
12
⍀

共1兲

over the whole 3D domain ⍀. For periodic systems, the
charge densities of all unit cells are identical to the density of
a reference unit cell, 0共r兲

k共r兲 = 0共r − k · R兲.

共2兲

In Eq. 共2兲, the vector components of R, Rx, Ry, and Rz
are the dimensions of the unit cell in the Cartesian directions.
Thus, k · R is the offset between the reference and the kth
unit cell. The charge density of a periodic system expressed
as a sum of contributions from locally deﬁned unit cells becomes

共r兲 = 兺 0共r − k · R兲.

共3兲

k

This implies that the electrostatic potential in a given
unit cell can also be obtained as a sum of the contributions
from all unit cells. The expression for the electrostatic potential in the reference unit cell can then be written as
V0共r1兲 = 兺
k

冕

⍀

0共r2兲

1
d 3r 2 .
兩r1 − r2 − k · R兩

共4兲

By rewriting the Coulomb operator as an integral expression using the well-known identity
1
2
=
冑
r


冕

⬁

2 2

e−t r dt

共5兲

0

discretizing the auxiliary t integral, and calculating it numerically using, e.g., Gaussian quadrature, the Coulomb expression for the electrostatic potential in the unit cell becomes

V0共x1,y 1,z1兲 =

2

p
冑 兺
p

冕冕冕
⬁

⬁

−⬁

−⬁

⬁

兺 e−t 共x
−⬁ k k k

2
2
p 2 + kxRx − x1兲

x y z

2
2
2
2
⫻e−tp共y2 + kyRy − y1兲 e−tp共z2 + kzRz − z1兲

⫻0共x2,y 2,z2兲dx2dy 2dz2 ,

共6兲

where the integration points t p and the corresponding integration weights  p have been introduced. The density and
the potential in the reference unit cell can be discretized by
expanding them using tensorial ﬁnite-element 共FE兲 functions. In this work, we use Lagrange interpolation polynomials 共LIPs兲 as numerical basis functions. Other representations
that have been used in this context are wavelets and Chebyshev functions.5,15 The main advantage of tensorial numerical basis functions is the separability; the integrals of the
multidimensional case can be expressed as outer products of
the 1D ones rendering efﬁcient computer implementations
easier.20
In the 1D case, the LIP representation of a function 共x兲
is given by

共x兲 = 兺 f ii共x兲,

共7兲

i

where i共x兲 are the 1D interpolation functions

i共x兲 = 兿
l⫽i

共x − xl兲
共xi − xl兲

共8兲

and f i are the corresponding expansion coefﬁcients. The xl
points are often denoted grid or mesh points making a natural connection between the present FE method and ﬁnitedifference approaches.21,22 In Eq. 共8兲, one can see that i共x兲
have the property of being one in one of the xl points and
zero in all the others. This implies that when a given function
is expanded in LIPs, its expansion coefﬁcients, f i, are equal
to the value of the function in the xl points. One can take
advantage of this property by approximating functionals by
projecting the function onto the LIP basis. For example, the
charge density contribution from an orbital can be calculated
as the square of the LIP expansion coefﬁcients of the orbital.
This property is preserved for higher dimensional spaces
when tensorial basis functions are used.

ijk共x,y,z兲 = i共x兲 j共y兲k共z兲.

共9兲

In Eq. 共9兲, the tensorial basis functions ijk共x , y , z兲 are
written as an outer product of the 1D LIP basis functions. The
unit cell is divided into cubical elements. The density and the
potential are expanded in the tensorial LIP functions in each
element, whereas outside a given element the basis functions
vanish. The continuity conditions are fulﬁlled by having the
same expansion coefﬁcients for the nonvanishing LIPs at the
element borders.
As in the aperiodic case, the LIP expansion coefﬁcients
of the potential 共v␣␤␥兲 in the reference unit cell can be obtained from the corresponding expansion coefﬁcients of the
density 共d␣⬘␤⬘␥⬘兲 as
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coupled matrix multiplications for each t p value and for one
of the spatial indices 共␣, ␤, or ␥兲. The ﬁnal expansion coefﬁcients of the potential are obtained by adding each t p contribution multiplied by the appropriate integration weight.
Computational aspects of the algorithm have been discussed
in our previous works.10,11

III. INTEGRATION IN THE T-SPACE

FIG. 1. The maximum number of cells required for the summation in
Eq. 共11兲 to converge to a relative accuracy of 10−12. The volume of the cubic
unit cell is 10.63 bohr3. Sixth order LIP are used as element functions.

v␣␤␥ =

2

pmax

Nz

Ny

Nx

␥⬘

␤⬘

␣⬘

z,p
y,p
x,p
 p 兺 F␥␥⬘ 兺 F␤␤⬘ 兺 F␣␣⬘d␣⬘␤⬘␥⬘ ,
冑 兺
p

共10兲

V共r1兲 =

where the Fp matrices are given by
F␣␣⬘ = 兺
x,p

kx

冕

⬁

−⬁

2

2

e−tp共x␣ − x2 − kxRx兲 ␣⬘共x2兲dx2 .

The accuracy of the calculated potentials is determined
by two factors: the tightness of the numerical grid in the
three Cartesian dimensions, and the quality of the integration
in the t-space. The grid can be systematically improved by
increasing the number of points until the results converge to
the desired accuracy. The numerical integration in the t-space
requires a more careful sampling. Although adding more
quadrature points would eventually yield accurate results as
well, such an approach is inefﬁcient, and it is difﬁcult to
assess the quality of the obtained results. A better understanding of the integrand is crucial in order to improve the
integration scheme.
The expression for the potential can be rewritten as

共11兲

The formal integration from −⬁ to ⬁ in Eq. 共11兲 is limited to the element where ␣⬘共x2兲 is deﬁned. The x␣ denote
coordinates of the grid points in one dimension where the
potential is to be calculated.5,10,11 Notice that the grid points
for the potential x␣ and the grid points for the density x␣⬘ do
not need to be the same. Analogous expressions can be obtained for the Fy,p and Fz,p matrices.
The only difference between the periodic and aperiodic
cases is the formally inﬁnite summation of the contributions
to the integrals of the Fx,p, Fy,p, and Fz,p matrices. This summation converges very fast for t-values larger than 1. Figure
1 shows the maximum number of terms needed to obtain a
relative accuracy of 10−12 respect to the highest term in the
sum. Very small t-values require that many cells are considered, but as seen in the present applications, they can be
omitted as they hardly contribute to the total potential.
By performing the sum over unit cells in only one or two
dimensions, wires or planes can be studied. The approach
can also be generalized to other periodic objects, such as
edges or corners, as long as the whole set of k vectors can be
constructed as an outer product of 1D translation vectors,
i.e., 兵k其 = 兵kx其 丢 兵ky其 丢 兵kz其. Note that the charge density in an
unit cell at an edge is usually not exactly the same as the
density in an unit cell in the bulk. The total density can hence
not be decomposed into an inﬁnite sum of shifted reference
cells. However, the ﬁnal potential can be obtained as a sum
of two or more contributions from different densities, each
one with its own periodicity.
Once the Fp matrices are constructed, the algorithm is
identical for the periodic and aperiodic cases. The evaluation
of the potential using Eq. 共10兲 consists of three sets of

=

冑 冕 冋冕
冑 冕
⬁

2



⍀

0

共r2兲e−t

2共r − r 兲2 3
1
2

册

d r2 dt

⬁

2

共12兲

W共r1,t兲dt.



0

If 共r2兲 is continuous, W共r1 , t兲 is continuous in t as well
as in r1. When t = 0, the Gaussian operator becomes the identity, and W共r1 , 0兲 is the total charge Q
W共r1,0兲 =

冕

⍀

共r2兲d3r2 = Q.

共13兲

For neutral systems, W共r1 , 0兲 = 0. For small t-values,
W共r1 , t兲 is expected to be easily approximated with polynomials, which are accurately integrated using Gaussian
quadrature.
For large t-values, a powerful integration scheme can be
obtained by expanding the density 共r2兲 in a Taylor series
around the coordinate r1

冉 冊
冊
兺冉

共r2兲 = 共r1兲 + 兺
i

+

1
2

ij

共r2兲
 x2,i

 共r2兲
 x2,i  x2,j

x12,i

r1

x12,ix12,j + O共r31兲

共14兲

r1

which is correct up to second order. The corresponding series
expansion for W共r1 , t兲 then becomes
W共r1,t兲 = 共r1兲

共3/2兲
共3/2兲 1 2
共ⵜ
+

共r
兲兲
+ O共t−7兲.
2
r
1 t5
4
t3
共15兲

For sufﬁciently large t-values the Gaussian operator is
sharp, and can be considered as a good approximation to the
Dirac ␦ function centered at r1. This allows separating the
integral in Eq. 共12兲 into two parts
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TABLE I. Errors in the numerical integration of 兰a1x−3dx 共in ppm兲 using
12-point linear and logarithmic Gaussian quadratures.
a

Linear quadrature

Logarithmic quadrature

−10

2
5
10
102
104
106

−1.1⫻ 10−10
−2.3⫻ 10−10
−4.5⫻ 10−10
−7.8⫻ 10−10
−8.4⫻ 10−5
−5.6⫻ 10−2

−1.5⫻ 10
−3.0⫻ 10−2
−3.2⫻ 101
−2.7⫻ 105
−1.0⫻ 106
−1.0⫻ 106

V共r1兲 =

2

冑

冕

tf

W共r1,t兲dt +

0


共r1兲 + O共t−4
f 兲.
t2f

(a)

共16兲

The ﬁrst integral still has to be solved numerically. The
error in the potential at each point of space due to omission
of the second order term in Eq. 共15兲 is
(b)


V共2兲共r1兲 = 4 共ⵜ2共r2兲兲r1 .
8t f

共17兲

Even when this approximation does not hold for the
whole domain, W共r1 , t兲 will nevertheless be a slowly decaying function for large t-values. This kind of functions is difﬁcult to interpolate accurately using polynomials. Gaussian
quadrature is thus expected to perform poorly for integrating
W共r1 , t兲 in that region. An alternative quadrature can be obtained by integrating in logarithmic coordinates. The transformed integral can then be calculated numerically

冕

tf

tl

W共r1,t兲dt =

冕

FIG. 2. Charge densities of the 共a兲 ionic and the 共b兲 covalent systems. The
isosurfaces are plotted at 0.02 共red兲 and ⫺0.02 共blue兲. Planar cuts of the
charge densities are also shown.

E=

⍀

=

=
log共t f 兲

log共tl兲

W共r1,es兲esds

⬇ 兺  pW共r1,esp兲esp
p

= 兺 ␤ pW共r1,u p兲.

共18兲

p

The accuracy of both quadratures is assessed by computing the errors for the numerical calculation of 兰a1x−3dx for
different values of a. The results are shown in Table I. While
standard Gaussian quadrature would require a huge number
of points to accurately integrate W共r1 , t兲 over several orders
of magnitude, the Gaussian quadrature in the logarithmic
scale needs only a few integration points to yield very small
numerical errors.
The integration domain 关0 , ⬁关 is divided in three regions.
The linear region 关0 , tl兴 is integrated using Gaussian quadrature, the logarithmic region 关tl , t f 兴 using Gaussian quadrature
in logarithmic coordinates, and the tail region 关t f , ⬁关 is integrated using the second term of Eq. 共16兲. An accurate integration scheme requires a careful choice of tl and t f . A good
value for t f can be estimated using Eq. 共17兲. The optimal tl is
the smallest t-value for which W共r1 , t f 兲 is proportional to t−3
f
for the whole r1 space. A simple way to ﬁnd this parameter is
to examine the average behavior of W共r1 , t兲. This can be
achieved by expanding the self-interaction Coulomb energy
E in t and integrating over r1 for each t-value as

冕

V共r1兲共r1兲d3r1

冕 冋冕
冑 冕
2

冑
2



⬁

0

⍀

册

W共r1,t兲共r1兲d3r1 dt

⬁

F共t兲dt.

共19兲

0

tl can then be easily estimated by plotting F共t兲. Once tl and t f
are set, the number of quadrature points can be increased
until a probe quantity 共e.g., the self-interaction energy兲 is
converged to the desired accuracy, or preferably, until the
precision does not improve by increasing the number of integration points, i.e., the remaining error is only due to the
quality of the Cartesian grid.
IV. CASE STUDIES

Two model systems have been considered for testing the
algorithm: an “ionic” and a “covalent” one. The unit cell of
the ionic model system, shown in Fig. 2共a兲, consists of eight
Gaussian charge distributions, of which four have a charge of
+e and four have the opposite charge −e. The centers of the
Gaussians form a cube with side lengths of 5.3 a.u., similar
to the NaCl rock salt structure. The exponents are 1.2 for the
positive Gaussians and 0.6 for the negative ones. They have
been chosen to yield a charge of 0.99e when the densities are
integrated up to the ionic radii of Na+ and Cl−. The total net
charge is zero. The covalent system, shown in Fig. 2共b兲, has
the same structure, but in this case every lattice site has two
Gaussians with opposite sign. The resulting charge density is
composed of positively charged cores surrounded by negatively charged shells, also with no net charge.
The model systems have been chosen for a number of
reasons. As the densities are composed by Gaussian func-
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tions, analytical values are very easy to compute. The charge
densities are smooth, and should be handled accurately using
ﬁnite elements. For periodic systems, a zero net charge is
required in every cell. Otherwise, the total charge of the system would become inﬁnite. From the computational point of
view, the most important difference between the two systems
is that the ionic one has local dipoles, while the covalent one
does not. The ionic system cannot be exactly separated into a
product of 1D functions, while the covalent can. This provides additional evidence for the validity of the tensorial
approach.
For these model systems, the Gaussian charge distributions extend outside the boundaries of the unit cell. The calculation domain has to be increased in the aperiodic dimension to contain the entire charge. A box that is 1.5 times
larger than the unit cell in each dimension contains the whole
charge, up to ppm accuracy. For the periodic cases, the
charge density, deﬁned by Eq. 共3兲, is completely contained
inside the unit cell. Therefore, for aperiodic dimensions, the
calculation domain is 15.9 bohr long, whereas for periodic
dimensions it has the same size as the unit cell 共10.6 bohr兲.
In order to keep the same step length between the grid points
in the two cases and to achieve a comparable accuracy, the
number of ﬁnite elements per dimension has to be accordingly increased.
The numerical grids are denoted here by the step length
in bohr. For instance, the 0.146 grid is a grid with 109 grid
points in aperiodic dimensions and 73 grid points in periodic
dimensions. This corresponds to 18 or 12 ﬁnite elements for
the sixth order 1D LIP basis. For the rest of the work, we
focus mainly on optimizing the t-integration for the 0.146
grid. Calculations employing this grid size are not computationally expensive, taking about 50 s on an AMD64 Dual
Core 4600+ workstation for the completely aperiodic case.
Figures 3共a兲 and 3共b兲 show the F共t兲 curves for the ionic
and the covalent systems, respectively, calculated using free
boundary conditions 共P0D兲, and periodic boundary conditions
along one 共P1D兲, two 共P2D兲 or three 共P3D兲 Cartesian axes with
the 0.146 grid. The F共t兲 curves behave as discussed in Sec.
III. For t ⱖ 2, the curves decay toward zero such as t−3, implying that tl can be set to 2. For small values of t, the curves
decay to Q = 0, as the total densities do not contain any net
charge. For the P3D cases, F共t兲 unexpectedly increases at
small t-values. Calculations using a denser grid showed that
this is an artifact due to the use of a too small grid. For the
P3D cases, the problematic small t-values contribute very
little to the potential, implying that they can be disregarded
for the P3D periodic systems. The ﬁrst integration point ti
should be chosen where F共ti兲 is small enough and insensitive
to grid reﬁnements. The appropriate choices are 0.1 for the
ionic system and 0.12 for the covalent one. The ﬁnal integration point can be estimated from Eq. 共17兲. In the current
applications, t f = 500 introduces errors which are smaller than
the overall accuracy threshold.
Two probe quantities are used to assess the accuracy of
the t-integration, namely the self-interaction energy, and the
potential along the line passing through the center of two of
the Gaussian functions. The calculation of analytical reference values requires the explicit contribution from every unit

J. Chem. Phys. 132, 024102 共2010兲
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(a)

(b)
FIG. 3. F共t兲 curves for 共a兲 the ionic and 共b兲 the covalent systems. The black
vertical lines show the Gaussian quadrature intervals chosen for the ﬁnal
calculation. The dashed line is the lower integration limit ti for the P3D case;
for the rest of the cases ti = 0 was chosen. The interval 关ti , tl兴 is subdivided
into three 12-point quadrature intervals.

cell image. The analytical self-interaction energy can be calculated for every case, but the analytical potentials for the
cases with two and three periodic dimensions are too demanding to be computed.
We perform the integration by dividing the linear and
logarithmic regions in sub-intervals, which are integrated using a 12-point quadrature. The accuracy limit for the
t-integration is reached for all the considered cases using the
0.146 grid with one interval for the logarithmic region and
three intervals for the linear region, namely 关ti , 0.2兴,
关0.2,0.4兴, 关0.4,2兴. This is a total of 48 quadrature points,
which is 60% the amount used in our previous work.11 It
should be noted that for the P0D cases one less interval, that
is 36 points, can be used for the linear region without affecting the accuracy. The results do not change signiﬁcantly
when the intervals are slightly altered. The accuracy of the
potentials obtained with this integration scheme is shown in
Fig. 4. Although the numerical errors at the center of the
steeper Gaussian functions seem large, the maximum error is
in all cases below 10 ppm as compared to the average accu-
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FIG. 4. Absolute error in the potential along a line parallel to the x axis and
passing through the center of the Gaussian charge distributions obtained for
the P0D and P1D cases using the 0.146 grid.

racy of around 1 ppm. For the periodic cases, the error is of
the same magnitude as for the aperiodic ones, even though
the baseline in the graph is slightly higher.
Table II shows the errors in the self-interaction energy
calculated with the integration scheme described above. The
errors decrease with increasing the number of elements per
side of the integration domain. Sub-ppm accuracy is obtained
with the 0.109 grid 共145 and 109 grid points for the aperiodic
and periodic cases, respectively兲. Increasing the number of
elements further does not improve the accuracy, implying
that the dominant remaining error is due to the integration in
t space. Figure 5 shows that the tiny error in the selfinteraction energy obtained with the 0.109 grid is due to
error cancellations, as a larger average error is obtained when
using a more accurate t-integration scheme.
As mentioned in Sec. II, the method can be extended for
treating semiperiodic systems. The most simple cases are
considered here, in which only the periodicity in one dimension is truncated, namely wire tips 共S1P0D兲, slab edges
共S1P1D兲, and crystal surfaces 共S1P2D兲. As the density of each
Gaussian extends only to the nearest neighboring unit cells,
the total density of the model systems can be separated into
two contributions, one from the tip, edge or surface, and one
from the bulk. Cases with truncated periodicity in two or
three dimensions, corresponding to corners, can be treated
similarly, but the density needs to be decomposed into four
or eight contributions. In realistic systems, the density will

FIG. 5. Absolute error in the potential along a line parallel to the x axis and
passing through the center of the Gaussian charge distributions for the P0D
ionic system, calculated using different grids.

vary with the depth into the bulk in a more complicated way.
This can be overcome by using an extended set of input
charge densities, and by using larger supercells. Such calculations are outside the scope of the present work. Figure 6
shows the potentials of systems where the periodicity is truncated in zero or one dimensions.
V. SUMMARY

The DAGE algorithm for efﬁcient calculation of electrostatic potentials from given charge densities has been generalized to deal with periodic systems. The only difference
compared to the aperiodic case appears in the construction of
the Fp matrices used for the linear transformations. For periodic systems, the matrices are obtained as a sum of contributions from spatially shifted images of the reference unit
cell. For large t-values, the sum converges very fast, only a
few neighboring cells have to be considered. For small
t-values, also remote unit cells contribute to the Fp matrices,
increasing the computational costs for a given grid size.
However, the contribution from very small t-values can be
neglected in the P3D periodic calculations.
Once the Fp matrices are constructed, they can be reused
and employed in calculations of electrostatic potentials originating from different densities because the Fp matrices are
independent of the charge density. The computational costs,
scaling behavior, and accuracy are the same for the linear

TABLE II. Errors in the self-interaction energy 共in ppm兲 for the ionic and covalent systems calculated as a function of the grid step in bohr, obtained using
different periodicities. The number of elements in the periodic/aperiodic dimensions is also given.
Ionic system
Step
0.427
0.217
0.146
0.109
0.088
0.073

Elements
4/6
8/12
12/18
16/24
20/30
24/36

P0D

P1D
4

1.38⫻ 10
−1.19⫻ 102
−1.68⫻ 100
1.26⫻ 10−1
1.59⫻ 10−1
1.63⫻ 10−1

Covalent system
P2D

4

1.45⫻ 10
−1.22⫻ 102
−1.77⫻ 100
1.33⫻ 10−1
1.69⫻ 10−1
1.73⫻ 10−1

P3D
4

2.20⫻ 10
−1.23⫻ 102
−1.82⫻ 100
1.44⫻ 10−1
1.80⫻ 10−1
1.85⫻ 10−1

P0D
4

1.50⫻ 10
−1.25⫻ 102
−1.85⫻ 100
1.58⫻ 10−1
1.95⫻ 10−1
2.00⫻ 10−1

P1D
4

6.67⫻ 10
−5.03⫻ 102
5.27⫻ 10−2
−1.45⫻ 101
3.97⫻ 10−1
4.38⫻ 10−1

P2D
4

7.04⫻ 10
−5.03⫻ 102
4.98⫻ 10−2
−1.45⫻ 101
3.94⫻ 10−1
4.36⫻ 10−1

P3D
5

2.58⫻ 10
−4.77⫻ 102
4.68⫻ 10−2
−1.45⫻ 101
3.92⫻ 10−1
4.33⫻ 10−1

6.36⫻ 104
−4.68⫻ 102
4.35⫻ 10−2
−1.44⫻ 101
3.88⫻ 10−1
4.30⫻ 10−1
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(a) p0d

(b) s1p0d

(e) p2d

(c) p1d

(f ) s1p2d

(d) s1p1d

(g) p3d

FIG. 6. Potentials for the ionic system with different boundary conditions: 共a兲 an isolated unit cell, 共b兲 a tip unit cell of a wire, 共c兲 a bulk unit cell of a wire,
共d兲 an edge unit cell of a slab, 共e兲 a bulk unit cell of a slab, 共f兲 a surface unit cell of a crystal lattice, and 共g兲 a bulk unit cell of a crystal lattice. The isosurfaces
are plotted at 0.04 共red兲 and ⫺0.04 共blue兲 a.u. The boundaries of the primitive unit cell are shown in yellow.

transformations in both the aperiodic and periodic cases. The
calculation of the electrostatic potential for periodic systems
might even be computationally cheaper because the charge
density extends over a larger volume in the aperiodic case.
For a given accuracy, the grid needed in the periodic calculations is therefore smaller than the one required by the aperiodic counterpart. The sources of error, especially the nu−1
operator, were analyzed in detail.
merical treatment of the r12
A cost-efﬁcient integration scheme, applicable to general
systems, has been developed.
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A divide and conquer real-space approach for all-electron molecular
electrostatic potentials and interaction energies
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A computational scheme to perform accurate numerical calculations of electrostatic potentials and
interaction energies for molecular systems has been developed and implemented. Molecular electron and energy densities are divided into overlapping atom-centered atomic contributions and a
three-dimensional molecular remainder. The steep nuclear cusps are included in the atom-centered
functions making the three-dimensional remainder smooth enough to be accurately represented with
a tractable amount of grid points. The one-dimensional radial functions of the atom-centered contributions as well as the three-dimensional remainder are expanded using ﬁnite element functions. The
electrostatic potential is calculated by integrating the Coulomb potential for each separate density
contribution, using our tensorial ﬁnite element method for the three-dimensional remainder. We also
provide algorithms to compute accurate electron-electron and electron-nuclear interactions numerically using the proposed partitioning. The methods have been tested on all-electron densities of 18
reasonable large molecules containing elements up to Zn. The accuracy of the calculated Coulomb
interaction energies is in the range of 10−3 to 10−6 Eh when using an equidistant grid with a step
length of 0.05 a0 . © 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4721386]
Ri (r) ∝ e−αi r ) basis sets.1, 2 More ﬂexible numerical forms
of Ri (r) have also been employed.3, 4
The popularity and success of atom-centered basis sets
is due to their compactness: even small basis sets such as
STO-3G, which consists of 15 Gaussian functions with lmax
= 1 for carbon, can provide qualitatively correct results.
To improve the basis set, more radial functions as well as
higher angular momentum (l) functions have to be included.
Nevertheless, relatively compact basis-set expansions such as
the so-called correlation-consistent triple-ζ valence basis sets
(cc-pVTZ),5 which consists of 42 Gaussian functions with
lmax = 3 for C, are considered to provide quantitatively reliable results in most routine calculations. Although calculations with small atom-centered basis sets offer a reasonably good accuracy in spite of their small size, increasing
the basis-set size does not necessarily improve the results systematically nor uniformly. A practically complete basis set is
difﬁcult to obtain, because of the global nature of the basis
functions, that is, their domain spans the whole R3 , hampering the description of local anisotropies. Adding more functions ad inﬁnitum is not feasible, because large global basis
sets easily become overcomplete, which causes serious numerical problems.
Alternatively, local basis sets can be employed to overcome these issues. Local basis functions are only non-zero
inside a given region of space, and they have a very simple
mathematical form, such as low-order polynomials. The representation is improved by further subdividing the computational domain to include more local functions. This permits a
systematic and consistent convergence with the basis-set size.
Certain local basis sets, such as wavelets or multi-resolution
adaptive basis sets, can even provide guaranteed precision.6–8
However, representing the nuclear cusps requires a very large
2

I. INTRODUCTION

All practical implementations of any electronic structure method require representing wave functions and electron densities in a discrete form. Many-body wave functions
are typically written as a linear combination of products of
single-particle wave functions, implying that the problem is in
practice reduced to representing three-dimensional scalar
functions. For real-space methods, the functions are expressed
as a linear combination of basis functions χi (r),
f (r) ≈

N


ci χi (r).

(1)

i

The accuracy of the computation for a given electronic structure model is then limited by the quality of the basis set, that
is, how closely the exact solution can be represented by the
expansion in Eq. (1). The computational efﬁciency due to the
employed basis sets depends on two factors. First, the compactness of the basis set, that is, how many terms are needed
to achieve a given accuracy. Second, the complexity of the
computational operations involving the χi (r) functions.
Atom-centered basis sets are the most popular choice in
molecular electronic structure calculations. They can be written as
χiA (rA ) = Ri (rA )Yli mi (θA , φA ),

(2)

where Ri (rA ) are radial functions and Yli mi (θA , φA ) denotes
spherical harmonics describing the angular part. The subscript A refers to the nucleus located at position RA , and
rA , θ A , φ A are relative spherical coordinates with respect to
RA . The choice of the radial functions Ri (r) deﬁnes different
families of atom-centered basis sets. The most common are
Slater-type (STO; Ri (r) ∝ e−ζi r ) and Gaussian-type (GTO;
0021-9606/2012/136(21)/214104/10/$30.00
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amount of local functions. Therefore, the common numerical
electronic structure programs make use of pseudopotentials
to avoid treating the core electrons explicitly.8–13 All-electron
numerical calculations have been traditionally limited to
atoms14, 15 and diatomic molecules,16–20 where it is easy to
use grids in special coordinates. Calculations on generic polyatomic molecules are more complicated, as general systems of
coordinates are not available. Although attempts to develop
fully numerical methodologies have been undertaken for
decades,21, 22 numerical schemes have made their way almost
exclusively in the integration of the exchange-correlation
potential in density functional theory (DFT) codes.23 Approaches based on ﬁnite elements suffer from the difﬁculty
of generating suitable grids.24 Adaptive schemes, on the other
hand, have been able to provide arbitrarily accurate results in
Hartree-Fock (HF) or DFT calculations, with energies deviating less than 1 μEh (micro hartree) from the complete basisset limit.6, 7, 25–27 Nevertheless, an accurate description of the
nuclear cusps requires a very large amount of grid points, limiting the calculations to molecules consisting of a small number of atoms.26
The question is whether it is possible to devise a numerical basis set that combines the ﬂexibility of local basis sets with the compactness of atom-centered basis sets.
Several approaches in this direction can be found in the
literature. For periodic systems, plane waves can be employed to describe the smooth electron density of the valence electrons.28–33 Basis sets composed of both plane
waves and spherically symmetric functions are used in several approaches descending from Slater’s augmented wave
methods.34–36 Čársky has shown that a mixed Gaussian and
plane-wave basis can be used to speed up the calculation of
two-electron integrals.37 For molecular systems, the group
of Hirao developed a method for computing electrostatic
potentials in a mixed representation of ﬁnite elements and
Gaussian functions.38–40 A similar algorithm that is based on
a combination of three-dimensional ﬁnite elements and numerical spherically symmetric functions has been proposed
without any demonstrations of its applicability to molecular
systems.41
In this work, we show that it is possible to combine
atom-centered numerical functions to describe the nuclear
cusps with local functions that account for the remaining
differences. We propose the following fully numerical
representation for molecular scalar three-dimensional
functions:

f (r) =

lM 
l

A

A
flm
(rA )Ylm (θA , φA ) + f  (r).

(3)

The partitioning into bubbles and cube in Eq. (3) is in
principle arbitrary, but it should be chosen such that f  (r)
is cusp-free, smooth, and small-valued compared to the total
function f (r).42 The maximum angular momentum (lM ) required for such a partitioning should be small for keeping the
computational complexity tractable. We demonstrate here that
molecular electronic densities can be accurately treated using
bubbles with lM = 1. This partition offers an additional advantage in electronic structure calculations, namely, the possibility to compute derivatives accurately, by representing all
low-order derivative discontinuities at the nuclear positions
in the bubbles. This allows an explicit construction of the
Hamiltonian, which is not always an option in other real-space
approaches.
This paper is structured as follows. The details of the numerical representation are discussed in Sec. II. In Sec. III,
we provide algorithms to compute electrostatic potentials,
electron-electron and electron-nuclear interaction energies in
the bubbles representation. The accuracy of the algorithms is
explored for some simple test systems. In Sec. IV, we apply
the algorithms to molecular electron densities obtained from
DFT calculations using Slater-type orbitals.

II. NUMERICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Numerical representation of one-dimensional
functions
A
The radial parts of the bubbles flm
(rA ) are approximated
using one-dimensional ﬁnite elements, that is, they are expanded as a linear combination of N local basis functions
{χ i (x) : i ∈ [1, N]} centered at a set of N grid points X
= {xi : i ∈ [1, N]},

f (x) ≈

ci χi (x).

(4)

i=1

The set of grid points is generated by subdividing the domain
[xmin , xmax ] into a set of M intervals {[ak , ak + 1 ] : k ∈ [1, M]},
with a1 = xmin and aM+1 = xmax . Each interval contains P + 1
equidistant grid points. The last grid point in a given interval
is the ﬁrst of the next one, yielding a total number of grid
points of N = MP + 1.
The functions χ i (x) are Lagrange basis polynomials of
order P deﬁned locally in one interval. The ith basis function
can be formally deﬁned by means of the characteristic function IA (x) (1 if x ∈ A, and 0 otherwise) as

l=0 m=−l

χi (x) =
In Eq. (3), the atom-centered functions (the bubbles) are
A
represented by radial functions flm
(rA ) multiplied by the
A
corresponding (real) spherical harmonics Ylm (θ A , φ A ) (Ylm
A
in shorthand). The radial functions flm (rA ) are approximated
using one-dimensional ﬁnite elements. The remainder f  (r)
(the cube) is a three-dimensional function, represented using
tensorial ﬁnite-element functions.

N


M

j =1

IAj (x)IAj (xk )


xk ∈Aj

(x − xk )
.
(x
i − xk )
\{x }

(5)

i

Continuity is ensured, as the basis functions centered at interval boundaries belong to two adjacent intervals. The functions
given by Eq. (5) have the property χ i (xj ) = δ ij , that is, they are
1 at their corresponding grid point, and 0 at the others. Therefore, the expansion coefﬁcients ci in Eq. (4) are equal to the
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values of the function at the grid points,
f (x) ≈

N


f (xi )χi (x).

(6)

i=1

The piece-wise nature of the basis in Eq. (5) avoids common
problems related to Lagrange interpolation polynomials, in
particular due to Runge’s phenomenon.
The cusps of the atom-centered functions close to the
origin require many grid points close to the origin. In the
distant regions, the functions are smooth with small amplitudes, implying that sparser grids sufﬁce. In order to obtain
a procedure to generate adequate one-dimensional grids, we
studied the representation of 1s Slater-type electron densities (ρ(r) = π −1 Z3 e−2Zr ), which are the steepest contributions to the electron density. The accuracy criterion was the
error in the electrostatic potential, whose analytical form is
V (r) = [1 − e−2Zr (1 + Zr)]r −1 , computed numerically from
ρ(r) as discussed in Sec. III. Starting from an equidistant grid
with 4 intervals in the range [0, rmax ], an “optimal” grid was
obtained by splitting each interval into two in a recursive manner, until the local contribution to the potential was below a
certain threshold.
We observed that the shape of the grids obtained in such
way could be approximately reproduced by remapping the
boundaries of an equidistant grid with M intervals from 0 to
rmax using
cr
,
(7)
r =
c + rmax − r
where c = 8Z−1.5 , Z being the charge of the nucleus where
the bubble is centered at. Numerical tests showed that for a
constant number of grid intervals, the error in the potential is
proportional to Z2 . On the other hand, for a ﬁxed Z, the error
was proportional to M−8 . Therefore, in order to have a more
or less constant precision, the number of intervals M should
be proportional to Z1/4 . In other words, if M cells are chosen
for hydrogen (Z = 1), 2M are used for sulphur (Z = 16), etc.
rmax was set to 20 a0 regardless of Z.
The grids obtained with rmax = 20 a0 and MZ=1 = 100,
using 6th order Lagrange interpolation polynomials, enable
the present algorithms to provide an adequate accuracy of
9–12 digits in the electrostatic potential. Thus, even for the
heaviest elements, a few thousand grid points should be sufﬁcient (e.g., 1795 points for Hg, Z = 80). The size of the
one-dimensional grids has very little inﬂuence on the overall computational performance and the size can be increased
when necessary.

For each one-dimensional grid, a corresponding basis set is
generated as given by Eq. (5). The three-dimensional basis
set is a tensor product of the one-dimensional bases,
{χij k (x, y, z)}
y

= {χix } ⊗ {χi } ⊗ {χkz }
y

= {χix (x)χj (y)χkz (z) : i ∈ [1, Nx ], j ∈ [1, Ny ], k ∈ [1, Nz ]}.
(9)
Similar to the one-dimensional case in Eq. (4), the threedimensional functions are approximated as
f  (x, y, z) =

N y Nz
Nx 



y

fijk χix (x)χj (y)χkz (z),

(10)

i=1 j =1 k=1

using the shorthand notation fijk ≡ f  (xi , yj , zk ).
Currently, a simple equidistant grid is used. More general
grids to represent the three-dimensional functions can be implemented without modifying the rest of the code. The threedimensional domain is deﬁned such that every atom is at least
8 a0 away from the boundaries. Preliminary tests show that
the number of grid points can be reduced by a factor of at
least two per dimension without affecting the accuracy when
simple non-equidistant grids are employed.
III. ELECTROSTATICS
A. Calculation of electrostatic potentials

The electrostatic potential produced by a charge density
partitioned as in Eq. (3) can be computed in a straightforward
manner by integrating the Coulomb potential, as each term
will yield a potential contribution of the same symmetry
 
A



 
A,lm ρlm (rA )Ylm (θA , φA ) + ρ (r ) 3 
V (r) =
d r

|r − r |

A
A
=
Vlm
(rA )Ylm
+ V  (r),
(11)
A,lm
A
= Ylm (θA , φA ).
where Ylm
A
The radial functions Vlm
(rA ) can be calculated efﬁciently
and accurately by means of the following expression:

 rA
4π
A
A
Vlm
rA −(l+1)
ρlm
(sA )sAl+2 dsA
(rA ) =
2l + 1
0

 ∞
A
+ rA l
ρlm
(sA )sA1−l dsA .
(12)
rA

B. Numerical representation of three-dimensional
functions

The cubes are represented by means of tensorial ﬁnite
elements. The grid points are obtained as a Cartesian product
of 3 one-dimensional grids,
P= X×Y ×Z
= {rij k = (xi ,yj ,zk ) : i ∈ [1, Nx ], j ∈ [1, Ny ], k ∈ [1, Nz ]}.
(8)

For 1s Slater-type densities with Z up to 30, calculations using
the one-dimensional grid described in Sec. II A yield potentials accurate to 12 digits. The largest errors of ca. 10−9 a.u.
appear only very close to the nuclear positions. The computational cost for the integration of the expression in Eq. (12)
is negligible as compared to the CPU time spent in the rest of
the code.
For the calculation of V  , the direct three-dimensional
integration method is used.43–45 It exploits the tensorial
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ﬁnite-element basis in Eq. (10) leading to almost linear
(O(N 4/3 )) scaling with the number of grid points (N). Linear scaling can be achieved by using an approach related to
the fast multipole method (FMM).46
The Coulomb operator is written using the integral
expression
 ∞
1
1
2
2 2
=
=√
e−t r12 dt.
(13)
|r1 − r2 |
r12
π 0

II

The integration domain is split in two parts: the integral from
0 to a given tf (long range) is performed numerically using
Legendre-Gauss quadrature in both linear and logarithmic coordinates. From tf to inﬁnity (short range) the Gaussian is approximated as a Dirac delta function. The resulting expression
is

1
π
2 2
≈
ωp e−tp r12 + 2 δ(r1 − r2 ),
r12
t
f
p

calculations,

E2 =

ρ(r)V (r) d3 r.

When V (r) and ρ(r) are partitioned as in Eq. (3), E2 can
be computed in a straightforward manner by integrating the
product term by term,

4π  ∞ A
A
E2 =
ρlm (rA )Vlm
(rA )rA2 drA
2l + 1 A,lm 0
 
A
A B
+
ρlm
(rA )Ylm
Vl  m (rB )YlB m d3 r
A=B,lm,l  m

+



∞

A
A 
ρlm
(rA )Ylm
V (r)d3 r

A,lm 0

pmax

(14)

where tp and ωp are the quadrature points and the integration weights, respectively. Applying the operator in this form
on ρ  and integrating over the r2 space, we obtain the ﬁnal
expression
Ny
Nz
pmax
Nx
2   z,p  y,p 
π
x,p
Vijk = √
ωp
Fkk
Fjj 
Fii  ρi j  k + 2 ρijk ,
π p
t



f
k
j
i

(15)
where the elements of the Fp matrices are computed as
 ∞
2
2
ξ,p
Fii  =
e−tp (ξi −ξ2 ) χiξ (ξ2 )dξ2
(16)
−∞

for ξ = x, y, z. In Eq. (16), ξ i and χiξ (ξ ) are the ith grid point
and basis function in direction ξ , respectively.43–45
The accuracy can be systematically improved by increasing the number of quadrature points. Sub-μEh precision for
interaction energies can be achieved for Gaussian charge distributions with exponents of α = 0.6–1.2 when using grid
steps of around 0.1 a0 , 60 quadrature points, and tf = 500. For
the calculations presented in this work, we used 20 quadrature points (12 points in the linear range and 8 points in the
logarithmic range), with tl = 2 and tf = 500.
Equation (15) can be reorganized as a series of matrix multiplications. This enables a very fast performance
on general-purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs).
A preliminary implementation on an nVidia Tesla C1060
card run at about 22 GFLOPs (data transfer included) for
a 3613 grid, which is 28% of the theoretical peak performance of the device. Although the periodicity has not been
considered in the present work, it can be taken into account at virtually no computational costs rendering calculations on a variety of systems such as surfaces, wires, etc.,
feasible.45

B. The energy of the two-body interactions

The electrostatic interaction energy (E2 ) between two
charge distributions is a key quantity in electronic structure

(17)

+



∞


A
A 3
ρ  (r)Vlm
(rA )Ylm
d r+

ρ  (r)V  (r)d3 r.

A,lm 0

(18)
Such an approach is not recommended because of two reasons. First, the number of cross-terms grows with the square
of the number of centers. Second, and more importantly, only
the ﬁrst terms, which are products of spherical functions centered at the same atom, retain spherical symmetry and can be
easily computed. The 3rd and 4th terms are particularly difﬁcult to integrate, because they are the product of a bubble and
a cube, therefore they are general three-dimensional functions
with steep cusps.
Both problems can be circumvented by partitioning the
integrand, that is, the energy density in Eq. (17) into bubbles
and cube parts,

A A
ρ(r)V (r) = U (r) =
Ulm
Ylm + U  .
(19)
Alm

A function partitioned in this way is very easy to integrate, as
A
terms survive due to the
only the spherically symmetric U00
symmetry of the spherical harmonics,

 ∞
E2 = 4π
UA00 (rA )rA2 drA +
U  (r)d3 r.
(20)
A

0

The accuracy of the integration relies on how small and
smooth U  (r) is, which in turn depends on the construction
A
of adequate Ulm
(rA ) functions.
We can express U (r) in the form of Eq. (19) as

A A
U (r) =
Ylm + ρ  (r) V (r)
ρlm
A,lm

≈



ρlA1 m1 YlA1 m1 ṼlA2 m2 YlA2 m2 + ρ  (r)V (r).

(21)

A,l1 m1 ,l2 m2

The relation in Eq. (21) is exact if the potential can be expressed as a one-center expansion,

A
A
V (r) =
Ṽlm
(rA )Ylm
.
(22)
lm
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FIG. 1. U  (in Eh a0−3 ) along the x axis for a superposition of two 1s charge densities of hydrogen-like atoms with Z = 2 and 10 at x = ±1 a0 , after subtracting
bubbles generated with different Taylor series orders K. The right hand sides of the graphs are magniﬁed to show U  (K = 2).
A
The Ulm
(rA ) functions can then be obtained by projection
such that

A
Ulm
(rA ) =
Ylm |Yl1 m1 Yl2 m2 ρlA1 m1 (rA )ṼlA2 m2 (rA ). (23)
l1 m1 ,l2 m2

The remaining question is how to obtain the radial parts
A
Ṽlm
(rA ). The obvious approach is some kind of ﬁtting algorithm, which would though be too computationally expensive.
A
A
Instead, the known information about ρlm
(rA ) and Vlm
(rA ) can
A
be exploited to construct the Ulm
(rA ) functions.
Let us denote the parts of V (r) that are not centered at
RA as

=
A A
Vlm
Ylm .
(24)
VA (r) = V (r) −
lm
=
RA , VA (RA ) is smooth, and can be

At nuclear positions RB =
approximated as a series expansion to order K. The resulting
terms can be reorganized to have the same symmetry as the
A
spherical harmonics. The resulting expression for Ṽlm
(rA ) is
thus
=

A
Vlm
(rA )

+


|κ|≤K

κ (∂
Clm

κ

10−2

=

VA )(RA ) |κ|
rA ,
κ!

(25)

where κ = (κ1 , κ2 , κ3 ) is a three-dimensional multi-index,
with ∂ κ = ∂xκ1 ∂yκ2 ∂zκ3 , |κ| = κ1 + κ2 + κ3 , and κ! = κ1 !κ2 !κ3 !.
κ
The Clm
coefﬁcients are given by
 2π  π κ
rA
κ
Clm
=
Y (θ , φA ) sin(θA )dφA dθA ,
(26)
|κ| lm A
0
0 rA
κ3
with rκA = xAκ1 yAκ2 zA
. The remainder U  can be calculated at
A A
each grid point by subtracting the Ulm
Ylm bubbles from the
total U. One can see that when K → ∞ in Eq. (25), Eq. (22)
holds exactly, and thus from Eqs. (19) and (21) we can identify U  = ρ  V .
Figure 1 shows U  for different K values obtained for
a superposition of two 1s charge densities of hydrogen-like
atoms at a distance of 2 a0 from each other. Although the

Z
Z
Z
Z

10−3
10−4
ΔE/ Eh

A
(rA )
Ṽlm

diagonal terms are the dominant contribution, the terms aris=
ing from VA (r) must be included to obtain a smooth U  . At
least the ﬁrst term in the series expansion (K = 0) should
be included to yield a cusp-free U  . Each additional order
of K included in the series expansion renders a smaller U  ,
which becomes crucial in order to have U  of the same order
of magnitude regardless of the atomic charge, as seen when
comparing U  for K = 1 in Figures 1(a) and 1(b).
Formally, the bubbles algorithm for the two-body interaction energy scales as O((K + 1)2 Nat2 ), when calculating the Taylor series expansion of every spherical function
at every other center. In practice, the main bottleneck is
interpolating all radial functions at all grid points, which
scales linearly with both the number of grid points and atoms
(O(3(max{lM , K})2 Nat Ng )). However, this task can be parallelized very efﬁciently, particularly on GPGPUs.
In Figure 2, the error in the electron-electron interaction
energy for the model diatomic system is shown for K = 2.

=1
=2
= 10
= 20

10−5
10−6
10−7
10−8
10−9

0.05

0.1

0.2
Grid step/a0

0.4

0.8

FIG. 2. Errors in the self-interaction energies (in Eh ) for superposition of
two hydrogen-like 1s charge densities at x = ±1 a0 , for different values of Z.
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The errors decrease in a similar manner for all Z values when
a denser grid is used. However, the error increases for the
larger Z values. The reason is the small-scale detailed features in U  , which require small grid steps to be described
accurately (see Figure 1(b)). For the same reason, error cancellations might appear for larger Z values. For K = 2, the integral of these oscillating regions is almost vanishing. When
a coarse grid is used, the oscillations are not represented, integrating to exactly 0. Nevertheless, for all studied Z values,
the accuracy could be made smaller than 10−6 Eh using the
densest grids.

A
(rA ) diverges at long distances. A posthat the term ζA (rA )αlm
sible μ(r) that satisﬁes this condition is

μ(r) =

r2 − 1
1
erfc
.
2
r

(31)

n

μ(r) is ﬂat at r = 0, that is, ∂ ∂rμ(r)
n |r=0 = 0 ∀ n > 0, implying
that μ(r) can be considered equal to 1 when r is close to 0.
A
(rA ) are radial functions, which are deﬁned as
βlm
A
(rA ) =
βlm



Ylm |Yl1 m1 Yl2 m2 ρlA1 m1 (rA )ζ̃lA2 m2 (rA )

(32)

l1 m1 ,l2 m2

C. The energy of the one-body interactions

II

The electrostatic interaction energy between a set of nuclei or other point charges moving in the potential arising
from the electronic charge density (ENuc ) is another crucial
term to be computed in molecular electronic structure calculations. It can be written as

ENuc =
−ZA V (RA ),
(27)
A

where ZA denotes the charge of nucleus A. This can be trivially computed once the electrostatic potential caused by the
electron density V (r) has been computed, as described in
Sec. III B. The accuracy will be limited by the accuracy of the
potential at the nuclear positions. As discussed previously, the
contributions from the bubbles can be obtained with a very
high accuracy at a small cost. Hence, the limiting factor in
the accuracy is the contribution from the three-dimensional
remainder. For cases where ρ  = 0, the accuracy is only limited by the one-dimensional grid. For the superposition of
hydrogen-like 1s charge distribution discussed in Sec. III B,
the error in ENuc is smaller than 10−6 Eh for Z ≤ 20.
If the nuclei are not treated as point charges but have a ﬁnite size, Eq. (27) cannot be used. The problem is then equivalent to computing the electrostatic interaction energy between
two charge distributions, as discussed in Sec. III B. The additional difﬁculty lies on the steepness of the potential close to
the nuclear centers. In such case, we can partition the energy
density,

ζA (rA )ρ(r).
(28)
W (r) = ζ (r)ρ(r) =
A

In Eq. (28), we have assumed spherically symmetric nuclei
A
for simplicity. The corresponding radial functions Wlm
(rA )
can be constructed as
A
Wlm
(rA )

= ζA (rA )



A
ρlm
(rA )

+

A
αlm
(rA )

+

A
βlm
(rA ).

(29)

A
The function αlm
(rA ) is given by

A
αlm
(rA ) = μ(rA )


|κ|≤K

=

κ
Clm

(∂κ ρA )(RA ) |κ|
rA .
κ!

(30)

The fuzzy function μ(r) ensures that the contributions arising
from the series expansion are forced to decay to 0, to avoid

with
A
ζ̃lm
(rA ) =



=

κ
Clm

|κ|≤K

(∂κ ζA )(RA ) |κ|
rA .
κ!

(33)

A
The resulting Wlm
(rA ) functions are very steep, although
they can be easily integrated in spherical coordinates after
multiplying by the volume element 4π r2 . In order to avoid
numerical instabilities, the remainder W  can be computed
directly as

W  (r) =





ζA (rA ) ρ  (r) +

A
A
A
− αlm
(rA )Ylm

lm


−





B
B
ρlm
(rB )Ylm

B =A

A
A
βlm
(rA )Ylm
.

(34)

lm

Notice that the term in the square brackets in Eq. (34) is zero
at rA = 0.
This procedure is obviously much more expensive than
the evaluation of Eq. (27). The scaling of the algorithm is the
same as for the self-interaction energy, although the prefactor
is larger as more functions have to be interpolated.
Figure 3 shows the obtained W  functions for a diatomic
test system using different K values, for the case of point-like
nuclei. The shape of the W  functions is similar to the analogously obtained U  functions. The accuracy of the integrated
interaction energies is approximately 2 orders of magnitude
lower than the corresponding electron-electron repulsion energies for the test system, which is apparent by comparing the
graphs in Figures 1(b) and 3(b).

IV. APPLICATION TO MOLECULAR
ELECTRON DENSITIES

In this section, the accuracy of the presented algorithms
is assessed by computing the total Coulomb energy, that is,
the self-interaction plus nuclear-electron interaction energies
of molecular electron densities obtained from electronic structure calculations using STOs. Thus, we explore not only the
accuracy of the method itself, but also the possibility of partitioning realistic electron densities into cubes and bubbles with
lM = 1, that is, using spherical functions of s and p symmetries
for the bubbles.
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FIG. 3. W  (in Eh a0−3 ) along the x axis for a superposition of two hydrogenoid 1s charge densities with Z = 2 and 10 at x = ±1 a0 , after subtracting bubbles
generated with different Taylor series orders K. The right hand sides of the graphs are magniﬁed to show W  (K = 2).

A. A partitioning scheme for molecular
electron densities

An arbitrary density cannot be partitioned into bubbles
and cube by using a straightforward projection, as the bubbles
overlap, that is, the basis is not orthonormal. Alternatively, the
cube can be computed as a remainder once the radial functions of the bubbles are determined. Appropriate bubbles can
be obtained by dividing the total density into atomic domains,
which are projected onto the corresponding spherical harmonics basis,
 2π π
A
ρlm
(rA ) =
ωA (r)ρ(r)Ylm (θA , φA ) sin(θA )dθA dφA .
0

0

(35)
In Eq. (35), the division into subdomains is achieved by
multiplying the total density ρ with a masking function
ωA . Following the approach of Becke,47 we require that

3
A ωA (r) = 1 ∀ r ∈ R . The form of ωA (r) suggested by
Becke is not suitable in this case, because the decay rate is

not exponential which yields very asymmetric atomic contributions. Thus, the resulting radial functions calculated using
Eq. (35) perform poorly in the inter-atomic region. This is illustrated in Figure 4(a) for H2 . Alternatively, the ωA masking
functions can be constructed in an iterative manner as
ρ A(n) (rA )
.
ωA(n+1) (r) =  00 B(n)
B ρ00 (rB )

(36)

In Eq. (36), only the l = 0 bubbles are used to construct
the
functions, in order to avoid situations where
 masking
B(n)
B ρ00 (rB ) = 0, which leads to numerical problems. Noniterative versions of Eq. (36) have been used by several other
partition schemes, as in the aforementioned one by Becke, and
A
in Hirshfeld partitioning,48 where ρ00
are the spherically averaged free-atom electron densities. The Hirshfeld approach
does not provide adequate partitioning when hydrogen atoms
are present, because the density around the hydrogen nucleus
varies wildly depending on the bonding situation.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the bubbles obtained with (a) Becke’s47 and (b) the iterative partitioning scheme presented in this work. The total density corresponds
to H2 computed using LDA with DZ basis in ADF.
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The angular integration in Eq. (35) is carried out numerically, by sampling at 6 grid points forming an octahedron
for each value of rA . Convergence over all space cannot be
expected, thus the iterative procedure is repeated until ρ 
is smooth enough. This method is very sensitive to the initial choice of radial functions. Several approaches have been
B(0)
tested, and using ρ00
= e−2r for every element as initial
guess turned out very successful, also for heteroatomic systems. The cusp densities converge quickly and render smooth
remainders close to the nuclear positions. The iterative procedure does not converge over the whole domain. We therefore
ﬁxed the number of iterations to 4. This is of course a completely ad hoc solution, whose only aim is to provide practical input data that can be used as a realistic test case for our
method.
B. Test cases

The partition scheme was applied to a set of 18 molecules
which was selected to contain a variety of elements up to the
fourth row (H, C, O, N, F, S, Zn), to present different bonding situations, and to consist of a reasonably large number of
atoms (up to 15). The molecular structures were obtained using the in-built molecular mechanics (MM) pre-optimizer in
the ADFinput utility of the ADF program suite.49–51 The electron densities were obtained at the local density approximation (LDA), with a double-ζ STO basis set and a large frozen
core, also using ADF. The electron densities are appropriate
for the purpose of testing the accuracy of the methods. For the
numerical integration, an accuracy of 6 digits was requested.
The interface to read the ADF densities prior to partitioning
was done using DGrid.52
In Figure 5, the error in the integrated number of electrons (Ne = ρ(r)d3 r) is plotted as a function of the grid
step. The behavior is similar for all investigated molecules.


FIG. 5. Error in the number of electrons (Ne = ρ(r)d3 r) with respect to
the grid step. The trends for each individual molecule are represented with
dashed lines. The wider lines represent the largest and smallest errors for
each grid step. The molecule yielding the largest and smallest errors is also
given for each grid step. The speciﬁc values are given in Table I.

The error decreases approximately by a factor of 20 when the
grid step is halved. The accuracy is very irregular, with the
errors spanning over 3 orders of magnitude for a given grid
step. This can be attributed to the partition scheme, as it does
not correlate with the number of electrons nor with the atomic
numbers.
We report errors in the total Coulomb energy, which is
the sum of the interaction energy between the electron density and the nuclear charges plus the electron-electron selfinteraction energy. The self-interaction energy is given by
Eq. (17), where V is the potential arising from ρ itself, with a
factor of 1/2 to avoid double counting. Errors for the separate

TABLE I. Error in the total number of electrons with respect to the grid step.
Step/a0
Molecule
H2
CH4
NH3
H2 O
CO
C2 H6
CH3 OH
H2 O2
CO2
HCOOH
O3
C3 H8
C2 H5 OH
CH3 COOH
ZnH2
C6 H6
H2 SO4
Adenine
C6 F6

Ne
2
10
10
10
14
18
18
18
22
24
24
26
26
32
32
42
50
70
90

0.4

0.2
10−3

2.2 ×
− 7.2 × 10−3
− 2.7 × 10−3
5.7 × 10−3
− 1.0 × 10−3
− 5.6 × 10−3
4.7 × 10−2
1.1 × 10−2
1.1 × 10−2
4.2 × 10−2
− 5.7 × 10−3
1.1 × 10−2
− 2.7 × 10−2
5.8 × 10−3
1.2 × 10−2
− 1.8 × 10−2
1.1 × 10−2
5.6 × 10−2
1.6 × 10−1

0.1
10−5

− 3.4 ×
4.0 × 10−5
− 1.5 × 10−6
− 2.2 × 10−5
− 5.7 × 10−5
− 1.0 × 10−4
− 5.3 × 10−3
7.4 × 10−3
2.7 × 10−4
2.9 × 10−3
− 4.5 × 10−3
− 1.1 × 10−3
− 4.9 × 10−3
− 2.1 × 10−3
3.3 × 10−3
− 5.9 × 10−5
4.1 × 10−3
3.5 × 10−3
1.2 × 10−2

0.05
10−8

5.9 ×
− 7.0 × 10−7
4.7 × 10−7
2.2 × 10−7
− 1.9 × 10−6
7.1 × 10−7
− 6.5 × 10−5
− 6.0 × 10−4
− 1.6 × 10−5
6.3 × 10−5
1.8 × 10−4
5.1 × 10−6
1.3 × 10−5
5.7 × 10−5
− 2.4 × 10−4
1.4 × 10−5
− 5.3 × 10−5
1.4 × 10−4
− 7.5 × 10−4

3.7 × 10−8
− 1.3 × 10−6
− 9.3 × 10−8
4.3 × 10−8
− 5.4 × 10−7
− 3.0 × 10−6
− 2.8 × 10−6
3.5 × 10−6
− 5.9 × 10−7
− 2.0 × 10−7
9.0 × 10−8
4.0 × 10−7
− 1.9 × 10−6
− 9.3 × 10−6
− 9.0 × 10−5
− 1.6 × 10−6
9.2 × 10−6
1.7 × 10−6
− 2.2 × 10−5
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II
FIG. 6. Error in the total Coulomb energy (in Eh ) with respect to the grid
step. The trends for each individual molecule are represented with dashed
lines. The wider lines represent the largest and smallest errors for each grid
step. The molecule yielding the largest and smallest errors is also given for
each grid step. The speciﬁc values are given in Table II.

FIG. 7. Difference between the Coulomb energies obtained using the 0.1 and
0.05 a0 grids, plotted against the difference in the numbers of electrons obtained with those same grids. Each point corresponds to one of the molecules
discussed in Sec. IV.

contributions cannot be reported, because ADF does not provide separate values for the electron-electron repulsion and
the nuclear-electronic attraction energy values, and electrostatic potentials can only be computed at given grids. Figure 6
summarizes these results.
The main bottleneck in the accuracy is the precision of
the representation of the residual electron density ρ  (r), that
is, its smoothness. In this case, it is mostly dependent on the
partitioning scheme chosen. One way to measure the smoothness of ρ  (r) is the change in Ne with the length of the grid
step; if ρ  (r) is smooth, Ne will change little when a ﬁner grid

is used. In Figure 7, the difference in the Coulomb energies
computed with the 0.1 and 0.05 a0 grids is represented against
the difference in the number of electrons obtained with the
same grids. It can be seen that the rate at which these quantities converge is closely related. Both the electron-electron
and electron-nuclear interaction energies converge in a similar manner. It should be noted that there is no correlation
between the error in the energy and the total residual charge
(Ne = ρ  (r)d3 r). Hence, the accuracy is not limited by the
size of the system, but on how efﬁciently the total charge density can be partitioned into bubbles and cube.

TABLE II. Error in the total Coulomb energy (in Eh ) with respect to the grid step.
Step/a0
Molecule
H2
CH4
NH3
H2 O
C2 H6
CO
CH3 OH
C3 H8
H2 O2
C2 H5 OH
CO2
HCOOH
O3
CH3 COOH
C6 H6
Adenine
H2 SO4
C6 F6
ZnH2

Energy
− 2.307736
− 87.206333
− 116.408356
− 151.941561
− 188.072104
− 228.979498
− 255.122380
− 300.583289
− 319.910606
− 368.262932
− 408.489901
− 422.585196
− 492.185520
− 544.456301
− 630.330039
− 1354.056414
− 1592.319778
− 2264.439035
− 3505.481680

0.4

0.2
10−4

3.0 ×
9.3 × 10−3
− 7.3 × 10−3
1.7 × 10−3
− 1.4 × 10−2
− 1.7 × 10−2
− 1.1 × 10−1
− 5.3 × 10−2
8.6 × 10−1
3.7 × 10−1
− 7.4 × 10−2
2.3 × 10−1
− 5.6 × 10−1
− 2.3 × 10−1
3.5 × 10−2
− 9.9 × 10−2
4.3 × 10−1
− 2.5 × 100
4.0 × 10−2

0.1
10−5

− 3.2 ×
− 3.0 × 10−5
5.1 × 10−4
3.3 × 10−4
− 8.9 × 10−4
8.6 × 10−4
1.9 × 10−2
4.5 × 10−3
− 1.3 × 10−1
− 1.1 × 10−2
− 3.2 × 10−2
− 4.7 × 10−2
9.8 × 10−3
− 5.4 × 10−3
1.5 × 10−2
2.3 × 10−2
− 1.6 × 10−1
− 2.3 × 10−1
− 2.6 × 10−1

0.05
10−6

− 2.1 ×
− 4.6 × 10−5
6.4 × 10−5
2.3 × 10−5
4.7 × 10−5
2.4 × 10−4
1.3 × 10−3
8.5 × 10−6
5.3 × 10−3
1.6 × 10−3
− 3.1 × 10−4
− 6.0 × 10−5
− 9.9 × 10−5
− 1.4 × 10−3
4.6 × 10−4
− 1.8 × 10−3
5.9 × 10−3
− 4.7 × 10−6
− 1.3 × 10−2

− 4.2 × 10−6
− 6.3 × 10−5
1.4 × 10−5
2.7 × 10−5
− 6.5 × 10−5
1.2 × 10−4
1.1 × 10−4
5.0 × 10−5
1.3 × 10−4
1.5 × 10−4
1.2 × 10−4
7.5 × 10−7
8.1 × 10−5
1.0 × 10−4
8.2 × 10−4
− 2.7 × 10−4
1.6 × 10−4
− 1.4 × 10−3
9.6 × 10−4
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This work is a ﬁrst step in the direction towards allelectron fully numerical Kohn-Sham DFT and Hartree-Fock
calculations on general molecules. A numerical framework
has been presented that can be used to accurately represent
orbitals and electron densities. We have developed novel algorithms, which can be employed in basic operations of electronic structure calculations, such as for computing electrostatic potentials and interaction energies. The algorithms have
been applied to model systems as well as to all-electron densities of molecules. The obtained accuracy of the calculations
suggests that the present numerical algorithms can be used as
building blocks for computational methods in more complex
electronic structure codes.
In the development of the algorithms, the computing
efﬁciency, scaling, and parallelizability have been kept in
mind. The most relevant feature of the presented method
is the small amount of grid points required to represent
steep cusps with very good accuracy. On the other hand,
the simplicity of the three-dimensional numerical grids
used permits an easy and efﬁcient parallelization on SIMD
(single instruction, multiple data) computer architectures,
such as GPGPUs. Porting the main bottlenecks of the
algorithm into a CUDA version is underway, showing very
promising speedups.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
Molecular electronic-structure calculations are mainly performed using methods that em-

ploy atomic orbitals (AOs), which are expanded in basis functions centered at the nuclear
positions. The atom-centered basis functions can be expressed in spherical coordinates as

χi (r) =

l
L 


RAlm (rA )Ylm (θA , φA ),

(1)

l=0 m=−l

where rA , θA and φA are the spherical coordinates relative to the position of the A-th nucleus.
The angular functions Ylm (θ, φ) are spherical harmonics. L denotes the maximum angular
momentum number l of the expansion. Diﬀerent choices for the actual form of the radial
basis functions are possible1–4 .
The main reason for the success of the methods based on atomic orbitals is the compactness of the basis set; the exact wave function can be qualitatively approximated using
basis sets containing a small number of functions. For instance, the ground state of H2 can
be modelled using just two s (L = 0) Slater-type orbitals (STO). At self-consistent-ﬁeld
(SCF) levels, the error in the energy with respect to the complete basis set decreases like
e−L , whereas a much slower decay like (L + 1)−3 is observed at ab initio correlated levels5–7 .
The accuracy of the results can be improved by extending the basis set, both in terms of
increasing L and by adding more radial functions. However, the basis-set convergence is
neither smooth nor fast, even though increasing L yields systematically smaller contributions. Enlarging the basis set with a large number of radial functions is not straightforward,
because in practice it requires optimizations that might bias the basis set for some applications. Even though procedures to minimize this problem exist8 , an atom-centered AO
basis set cannot be arbitrarily large, because of the onset of numerical instabilities caused
by linear dependencies.
An alternative approach is to use local basis sets that consist of functions with compact
support, such as ﬁnite-element functions. The local representation of the orbitals can be
systematically improved in the regions where necessary without encountering problems with
linear dependencies. The most precise electronic structure calculations have been performed
in this way.9–17 However, the molecular orbitals and the electronic interaction potentials are
very steep in the vicinity of the nuclei due to the singularity of the nuclear potentials. A
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huge number of local basis functions must therefore be used to describe these sharp features.
2

Hence, local basis-set methods involve a large number of similar basis functions, which
are spatially repeated. The type of operations involved are well suited for parallelization
on SIMD (single instruction multiple data) architectures such as general-purpose graphics
processing units (GPGPU), whereas global basis-set methods rely on diagonalization of
very large matrices and integral algorithms that cannot easily be parallelized, especially on
GPGPUs. Although remarkable progress has been made in this direction18–20 , the algorithms
are not straightforward, and the performance for basis sets with large L is not clear. On
the other hand, very eﬃcient implementations of real-space electronic structure methods are
becoming increasingly common on GPGPUs.21–25
Recently, we proposed a numerical scheme to represent the scalar functions encountered
in electronic structure calculations, such as orbitals, electron densities and potentials.26 The
functions are decomposed into atom-centered parts (the bubbles), which contain the steep
contributions, and a remainder represented in a Cartesian grid (the cube). The bubbles are
written as products of angular parts, represented by real spherical harmonics, and radial
parts, which are expanded in one-dimensional ﬁnite-element functions. A similar partition
in terms of Gaussian functions and ﬁnite elements can be found in the literature.27,28 We
showed that it is possible to partition molecular charge densities such that the remainder is
smooth and can be accurately represented with a three-dimensional grid of tractable size (ca.
200-400 points per dimension).26 We also described algorithms to perform the two crucial
operations required for performing SCF calculations, namely computing products of scalar
functions and computing the action of operators that can be written in a Cartesian-separable
form,26
g(r) = Ôf (r) ≈



ωp Ôx,p Ôy,p Ôz,p f (r).

(2)

p

The Laplacian operator, ∇2 = ∂x2 + ∂y2 + ∂z2 , and convolutions with the Helmholtz kernel,




g(r) =
R3

e−κr
f (r )d3 r ,
|r − r |

(3)

are examples of operators that can be written in the form of Eq. (2). Parallelizing the two
operations by means of SIMD architectures is completely straightforward.
In this work, we describe GPGPU-based implementations of the two operations, and
assess their performance. The numerical representation of functions and the most expensive
3
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computational operations are described in Section II. The implementation and benchmarks
on GPGPUs, including test calculations on molecular systems, are discussed in Section III.
We summarize the obtained results including a future outlook in Section IV.
The calculations have been performed on NVIDIA Tesla M2050 and M2070 graphics
cards. Both cards have a 515 GFLOPs theoretical peak performance in double precision.
The diﬀerence is the amount of memory available, 2.625 GB for the M2050 and 5.25 GB for
the M2070. CPU calculations were carried out for comparison on an Intel Xeon X5650 (2.67
GHz), using a single core. However, we will not emphasize the diﬀerence in performance, as
more eﬀort was invested on optimizing the GPGPU version.

II.

THE BUBBLES REPRESENTATION

A.

Numerical representation of three-dimensional scalar functions
The bubbles representation can be summarized as follows. For a system consisting of K

atoms, a function f (r) is partitioned as

f (r) =

K


f A (rA , θA , φA ) + f Δ (r)

(4)

A=1

where the atom-centered functions f A (rA , θA , φA ) are the bubbles and the remainder f Δ (r)
is the cube. The bubbles consist of radial and angular parts:
f A (rA , θA , φA ) =

L 
l


f Alm (rA )Ylm (θA , φA )

(5)

l=0 m=−l

L is typically small, e.g., 1 or 2 corresponding to p and d AOs. The angular part of the
bubbles are real spherical harmonics, Ylm (θ, φ), which are stored in their Cartesian representation

Ylm (θ, φ) =



lm
Cuvw

uvw

 x u  y  v  z  w
r

r

r

.

(6)

lm
Expressions to compute the Cuvw
coeﬃcients can be found in the literature.29 For brevity,
A
the spherical harmonics centered at point RA are denoted as Ylm
≡ Ylm (θA , φA ).

Both the radial functions f Alm (rA ) and the cube f Δ (r) are represented in terms of ten-
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sorial ﬁnite elements, that is
4

f Alm (rA ) =



fiAlm χA
i (rA )

(7)

i

and

f Δ (r) =



Δ x
fijk
χi (x)χyj (y)χzk (z)

(8)

ijk

In the notation introduced throughout Eqs. (4)-(8), for a function designated by a symbol
f , the diﬀerent pieces that constitute it are denoted by superscripts (f A , f Δ , f Alm ), and
Δ
the expansion coeﬃcients into which functions are expanded are denoted by subscripts (fijk
,

fiAlm ).
The tensorial ﬁnite-element basis is described in the following. The one-dimensional
ﬁnite-element basis is composed of a set of functions {χi (x)|1 ≤ i ≤ N }, each associated to
a grid point xi . The grid is constructed by subdividing the calculation domain [xmin , xmax ]
into M intervals, or cells. Each cell is further subdivided into P subintervals of equal length.
The length of the subintervals, or step, of the j-th cell is denoted by hj . The grid points
{xi } are located at the limits of these subintervals. The last grid point in one cell is also
the ﬁrst grid point of the next one, and the total number of points is N = M P + 1. The

interval spanned by the j-th cell is [sj , sj + P hj ), where sj = xmin + P j−1
k=1 hk is the ﬁrst
point in one cell, such that sj = x(j−1)P +1 .
In each cell, a P -th order Lagrange interpolating polynomial (LIP) basis is constructed
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
bij (x) =

0≤k≤P
k=j

(x − si )/hi − k
j−k

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩0

if si ≤ x < si + P hi
(9)
otherwise

with 1 ≤ i ≤ M and 0 ≤ j ≤ P .
To ensure continuity, the basis is constructed so that functions located at junctions between cells spread over two adjacent cells:
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{χi (x)|1 ≤ i ≤ M P + 1} = {χ1 (x) = b10 (x),
χ2 (x) = b11 (x), . . . ,
χP +1 (x) = b1P (x) + b20 (x),

(10)

χP +2 (x) = b21 (x), . . . ,
χ2P +1 (x) = b2P (x) + b30 (x), . . . ,
χM P +1 (x) = bM P (x)}
Since χi (xj ) = δij , the expansion coeﬃcient for χi (x) is the value of the function at the
corresponding grid point xi , i.e.
fi = f (xi ).

(11)

A basis set in the range of [−1.5, 1.5] with M = 2, P = 2 and steps H = {0.5, 1} is
illustrated in Fig. 1. In the rest of this work, LIPs of order P = 6 are used.
In the one-dimensional case, the function can be directly represented as a piece-wise sum
of polynomials to speed up evaluation:

f (x) =

M


wi (x)

i=0

where
wi (x) =

P


aij

j=0

x − si
hi

j

(12)

⎧
⎪
⎨1 if si ≤ x < si + P hi

(13)

⎪
⎩0 otherwise

The coeﬃcients aij are such that wi (x)

P


aij ((x − si )/hi )j =

j=0

P


f(i−1)P +j bij (x). However,

j=0

the fi expansion coeﬃcients are stored, which simpliﬁes the calculation of the expansion

coeﬃcients of new functions by using inner projection, such as g(f (x)) = i g(fi )χi (x) or

g(x)f (x) = i fi gi χi (x).
For a higher number of dimensions, the grid is generated as a Cartesian product of onedimensional grids. For instance, given X = {xi |1 ≤ i ≤ Nx }, Y = {yj |1 ≤ j ≤ Ny } and
Z = {zk |1 ≤ k ≤ Nz }, the three-dimensional grid is constructed as

V

{rijk = (xi , yj , zk )} = X × Y × Z.
6

(14)

The basis set is then a tensor product of the one-dimensional bases {χxi (x)|1 ≤ i ≤ Nx },
{χyj (y)|1 ≤ j ≤ Ny } and {χzk (z)|1 ≤ k ≤ Nz }:
{χijk (x, y, z) = χxi (x)χyj (y)χzk (z)} =

(15)

{χxi (x)} ⊗ {χyj (y)} ⊗ {χzk (z)}

The basis set of the radial functions (see Eq. (7)) is constructed on a non-equidistant
grid, which provides a suﬃciently good representation so that it will not pose a bottleneck
1/4

in accuracy. The cut-oﬀ radius rmax = 20 a0 and the number of cells is MA = 200ZA , ZA
being the nuclear charge of the A-th atom. The details on how the grid is generated have
been discussed elsewhere.26 In practical calculations, it is desirable to set the cut-oﬀ radii as
small as possible, to minimize the amount of overlap between bubbles centered at diﬀerent
atoms. A certain degree of overlap is nevertheless required. Otherwise the remainder to be
represented in the cube is too large in the interstitial regions, which worsens the accuracy.
The radial functions can be extended to include some analytical factor, i.e.

f Alm (rA ) = g(r)

M


fiAlm χi (rA ).

(16)

i=1

For instance, g(r) = r−1 or g(r) = r−2 can be used to explicitly include singularities at the
origin of the bubbles when representing functions like nuclear potentials or Laplacians, akin
to atomic structure calculations.9,30
The cubes are represented in a single three-dimensional tensorial basis. Using a single
Cartesian grid to represent the whole cube has a drawback: unnecessary points must be
unavoidably stored, as illustrated in Fig. 2. This can be mitigated by partitioning the
domain into smaller grids. However, this type of partitioned basis is not tensorial anymore,
which eliminates the separability into one-dimensional functions. Using one single tensorial
grid permits a very eﬃcient parallel implementation of certain crucial operations, as will be
discussed below.
The cube grid ranges are chosen such that the domain boundaries are at least 8 a0 apart
from any atomic center. In this work, we use equidistant grids. Exploring more eﬃcient
non-equidistant grids is beyond the scope of this work although, based on some preliminary
calculations, we estimate that the number of grid points per dimension can be cut down by
a factor two, without aﬀecting the accuracy.
7
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The memory requirements are largely determined by the size of the cube. For a typical
grid step of 0.1 a0 , the total number of cube grid points per dimension is 100-200, for a
total of Ncub = Nx Ny Nz of 106 − 107 coeﬃcients (10-100 MB using 64-bit ﬂoating-point
numbers). The storage requirements of the bubbles are very small compared to the total

memory used, amounting to Nbub = A (L + 1)2 (MA P + 1) coeﬃcients. For L = 2, the
number of coeﬃcients per atom ranges between 5 · 103 and 1.5 · 104 corresponding to about
100 kB per atomic center. As the volume of the cube grows approximately linearly with the
number of atoms as aK + b, so does the storage cost, as illustrated in Fig. 3 for grids with a
step of 0.1 a0 , for some molecular test systems (see Sec. III C). An “empty box” of roughly
16 × 16 × 16 a30 would require b = 4.40 · 106 coeﬃcients (ca. 40 MB for 64 bit ﬂoats), and
each atom added requires a = 6.25 · 105 coeﬃcients more (approximately 5 MB per atom).
Halving the grid step increases the number of coeﬃcients approximately by a factor of 8.

B.

Two-function products

The ﬁrst computational bottleneck arises when computing products of two functions.

Products happen often, as for instance in the computation of charge densities ρ = i |φi |2 ,
dot products such as f, g, or when multiplying a potential with an orbital. Although
functions represented in the bubbles basis can be accurately multiplied in a point-wise
manner, a more desirable approach is to obtain the resulting function directly in the bubbles
representation.
Let us consider consider the product f (r)g(r) = h(r), which can be expanded as


f A (rA , θA , φA )+f Δ (r)

A

 

 
g A (rA , θA , φA )+g Δ (r) =
hA (rA , θA , φA )+hΔ (r). (17)

A

A

We recently proposed a scheme to directly compute the radial parts of the resulting function
such that the resulting cube hΔ (r) is suﬃciently smooth.26 The radial functions are obtained
as:

hAlm (rA ) =





Ylm |Yl1 m1 Yl2 m2  f Al1 m1 (rA )g̃ Al2 m2 (rA )μ(rA )+f˜Al1 m1 (rA )g Al2 m2 (rA )ν(rA ) .

l1 m 1 l 2 m 2

(18)
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The radial functions f˜Alm (rA ) in Eq. (18) are obtained by expanding f −f A =


B=A

f B +f Δ

around RA in a truncated Taylor series of order T , which is projected onto the spherical
harmonics basis. The same procedure is used to compute g̃ Alm (rA ). The μ(r) and ν(r)
functions in Eq. (18) enforce a correct long-range behaviour and depend on the properties
of f (r) and g(r). Here, we consider the case μ(r) = 1 and ν(r) = 0, valid for computing
products of densities and non-singular potentials.
The L value of the product function is the sum of the L values of the multiplicands (or
the order of their Taylor series, whichever is larger), although it can be truncated. In such
case, all the discarded higher l functions would then be represented in the cube.
Obtaining the radial parts as in Eq. (18) is computationally simple. The coeﬃcients of
the product function in the cube are then computed point-by-point,

hΔ
ijk

=

Δ
fijk

+

K

A=1


A

f (xi , yj , zk )

Δ
gijk

+

K

A=1


A

g (xi , yj , zk ) −

K


hA (xi , yj , zk ).

(19)

A=1

This is the main computational bottleneck, because it requires evaluating the bubbles of
each of f (r), g(r) and h(r) at every grid point of the cube. We denote this operation as
bubbles injection.
The algorithm for the bubbles injection is outlined in Fig. 4. First, we precompute the
coeﬃcients of the interpolating polynomials as of Eq. (12). The computational cost for this
is negligible. Then, for every grid point, the bubble is interpolated. This consists of a series
of steps, namely computing the relative coordinates of the grid point respect to the bubble
center, ﬁnd the cell in the radial grid, transform to cell coordinates, and, for every l and m,
the radial function is interpolated and the spherical harmonic evaluated.
Due to the large number of cube grid points, this operation is very costly. Moreover, it
must be done three times, for each one of the f (r), g(r) and h(r) functions. However, all
loops can be run in any order. In particular, the loop over cube grid points requires no
communication whatsoever, making the operation embarrassingly parallel. Moreover, the
operations for diﬀerent grid points are exactly identical, making them ideal for execution
on SIMD architectures. This is also true for ﬁnding the cell in the radial grid, as it can be
done without conditionals by performing a binary search with log2 (MA + 1) comparisons.
The total cost for the injection is in practice proportional to the number of interpolations,
Ncub K(L + 1)2 . Owing to the linear growth of Ncub with K, as was shown in Fig. 3, the
9
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computational cost is expected to be proportional to (aK + b)K(L + 1)2 . Although formally
O(K 2 ), the quadratic behavior will only be noticeable for large systems, owing to b being
one order of magnitude larger than a. Furthermore, linear scaling can be achieved by means
of smaller cut-oﬀs for the radial grids and neighbor lists.
It must be remarked that the computational costs hardly increase with the number of
radial grid points, implying that more accurate radial grids can be used when needed.

C.

Linear transformations
Linear transformations appear in several circumstances, such as computing the Laplacian

of a function or convoluting with the Poisson kernel, i.e.

V (r) =
R3

ρ(r ) 3 
dr
|r − r |

(20)

The eﬀect of linear operators can be computed independently for the bubbles and the
cube

Ôf (r) =

K


Ôf A (rA , θA , φA ) + Ôf Δ (r).

(21)

A=1

Linear operators can often be expressed in spherical coordinates, implying that their eﬀect on
the bubbles can be computed very eﬃciently and accurately. For instance, for the bubbles,
the radial parts resulting from a convolution with the Poisson kernel are given by30

V

Alm



 rA
 ∞
4π
−(l+1)
l
Alm 
 l+2

Alm 
 1−l

(rA ) =
ρ (rA )rA drA + rA
ρ (rA )rA drA .
rA
2l + 1
rA
0

(22)

The cost for computing the integrals in Eq. (22) in the ﬁnite-element basis is negligible.
The eﬀect of the operator on the cube functions can be computed eﬃciently when the
operator can be approximated in a Cartesian-separated form of rank R:

Ô ≈

R


ωp Ôx,p Ôy,p Ôz,p + C Iˆ

(23)

p=1

where R is the rank of the operator, Iˆ is the identity operator, and C and {ωp |1 ≤ p ≤ R}

V

are constants. For such a transformation, the coeﬃcients of g Δ can then be obtained as
10

Δ
gijk
≈

R


ωp

p=1

Nz


z,p
Okk


k =1

Ny


y,p
Ojj


j  =1

Nx


Δ
Oiix,p fiΔ j  k + Cfijk

(24)

i =1

The elements of the Op matrices are


Oiiξ,p = Ôξ,p χi (ξ)

(25)

ξ=ξi

It should be noted that the operators can have diﬀerent input and output grids, the i , j 
and k  indices referring to elements of the input grid and the i, j and k indices to elements
of the output grid.
The rank R, the explicit form of the matrix elements of the operator matrices, the ωp
values, and C coeﬃcient depend on the operator in question. For example, for the Laplacian
(∇2 ), Eq. (24) holds exactly, with R = 3 and C = 0. For convolutions with the Poisson
kernel, we have previously shown the operator can be approximated with a rank of R = 20
to obtain potentials of the studied systems with 6-8 digit accuracy.26,31 In our scheme,
the Coulomb potential is approximated using a numerical quadrature26 of the well-known
integral identity32,33
2
1
=√
r12
π



∞
0

e−t

2 r2
12

dt ≈

R


2 2

ωp e−tp r12 +

p=1

π
δ(r1 − r2 ),
t2f

(26)

The details on how to obtain the points tp and weights ωp can be found in our previous
work.26,31
The expression in Eq. (24) can be written as a series of matrix multiplications. Following
Δ
the notation of Kolda et al.,34 we denote the three-index tensor containing the elements fijk

as F, and the tensor of the cube of the output function as V. G and H are respectively
intermediate two- and three-dimensional tensors. Two-index slices are expressed as e.g.
F:i: , which is a matrix whose elements are (F:i: )jk = (F)jik . The operator matrices are
stored as three-dimensional tensors Ox , Oy and Oz , with (Oξ )i,i ,p = Oiiξ,p . The algorithm is
outlined in Fig. 5. The operation consists of a series of matrix multiplications. The matrix
multiplications are carried out in the order x, y then z, because the elements of the cube and
the operator matrices are stored in column-major order. The total number of ﬂoating-point
operations for a cubic grid with N = Nx = Ny = Nz is approximately N 3 (6RN +2) ∼ 6RN 4 .
Because of the linear increase of Ncub with the number of atoms K, the computational cost
is expected to grow proportionally to R(aK + b)4/3 .
11
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III.

GPGPU IMPLEMENTATION AND BENCHMARKING

In this section, we describe the GPGPU implementation of the operations described in
Sections II B and II C, and we assess their performance using some model systems. We
also present timings for the same molecular systems computed in our previous work.26 All
timings include the transfer of data to the GPU and back to the main memory.

A.

Products
As discussed in Sec. II B, the injection operation is embarrassingly parallel over cube grid

points. Its implementation as a CUDA C kernel is straightforward, involving no changes to
the algorithm, besides using the minimum number of registers possible. Initially, the required
data structures (spherical harmonics, cube grid) are transferred to the GPU, and the cube
is allocated. Then, for each bubble, the radial grids and expansion coeﬃcients are copied
to the GPU, and the injection is carried out for that bubble. Finally, the resulting cube
is copied back to main memory. Having all threads in the GPU injecting the same bubble
minimizes the required amount of global memory. If the hardware allows it (e.g., multiple
GPUs are available), the injection can be launched simultaneously for several bubbles.
The parallelization is done by subdividing the cube grid into blocks. Blocks of 8 × 4 × 4
points provides maximal occupancy, i.e., yields the largest possible number of simultaneously
running threads on the M2050/M2070 GPUs. Each block is evaluated by a CUDA block
of 128 threads, each thread taking care of one point. The main performance limitation
is the lack of memory coalescence. In other words, each thread most probably needs a
diﬀerent interpolation cell and has to fetch a diﬀerent chunk of the radial function from
global memory. We considered the possibility of using shared memory to overcome this
issue. However, due to the size of the data structures, this approach severely limited the
number of simultaneous running threads, which lowered the overall eﬃciency.
The performance of the injection was tested for diﬀerent K, L and N = Nx = Ny = Nz
values with Z = 1. As a measurement of the performance, we use the number of interpolations per second, computed as N 3 K(L + 1)2 divided by the total computing time. Note
that an actual two-function product requires three injections. The performance is shown in

V

Fig. 6 as a function of the number of cube grid points per dimension N . The performance
12

is saturated for grids of size about 150 × 150 × 150, K = 5 and L = 2 with a rate of 1.5
to 1.7 billions of interpolations per second. The total computational time is approximately
N 3 K[0.8(L + 1)2 + 2.4] · 10−9 s. E.g., for a 200 × 200 × 200 cube and using L = 2 the cost
is expected to be about 0.08 s per atom.
Because of the presence of comparisons, square roots and exponentiations, the FLOP
count for this operation is diﬃcult to establish. Hence, estimating the performance in
GFLOPs or as a percent of the theoretical peak performance of the GPGPU is diﬃcult for
this operation. Moreover, the number of interpolations per second can be unambiguously
measured for any kind of architecture, which is not the case for FLOP counts. In any
case, memory access seems to be the limiting factor, and therefore GFLOPs is most likely
a poor measurement of the performance of this step. A rough estimate can nevertheless be
obtained by assuming that 0.8 ns is needed for evaluating one polynomial and one spherical
harmonic, which corresponds to ca. 20 FLOP when considering exponentiation as one FLOP.
The estimated computational speed of 25 GFLOPs is about 5% of the theoretical peak
performance of the GPGPU.
Compared to the single CPU core version, the GPGPU implementation is roughly two
orders of magnitude faster. This comparison should though be taken with a pinch of salt,
as the CPU version is a straightforward non-optimized implementation, as discussed earlier.
However, this clearly shows how suitable the algorithm is for SIMD architectures: a relatively
trivial implementation, involving little optimization, is much faster than the serial version
can possibly be.

B.

Linear transformations
We based our GPGPU implementation of the linear transformations on the cuBLAS

library, which is NVIDIA’s GPGPU port of the widespread BLAS library35 . Matrix algebra
operations are typically repetitive, and therefore amenable for implementation on GPGPUs.
Indeed, GPGPU-accelerated matrix multiplications can be found in the context of quantum
chemical calculations.36–39 In our implementation, we ﬁrst transfer the input tensors (F,
Ox , Oy and Ox ), and allocate the output tensor V and the intermediate tensors G and H.
The total memory requirements are 3N 3 + (3R + 1)N 2 coeﬃcients. Then, the R series of
multiplications are carried out, and CF is added. Finally, the output tensor is downloaded
13
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to main memory. We tested the cuBLAS threaded version of the matrix multiplication,
parallelizing over R. However, this did not signiﬁcantly aﬀect performance. This is possibly
due to the need to allocate larger intermediate tensors, which limits the amount of available
memory and hence the number of concurrent threads. Parallelization over multiple GPGPUs
is expected to scale properly, and will be considered in future implementations. No other
parameters controlling the execution were modiﬁed.
We benchmarked the linear transformation for cubic grids of diﬀerent N up to 361 (M =
60), and R ranging from 1 to 60. The performance in GFLOPs is shown in Fig. 7 for some
selected values of R. Performance increases both with R and N , in other words, as the
calculation becomes heavier and the ratio of computing time to data transfer increases. At
approximately N = 150, there is a signiﬁcant jump in the eﬃciency. This is due to cuBLAS
switching to a diﬀerent algorithm. The performance is practically saturated for N = 200 for
N ≥ 200 and R ≥ 20, at ca. 250-300 GFLOPs (50-60% of the M2070 peak performance). For
these cases, the computational times can be approximated as 1.2 · 10−8 N 3 + 2.1 · 10−11 RN 4 s.
For a cube of 200 × 200 × 200 and R = 20, this is about 0.8 s.
We measured a speed-up of about 30-50 relative to the single CPU core version, which was
implemented using the BLAS library. This compares well with the speed-ups announced by
the vendor (a factor of 5 compared to a hex-core processor with a similar clock speed as the
one used here). It seems clear that the present algorithm is very suitable for GPGPUs. This
further supports the idoneity of the unique Cartesian grid for GPGPU implementations.
A very ﬁne domain-partitioning, i.e., one cell per process, would have resulted into a very
large number of multiplications of very small (P + 1) × (P + 1) matrices, which, according
to Fig. 7, would be much less eﬃcient.
It should be remarked that typically one would not expect so good performance on
GPGPUs for matrices of the size discussed here. For instance, in the work of Olivares-Amaya
et al.37 it is clear that, in order to fully use the power of the GPGPU, matrices of several
thousand elements per dimension need to be used. The reason for the excellent performance
obtained here is that there is a very large amount of matrix multiplications (3RN ) computed
in series, which supposes a suﬃciently large computational workload between GPU-CPU

V

transfers.
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C.

Calculations on test molecular systems
In our previous work, we assessed the accuracy of the present computational approach

using charge densities obtained in calculations on a set of 19 molecules, including up to
15 atoms.26 The electron densities were computed with the ADF program suite40–42 in the
local density approximation (LDA) using a double-ζ STO basis set and a large frozen core.
The charge densities are partitioned using an ad-hoc algorithm which is expected to yield
suﬃciently smooth remainders.26
The target quantity chosen to assess the accuracy of the representation is the total
Coulomb energy, consisting of the electron-electron plus the electron-nuclear interactions.
Starting from the electron density partitioned into bubbles and cubes, the required steps are
one convolution with the Poisson kernel (see Sections II B and III A) and the product of the
resulting electrostatic potential with the electron density (see Sections II C and III B), and
ﬁnally the integration of the resulting energy density. The nuclear-electronic interaction is
straightforwardly computed from the electrostatic potential as
Enuc = −



ZA V (RA )

(27)

A

The results of the calculations on GPGPU are summarized in Table I. For each molecule
we report the results for grids with steps of 0.4, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 a0 , in descending order.
Columns Nbub and Ncub contain the amount of coeﬃcients required to store the bubbles
and the cubes, respectively. As was shown in Fig. 3 for the 0.1 a0 grid, Ncub grows linearly
with the number of atoms. When the grid step is halved, Ncub roughly increases by a factor
of 8. Nbub grows linearly with K, although in all cases it is much smaller that Ncub .
In column ΔE we report the diﬀerence with respect to the total Coulomb energy, as
reported by ADF with a 6-digit integration accuracy. Except for the smallest systems,
the two coarsest grids (with steps of 0.4 and 0.2 a0 ) are not suﬃcient to obtain sub-mEh
accuracy. For more than half of the systems, this accuracy is obtained with the 0.1 a0 step
grid, while the 0.05 a0 step grid is needed to push all the errors below the 1 mEh threshold
(with the exception of C6 F6 , ΔE = 1.5 mEh ). The error does not decay as fast for diﬀerent
molecules, yielding errors all over the μEh − mEh range (note that the reference values were
computed with 6-digit precision). This is due to the irregular performance of the employed
ad-hoc partitioning scheme.

V
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The last two columns contain the cost of the benchmarked operations in seconds. In
parenthesis, we report the cost per “elemental operation”, which we deﬁne as one interpolation for the injection and one ﬂoating-point operation for the convolution. The time required
to convolute the density with the Coulomb kernel with R = 20 is given in column t∗ , with
4/3

the cost per operation calculated as t∗ /(120Ncub ) · 10−12 (roughly seconds per 1012 ﬂoatingpoint operations). In column t× we report the cost of the product of the density with the
potential, with the time per operation calculated as t× /(17KNcub ) · 10−9 (seconds per billion
of interpolations). The multiplication involves the injection of three functions, two of them
with with L = 1 and one function with L = 2 (hence the factor of 17 = 2(1 + 1)2 + (2 + 1)2 ,
two cube additions, one cube product and one cube subtraction (see Eq. (17)). In the estimate of the cost per operation for the product we have only considered the bubble injections,
although the cube arithmetics account for roughly 10% of the total cost of the product.
For a given grid step, the computational costs for diﬀerent molecules are comparable,
although t× grows faster than t∗ with respect to the number of atoms ((aK + b)K vs.
(aK + b)4/3 ). Nevertheless, the costs of both operations are quite similar, diﬀering at most
by a factor of about 4.
The cost per elemental operation, i.e., the performance, is almost constant for diﬀerent
molecules, when the same grid is used. This indicates that the computing time can be extrapolated to other systems quite accurately. The performance of both operations improves
as a ﬁner grid is used, as was observed previously in the benchmarks, due to the increase
in the ratio of computational workload to data transfer. The improvement is particularly
clear for the convolution, which performs quite poorly for the smaller grids. The maximum
performance obtained (for adenine with the 0.05 a0 grid) corresponds to 294 GFLOPs for the
convolution and 1.25 · 109 interpolations per second for the multiplication. This correlates
well with the peak performances observed in Figures 6 and 7.
We expect that the combination of an improved partitioning scheme together with more
judicious non-equidistant grids should bring the accuracy of the 0.05 a0 grids (fourth rows
of each entry) at the cost of the 0.1 a0 grids (third rows). Such set up would be optimal,
as the 0.1 a0 grids, which consist of ca. 1803 -2403 points, already show almost maximal
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performance.
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In this paper, we have presented and benchmarked GPGPU implementations of the costliest parts of our fully numerical electronic structure framework bubbles. The present work
oﬀers evidence for the suitability of numerical methods for the emerging parallel computer
architectures. The two bottlenecks addressed are the multiplication of two three-dimensional
scalar functions, and the application of certain linear transformations, such as the convolution with the Poisson kernel. Due to the large number of cube grid points, these operations
are computationally very time-consuming. However, owing to the Cartesian separability of
the basis, the algorithms are trivially parallelizable and very suitable for GPGPU architectures. The GPGPU implementation was straightforward, either by means of available
libraries, or by developing our own CUDA kernels. There was a very signiﬁcant decrease
(a factor of 30-100) in the cost of the operations with respect to the serial CPU implementation. The benchmarking showed very good performance when the grids were suﬃciently
large. Grids smaller than approximately 1803 points should not be used, as they are not
able to saturate the GPU bandwidth.
The available GPGPU hardware seems to be already ideal for the algorithms presented,
both in terms of computational power and available memory, as the implementation required
no modiﬁcation of the original CPU algorithms. Of course, improvements in cache, bandwidth, memory, clock speed, etc. in newer generations of graphics cards will do nothing
but increase the performance of the presented methods. The amount of available on-card
memory should not pose a limitation. For all systems considered, the operations can be
carried out in the 5.25 GB of memory of the M2070 card. The largest system presented here
is adenine on a grid with a step of 0.05 a0 , which consists of 541 × 505 × 385 grid points
and occupies about 801 MB. This calculation is close to the limit of about 5003 grid points
(ca. 1 GB) that can be handled on a single GPGPU. This limit is imposed by the linear
transformation, which requires the allocation of three cubes of that size, plus additional
overheads required by cuBLAS. Ultimately, due to the embarrassingly parallel character of
the algorithms, the operations could be computed in several stages if needed or, even better,
on multiple GPGPUs running simultaneously. Memory is not a limitation: if the number of
cube grid points per dimension can be cut by half, we can extrapolate from Fig. 3 that 200
atoms ﬁt in one GPU. In any case, for systems of such size the computing time would be
17
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excessive.
The most costly bottlenecks for the implementation of a Hartree-Fock SCF cycle have
therefore been levelled. An SCF cycle based on the approach of Yanai et al.16 comprises,
for n occupied orbitals, 13n2 + 6n multiplications and n2 + 2n + 2 convolutions.43 For the
0.1 a0 grids, we can estimate that the cost of an SCF cycle on the same hardware would
be 4 minutes for water (n = 5), 200 minutes for sulphuric acid (n = 25) and 500 minutes
for adenine (n = 35). Despite the high cost compared to LCAO approaches, it should be
kept in mind that this results are expected to be close to the complete basis set limit. The
pieces missing to implement such a scheme are an accurate representation of products of
molecular orbitals and nuclear potentials, and convolutions of the Helmholtz kernel with
these functions. An alternative approach would be directly constructing the Fock matrix,
as in our representation the kinetic energy integrals can be accurately computed. This
would be more similar to the common LCAO methods, circumventing orthonormalization
procedures and converging quickly to the best linear combination of starting orbitals. A
combination of both methods as alternating steps could possibly provide an eﬃcient and
accurate all-electron numerical SCF implementation.
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FIG. 1: The ﬁnite-element basis for M = 2 cells in the intervals [−1.5, −0.5] and
[−0.5, 1.5] using a LIP order of P = 2. The cell steps are H = {0.5, 1}. The total number
of basis functions is N = 5.
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FIG. 2: A two-dimensional cross-section of a non-equidistant grid with a ﬁne inner region
and a coarse outer region. The red points are in practice superﬂuous, because these values
must be stored, although they do not improve the overall accuracy of the calculation.
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FIG. 3: Number of coeﬃcients required to store the electron density as a function of the
number of atoms, for the equidistant grids with a step of 0.1 a0 . The outlier is H2 SO4 . The
data used for the plot is given in Table I.
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for all A bubbles do
• Precompute interpolating polynomials
for all l = 0, . . . , L do
for all m = −l, . . . , l do
for all i = 1, . . . , MA do
Compute aAlm
such that
ij
 Alm

wi (x) j aij ((x − si )/hi )j = j fiAlm bij (x)
• Interpolate the bubbles
for all rαβγ = (xα , yβ , zγ ) grid points do
• Compute relative coordinates, distance, unit vector
rA ← rαβγ − RA
rA ← |rA |
r̂A ← rA /rA
• Find cell
Find i such that si ≤ rA ≤ si + P hi
• Compute local coordinate
q ← (rA − si )/hi
for all 1 ≤ l ≤ L, −l ≤ m ≤ l do
• Evaluate interpolating polynomial

j
f ← 0≤j≤P aAlm
ij q
• Evaluate spherical harmonic
lm = 0 do
for all (u, v, w) such that Cuvw
lm x̂u ŷ v ẑ w
Y ← Y + Cuvw
A A A

• Accumulate result
fαβγ ← fαβγ + f Y

FIG. 4: Algorithm for the bubbles injection for a function f (r).
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for all 1 ≤ p ≤ R do
for all k  slices along the z axis do
G ← Ox::p F::k
H::k ← G(Oy::p )T
for all j slices along the y axis do
V:j: ← V:j: + ωp H:j: (Oz::p )T
V ← V + CF

FIG. 5: Algorithm for the linear transformation.
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FIG. 6: Performance for the bubbles injection in number of interpolations per second, for
diﬀerent values of L and number of bubbles K as a function of the number of points per
dimension N .
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FIG. 7: Performance in GFLOPs for linear transformations with diﬀerent operator rank
R, as a function of the number of points per dimension N . The theoretical peak
performance for a NVIDIA Tesla M2070 is 515 GFLOPs. The jump in performance at
about N = 150 is due to cuBLAS switching to a diﬀerent algorithm. Examples of
transformations include identity/projection (R = 1), ∇2 (R = 3), and convolution with the
Coulomb kernel (R = 20 in the approximation used here).
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TABLES
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TABLE I: Errors and costs of the total Coulomb energies for a test set of molecules. For
each molecule, results are reported for grid steps of 0.4, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 a0 . The number
of coeﬃcients required to store the bubbles and the cube are given in the Nbub and Ncub
columns. ΔE is the error in the total Coulomb energy. t∗ and t× are the costs of the
convolution using 20 quadrature points and the product, respectively. In parenthesis, we
4/3

report the approximate cost per operation, t∗ /(120Ncub ) · 10−12 , and t× /(17KNcub ) · 10−9 .
Molecule K

Nbub

CO

2

16·103

H2

2

10·103

CO2

3

24·103

H2 O

3

18·103

O3

3

24·103

ZnH2

3

21·103

NH3

4

22·103

H2 O2

4

26·103

Ncub
118·103
701·103
6·106
41·106
118·103
701·103
5·106
37·106
146·103
788·103
6·106
44·106
118·103
800·103
6·106
44·106
146·103
899·103
6·106
46·106
146·103
874·103
7·106
47·106
118·103
800·103
6·106
50·106
146·103
899·103
6·106
50·106

ΔE/Eh
4.2·10−3
4.7·10−3
-1.5·10−4
6.1·10−6
3.0·10−4
-4.6·10−5
-1.2·10−5
-1.8·10−5
-7.4·10−2
-3.3·10−2
-4.1·10−4
-4.4·10−5
-4.5·10−4
-2.2·10−4
-1.4·10−4
-1.1·10−6
-5.3·10−1
5.0·10−2
2.4·10−4
8.6·10−5
3.9·10−2
-2.6·10−1
-1.2·10−2
3.8·10−4
1.1·10−1
-8.4·10−4
1.9·10−4
-2.7·10−6
1.4
-1.4·10−1
4.2·10−3
1.5·10−4
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t∗ / s
0.02 (28.9)
0.10 (13.4)
0.55 (4.7)
6.49 (3.9)
0.03 (43.4)
0.09 (12.0)
0.48 (4.5)
5.58 (3.8)
0.03 (32.4)
0.10 (11.5)
0.61 (4.5)
7.26 (3.8)
0.03 (43.4)
0.11 (12.3)
0.58 (4.5)
7.06 (3.8)
0.02 (21.6)
0.11 (10.6)
0.62 (4.5)
7.42 (3.7)
0.02 (21.6)
0.12 (12.0)
0.67 (4.6)
7.67 (3.8)
0.02 (28.9)
0.10 (11.2)
0.66 (4.7)
8.48 (3.8)
0.03 (32.4)
0.11 (10.6)
0.60 (4.3)
7.84 (3.6)

t× / s
0.01 (2.5)
0.07 (2.9)
0.32 (1.7)
2.24 (1.6)
0.02 (5.0)
0.06 (2.5)
0.30 (1.7)
2.07 (1.7)
0.03 (4.0)
0.07 (1.7)
0.43 (1.4)
3.08 (1.4)
0.02 (3.3)
0.07 (1.7)
0.41 (1.4)
2.96 (1.3)
0.02 (2.7)
0.08 (1.7)
0.44 (1.4)
3.46 (1.5)
0.02 (2.7)
0.08 (1.8)
0.46 (1.4)
3.25 (1.4)
0.02 (2.5)
0.08 (1.5)
0.52 (1.2)
3.97 (1.2)
0.03 (3.0)
0.09 (1.5)
0.53 (1.2)
3.99 (1.2)

Molecule K

Nbub

HCOOH

5

33·103

CH4

5

27·103

CH3 OH

6

35·103

H2 SO4

7

51·103

CH3 COOH 8

50·103

C2 H6

8

44·103

C2 H5 OH

9

52·103

C3 H8

11

61·103

C6 H6

12

74·103

C6 F 6

12

95·103

Adenine

15

101·103

Ncub
182·103
1·106
8·106
62·106
118·103
913·103
7·106
52·106
227·103
1·106
9·106
64·106
227·103
2·106
11·106
88·106
182·103
1·106
10·106
72·106
227·103
1·106
9·106
66·106
227·103
1·106
10·106
74·106
272·103
2·106
11·106
80·106
261·103
2·106
11·106
83·106
261·103
2·106
12·106
89·106
261·103
2·106
14·106
105·106

ΔE/Eh
-1.7·10−1
9.6·10−3
2.1·10−3
-1.4·10−5
9.3·10−3
-3.0·10−5
-4.6·10−5
-6.3·10−5
-3.8·10−2
-3.5·10−2
8.3·10−4
1.8·10−4
-1.1·10−1
2.9·10−2
-5.9·10−3
9.7·10−4
-7.9·10−2
-1.6·10−2
1.1·10−3
4.0·10−4
-1.4·10−2
-8.9·10−4
4.7·10−5
-6.2·10−5
-6.0·10−2
-4.1·10−2
-1.4·10−3
1.6·10−4
-6.0·10−2
2.7·10−3
1.9·10−5
3.9·10−5
3.5·10−2
1.4·10−2
-2.9·10−4
-3.6·10−4
-2.5
-2.3·10−1
-1.4·10−5
-1.5·10−3
1.2·10−1
9.9·10−3
-2.4·10−4
-3.5·10−4

t∗ / s
0.02 (16.1)
0.15 (10.3)
0.80 (4.1)
10.62 (3.6)
0.02 (28.9)
0.13 (12.2)
0.78 (4.7)
8.22 (3.5)
0.03 (18.1)
0.17 (10.0)
0.90 (4.2)
10.94 (3.5)
0.03 (18.1)
0.22 (9.8)
1.31 (4.3)
16.08 (3.4)
0.03 (24.2)
0.18 (10.8)
1.07 (4.4)
13.29 (3.7)
0.03 (18.1)
0.16 (9.4)
0.92 (4.3)
11.47 (3.6)
0.03 (18.1)
0.19 (9.8)
1.07 (4.0)
13.44 (3.6)
0.04 (18.9)
0.22 (10.0)
1.11 (4.0)
14.64 (3.5)
0.04 (20.0)
0.22 (10.6)
1.22 (4.0)
15.73 (3.6)
0.03 (15.0)
0.24 (10.3)
1.30 (4.0)
16.51 (3.5)
0.03 (15.0)
0.29 (10.5)
1.51 (3.9)
20.35 (3.4)

t× / s
0.04 (2.6)
0.14 (1.4)
0.78 (1.1)
5.72 (1.1)
0.03 (3.0)
0.13 (1.7)
0.72 (1.2)
4.99 (1.1)
0.05 (2.2)
0.18 (1.4)
0.93 (1.1)
6.62 (1.0)
0.06 (2.2)
0.22 (1.2)
1.37 (1.0)
10.00 (1.0)
0.06 (2.4)
0.21 (1.2)
1.27 (1.0)
9.12 (0.9)
0.07 (2.3)
0.22 (1.2)
1.17 (1.0)
8.61 (1.0)
0.07 (2.0)
0.26 (1.2)
1.47 (0.9)
10.40 (0.9)
0.09 (1.8)
0.32 (1.1)
1.79 (0.9)
12.90 (0.9)
0.10 (1.9)
0.33 (1.1)
2.03 (0.9)
14.23 (0.8)
0.10 (1.9)
0.34 (1.0)
2.10 (0.9)
15.22 (0.8)
0.13 (2.0)
0.46 (1.0)
2.87 (0.8)
21.36 (0.8)
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